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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computer systems have widely spread since their appearance, and they now play a 
crucial role in many daily activities, with their deployment ranging from small home 
appliances to safety critical components, such as airplane or automobile control sys­
tems. Accidents caused by either hardware or software failure can have disastrous 
consequences, leading to the loss of hum an lives or causing enormous financial draw ­
backs. One of the greatest challenges of computer science is to cope with the fast 
evolution of computer systems and to develop formal techniques which facilitate the 
construction of dependable software and hardware systems.
Since the early days of computer science, many scientists have searched for suitable 
models of computation and for specification languages that are appropriate for rea­
soning about such models. When devising a model for a particular system, there is a 
need to encode different features which capture the inherent behavior of the system. 
For instance, some systems have deterministic behavior (a calculator or an elevator), 
whereas others have inherently non-deterministic or probabilistic behavior (think of 
a casino slot machine). The rapidly increasing complexity of systems demands for 
compositional and unifying models of computation, as well as general methods and 
guidelines to derive specification languages.
1.1 Coalgebra
In the last decades, coalgebra has arisen as a prom inent candidate for a m athem at­
ical framework to specify and reason about computer systems. Coalgebraic model­
ing works, on the surface, as follows: the basic features of a system, such as non­
determinism or probability, are collected and combined in the appropriate way, deter­
mining the type of the system. This type (formally, a functor) is then used to derive 
a suitable equivalence relation and a universal domain of behaviors, which allow to 
reason about equivalence of systems. The strength of coalgebraic modeling lies in 
the fact that many important notions are param etrized by the type of the system. On 
the one hand, the coalgebraic approach is unifying, allowing for a uniform study of 
different systems and making precise the connection between them. On the other
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hand, it can serve as a guideline for the development of basic notions for new models 
of computation.
1.2 Kleene . . .
One of the simplest models of computation is that of a deterministic finite automaton. 
In his seminal paper in 1956, Kleene [Kle56] described finite deterministic autom ata 
(which he called nerve nets), together with a specification language: regular expres­
sions. One of his most important results is the theorem  which states that any finite 
deterministic autom aton can be characterized by a regular expression and that, con­
versely, every regular expression can be realized by such automaton. This theorem, 
which is today referred to as Kleene’s theorem, became one of the cornerstones of 
theoretical computer science.
1.3 . . .  and followers
In his paper, Kleene left open the question of whether there would exist a finite, sound 
and complete, axiomatization of the equivalence of regular expressions, which would 
enable algebraic reasoning. The first answer to this question was given in 1966 by Sa- 
lomaa [Sal6 6 ] , who presented two complete axiomatizations. The 1971 monograph 
of Conway [Con71] presents an extended overview of results on regular expressions 
and their axiomatizations. Later, in 1990, Kozen [Koz91] showed that Salomaa’s ax­
iomatization is non-algebraic, in the sense that it is unsound under substitution of 
alphabet symbols by arbitrary regular expressions, and presented an algebraic axiom- 
atization: Kleene algebras.
McNaughton and Yamada [MY60] gave algorithms to build a non-deterministic au­
tom aton from a regular expression and back, and introduced a notion of extended 
regular expression with intersection and complementation operators. This enrich­
m ent of the language of regular expressions was relevant in the context of the most 
im portant application of regular expressions at that time, in the design of digital cir­
cuits, allowing a more easy conversion of a natural language specification of problems 
into a regular expression.
Brzozowski [Brz62, Brz64] introduced the notion of derivative of regular expressions, 
which allowed him to prove Kleene’s theorem  for the extended set of regular expres­
sions without having to recur to non-deterministic automata.
Efficient algorithms to compile regular expressions to deterministic and non-determi- 
nistic autom ata became crucial when regular expressions started to be widely used 
for pattern matching. One of the fastest (and most beautiful) algorithms to translate 
regular expressions into autom ata was devised by Berry and Sethi [BS8 6 ] . This algo­
rithm became the basis of one of the first compilers of the language Esterel [Ber00], 
a synchronous programming language, based on regular expressions, dedicated to 
embedded systems. Esterel is one of the most successful follow ups of Kleene’s work:
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it is used as a specification language of control-intensive applications, such as the 
ones running in the central units of cars or airplanes. In such systems guaranteeing 
im portant safety properties is of the utmost importance and, hence, formal models of 
computation play a central role.
In 1981, Milner adapted Kleene and Salomaa’s results to labeled transition systems: a 
model of computation in which non-determinism is allowed [Mil84]. He introduced 
a language for finitely presented behaviors, which can be seen as a fragment of the 
calculus of communicating systems (CCS) [Mil80], and a sound and complete ax- 
iomatization with respect to bisimilarity. The paper of Milner served as inspiration 
for many researchers in the concurrency community. Probabilistic extensions of CCS, 
together with sound and complete axiomatizations (with respect to the appropriate 
notion of equivalence) have been presented for instance in [DP05, DPP05, SL94]
In addition to the models already mentioned, other important models of computation 
include Mealy machines [Mea55] (autom ata with input and output), autom ata on 
guarded strings [Koz03] and weighted autom ata [Sch61]. These three models have 
applications, for instance, in digital circuit design, compiler optimization and image 
recognition, respectively.
1.4 Our aim
The aim of this thesis is to make use of the coalgebraic view on systems to devise 
a framework where languages of specification and axiomatizations can be uniformly 
derived for a large class of systems, which include all the models mentioned above. 
As a sanity check, it should be possible to derive from the general framework known 
results. More importantly, we should be able to derive new languages and axiomati- 
zations.
1.5 Kleene coalgebra
In this thesis, we combine the work of Kleene with coalgebra. The theory of universal 
coalgebra [Rut00] provides a standard equivalence and a universal domain of behav­
iors, uniquely based on the type of the system, given by a functor F. It is our main 
aim to show how the type of the system also allows for a uniform derivation of both 
a set of expressions describing the system’s behavior and a corresponding axioma- 
tization, sound and complete with respect to the equivalence induced by F, which 
enables algebraic reasoning on the specifications. Furthermore, we w ant to show the 
correspondence of the behaviors denoted by the expressions in the language and the 
systems under study, formulating the coalgebraic analogue of Kleene’s theorem.
The class of systems we study (or in other words, the class of functors F) is large 
enough to cover finite deterministic autom ata and labeled transition systems. It in­
cludes also other models, such as Mealy machines, autom ata on guarded strings, 
weighted autom ata and several types of probabilistic autom ata, such as Segala, strat­
ified and Pnueli-Zuck systems. From this general framework we will recover known
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languages and axiomatizations but, more interestingly, we will also derive new ones, 
for the so-called stratified and Pnueli-Zuck systems.
To give the reader a feeling of the type of expressions and axiomatizations we will 
derive, we show in Figure 1 .1 a few examples of systems, together with their type 
and examples of valid expressions and axioms.
Deterministic autom ata Mealy machines
b b 
— a —
b|0 b|0 
( & ^ x § >
a\0
GF= 2 X ldA GF =  (2 X ld)A
fix .b(x)  © a(fiy .b (y ) © a(x) © 1 ) f ix .b(x)  © a ( /ij .a (x )  © b (y )) © a | l
0 © s = e I2 X.S = e[fjLx.e/x]
Labeled transition systems Segala systems
a /  <2
©  tS)
vi) (¿y
^  (1
1/2 1/2 2/3 1/3
(ÍJ  t¿) (u) t¿)
^ = 0 PJd)A y = (3 U D J d ) )A
a({b(0 )}®{c({0 }© {0 })}) a ({ l / 2 - 0 ©  1 / 2  -0 } )ffla ({ l/3 -0 © 2/3-0})
e © e = e p ■ s © p ' ■ s = (p + p') ■ s
Figure 1.1: For each of the systems we show a concrete example, the corresponding 
functor type, an expression describing the behavior of Sj, and an example of a valid 
axiom.
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1.6 Thesis outline and summary of the contributions
We summarize below the content and main contributions of each chapter.
C hapter 2 introduces basic preliminaries on coalgebra.
C hapter 3 contains m aterial already existing in the literature, collecting the main 
results on regular expressions and Kleene algebras, mainly due to Kleene, Brzozowski, 
Kozen and Rutten. These results serve as basis for the generalizations presented in the 
subsequent chapters. Furthermore, we recall the basics of Kleene algebra with tests 
(KAT), an extension, due to Kozen, of the algebra of regular expressions with Boolean 
tests. KAT has many applications in compiler optimization, program transformation 
and dataflow analysis.
We also recall the Berry-Sethi construction, from regular expressions to non-deter- 
ministic autom ata, mentioned previously in the introduction, and we show how to 
generalize it to KAT expressions. This generalization constitutes the original contri­
bution of this chapter.
C hapter 4  introduces a language and axiomatization for Mealy machines. The main 
contributions are summarized in the table below.
Kleene meets Mealy 
Specification language for Mealy machines Definition 4.2.1
An analogue of Kleene’s theorem  Theorems 4.2.7 and 4.2.8
Sound and complete axiomatization Section 4.3
The results in this chapter are subsumed by the ones in the subsequent chapter, but 
they can be seen as a concrete example of the coalgebraic approach, illustrating many 
of the general principles. This chapter paves the way for the construction of the 
general framework which we will present in the subsequent chapters.
This chapter is based on the following paper:
[BRS08] Marcello M. Bonsangue, Jan J. M. M. Rutten, Alexandra Silva: Coalgebraic 
Logic and Synthesis of Mealy Machines. FoSSaCS 2008:231-245.
C hapter 5 contains the development of a general framework, param etrized by the 
type of the system, a functor, where languages and axiomatizations can be derived 
uniformly. The class of functors considered, which we call non-deterministic functors, 
covers a number of models, such as deterministic autom ata, labeled transition sys­
tems and autom ata on guarded strings. We summarize the main contributions of the 
chapter in the table below.
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Non-deterministic Kleene coalgebras 
Specification language for non-deterministic coalgebras Definition 5.2.1
An analogue of Brzozowski derivatives Definition 5.2.11
An analogue of Kleene’s theorem  Theorems 5.2.12 and 5.2.14
Sound and complete axiomatization Section 5.3
This chapter is based on the following papers:
[BRS09b] Marcello M. Bonsangue, Jan J. M. M. Rutten, Alexandra Silva: A Kleene 
Theorem for Polynomial Coalgebras. FOSSACS 2009:122-136.
[BRS09a] Marcello M. Bonsangue, Jan J. M. M. Rutten, Alexandra Silva: An Algebra for 
Kripke Polynomial Coalgebras. LICS 2009:49-58.
[SBR10] Alexandra Silva, Marcello M. Bonsangue, Jan J. M. M. Rutten: Non-determi- 
nistic Kleene coalgebras. Logical Methods in Computer Science 6(3), 2010.
C hapter 6  extends the framework of the previous chapter to be able to deal with 
quantitative systems such as weighted or probabilistic automata. The main technical 
challenge is that quantitative systems have an inherently non-idempotent behavior 
and thus the proof of Kleene’s theorem  and the axiomatization require extra care. In 
this chapter, the generality of our approach pays off: we were able to derive a sound 
and complete axiomatization for stratified systems, a type of probabilistic autom ata 
for which a language existed but no axiomatization, and a language and axioma- 
tization for Pnueli-Zuck systems, another type of probabilistic autom ata for which 
only a modal logic like language existed. The main contributions of the chapter are 
summarized in the following table.
Quantitative Kleene coalgebras
Specification language for quantitative systems Definition 6.2.3
An analogue of Kleene’s theorem Theorem 6.2.9
Sound and complete axiomatization Theorems 6.2.11 and 6.2.17
Examples of application to probabilistic systems Section 6.4
This chapter based on the following papers:
[BBRS09] Filippo Bonchi, Marcello M. Bonsangue, Jan J. M. M. Rutten, Alexandra Silva: 
Deriving Syntax and Axioms for Quantitative Regular Behaviours. CONCUR 2009:146­
162.
[BBRS10] Filippo Bonchi, Marcello M. Bonsangue, Jan J. M. M. Rutten, Alexandra Silva: 
Quantitative Kleene coalgebras. Accepted for publication in Information and Computa­
tion.
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The connection between Kleene’s regular expressions, deterministic autom ata and 
coalgebra was first explored in [Rut98, Rut03]. Rutten studied the coalgebraic struc­
ture of the set of regular expressions, given by Brzozowski derivatives [Brz64], in 
order to show that the coalgebraic semantics coincides with the standard inductive 
semantics of regular expressions. He proved the usefulness of the approach by prov­
ing equalities by coinduction. The coinductive proofs turned out to be, in many cases, 
more concise and intuitive than the alternative algebraic proof using the axioms of 
Kleene algebra. Later, Jacobs [Jac06] presented a bialgebraic review on deterministic 
autom ata and regular expressions, which allowed him to present an alternative coal- 
gebraic proof of Kozen’s result on the completeness of Kleene algebras for language 
equivalence [Koz91, Koz03]. We took inspiration from all of these papers: the work 
of Brzozowski and Rutten led us to the definition of the coalgebraic structure on the 
set of expressions, whereas the work by Jacobs and Kozen served as a guideline to 
the proof of soundness and completeness of the axiomatization we will introduce for 
the set of generalized regular expressions.
In the last few years several proposals for specification languages for coalgebras ap­
peared [Mos99, Röß00, Jac01, Gol02, CP04, BK05, BK06, SP07, KV08]. The lan­
guages presented in this thesis are similar in spirit to that of Rössiger [Röß00], Ja­
cobs [Jac01], Pattinson and Schröder [SP07] in that we use the ingredients of a func­
tor for typing expressions. They differ from the logics presented in [Röß00, Jac01] 
because we do not need an explicit "next-state" operator, as we can deduce it from 
the type information.
Apart from the logics introduced by Kupke and Venema in [KV08], the languages 
mentioned above do not include fixed point operators. Our language of generalized 
regular expressions is similar to a fragment of the logic presented in [KV08] and can 
be seen as an extension of the coalgebraic logic of [BK05] with fixed point operators, 
as well as the multi-sorted logics of [SP07]. However, our goal is rather different: we 
w ant (1 ) a finitary language that characterizes exactly all locally finite coalgebras; (2 ) 
a Kleene like theorem  for the language or, in other words, a map (and not a relation) 
from expressions to coalgebras and vice-versa. Similar to many of the works above, 
we also derive a m odular axiomatization, sound and complete with respect to the 
equivalence induced by the functor.
The languages studied in this thesis allow for recursive specifications and therefore 
formalize potentially infinite computations. This type of computations were studied 
also in the context of iterative theories, which have been introduced by Elgot [Elg75]. 
The main example of an iterative theory is the theory of regular trees, that is trees 
which have finitely many distinct subtrees. Adámek, Milius and Velebil have pre­
sented Elgot’s work from a coalgebraic perspective [AMV03, AMV06], simplified some 
of his original proofs, and generalized the notion of free iterative theory to any finitary 
endofunctor of every locally presentable category. The language associated with each 
functor, which we introduce in this thesis, modulo the axioms is closely related to the 
work above: it is an initial iterative algebra [Mil10]. This also shows the connection
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of our work with the work by Bloom and Ésik on iterative algebras/theories [BE93]. 
Kleene’s theorem  has been extended in various ways. Büchi [Bue62] extended it to 
infinite words and «-autom ata, introducing an o  operator on languages. Ochman- 
ski [Och85] introduced a concurrent version of the Kleene star operator, which lead 
him to define a notion of co-rational languages, obtained as the rational ones by 
simply replacing the star by the concurrent iteration. He then generalized Kleene’s 
theorem showing that the recognizable trace languages are exactly the co-rational 
languages. Gastin, Petit and Zielonka [GPZ91, GPZ94] extended Ochmanski’s re­
sults to infinite trace languages. For weighted autom ata, Schützenberger [Sch61] has 
shown that the set of recognizable formal power series (corresponding to the behav­
ior of weighted autom ata) coincides with the set of rational formal power series. For 
timed autom ata, there were several proposals, including the papers by Bouyer and Pe­
tit [BP02], Asarin, Caspi and Maler [ACM97], and Asarin and Dima [AD02]. Recently, 
the results of Bouyer and Petit as well as those of Schützenberger have been extended 
to the class of weighted timed autom ata by Droste and Quaas [DQ08]. Furthermore, 
Kozen has extended Kleene’s language with Boolean tests as a finitary representation 
of regular sets of guarded strings and proved an analogue of Kleene’s theorem  for 
autom ata on guarded strings [Koz03].
From the aforementioned extensions, only the weighted autom ata example of Schüt­
zenberger and the autom ata on guarded strings of Kozen would fit in the framework 
we will present in this thesis. The language we will derive is, however, different from 
the ones they proposed. Schützenberger’s and Kozen’s languages had full sequential 
composition and star in their syntax, instead of the action prefixing and unique fixed 
point operators that we will use in our language.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
We give the basic definitions of functors and coalgebras and introduce the notion of 
bisimulation. We assume the reader is familiar with basic categorical concepts such 
as category, functor and natural transformation.
2.1 Sets
First we fix notation on sets and operations on them. Let Set be the category of sets 
and functions. Sets are denoted by capital letters X , Y, . ..  and functions by lower case 
f , g , . . . .  We write 0 for the empty set and the collection of all finite subsets of a set X  is 
defined as P0(X ) =  {Y ç  X  | Y  finite}. The collection of functions from a set X  to a set
Y is denoted by YX. We write idX for the identity function on set X . Given functions 
f  : X ^  Y  and g : Y ^  Z  we write their composition as g ◦ f . The product of two sets
X , Y  is w ritten as X  x  Y , with projection functions X  1— X  x Y  n  > Y  . The set
1 is a singleton set typically w ritten as 1 =  {*} and it can be regarded as the empty 
product. We define
X +  Y =  (X i±i Y) u { ± , T}
where i±i is the disjoint union of sets, with injections X  — X  i±i Y  — Y, and 1  
and T are distinct from the elements of X  i±i Y . Note that the set X  & Y  is different 
from the classical coproduct of X and Y (which we shall denote by X + Y ), because of 
the two extra elements 1  and T. These extra elements will later be used to represent, 
respectively, underspecification and inconsistency in the specification of systems.
For each of the operations defined above on sets, there is an analogous one on func-
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tions. Let f  : X  — Y , f 1 : X  — Y  and f 2 : Z  — W . We define the following operations: 
f 1 x f 2 : X x Z — Y x W f 1 +  f 2 : X +  Z — Y +  W
(fi x ƒ2) « x ,z)) = (f i(x ),f 2(z)) ( f  + f 2)(c) =  c, c g { ± ,T }
(fl +  f 2 )(Ki (x )) =  Ki (fi (X)), i G {1,2}
f A : Xa -  YA Z ( f  ) : P JX ) — Z ( Y )
f A( g ) =  f  0 g P ( f  )(S) = { f  ( X ) | X G S}
Note that here we are using the same symbols that we defined above for the opera­
tions on sets. It will always be clear from the context which operation is being used. 
In our definition of non-deterministic functors we will use constant sets equipped with 
an information order. In particular, we will use join-semilattices . A (bounded) join- 
semilattice is a set B equipped with a binary operation VB and a constant ± B g B, such 
that VB is commutative, associative and idempotent and the element ± B is neutral 
with respect to VB. As usual, VB gives rise to a partial ordering < B on the elements of 
B: b1 < B b2  ^  b1 VB b2  = b2. Every set S gives rise to a join-semilattice by taking B 
to be the set of all finite subsets of S with union as join and 0 as constant.
2.2 Coalgebras
An F-coalgebra is a pair (S, f  : S — F(S)), where S is a set of states and F  : Set — Set 
is a functor. The functor F, together with the function f , determines the transition 
structure (or dynamics) of the F-coalgebra [Rut00].
An F-homomorphism h : (S, f  ) — (T, g ), from an F-coalgebra (S, f  ) to an F-coalgebra 
(T, g), is a function h : S — T preserving the transition structure, i.e., such that the 
following diagram commutes:
S
F(S) F(h)
T
->F(T )
g 0 h = F(h) 0 f
2.2.1 D e fin itio n  (Final coalgebra). An F-coalgebra (fi, w) is said to be final if for 
any F-coalgebra (S, f  ) there exists a unique F-homomorphism behS : (S, f  ) — (fi, w):
S
behc
fi
h
g
w 0 behS =  F(behS ) 0 f
F (S ) ---------- F(fi) ^ J F(behs ) K J *
OJ
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The notion of finality will play a key role later in providing semantics to the expres­
sions that we will associate with functors in subsequent chapters. For that reason, it 
is important to characterize a class of functors for which final coalgebras exist.
A functor is said to be bounded [GS02, Theorem 4.7] if there exists a natural surjec- 
tion n from a functor B x ( - ) A to F, for some sets B and A. For every bounded functor 
there exists a final F-coalgebra (fiF, ) [Rut00, GS02].
2.2.2 D e fin itio n  (Subcoalgebra). Given an F-coalgebra (S, f  ) and a subset V of S 
with inclusion map i : V ^  S we say that V is a subcoalgebra of S if there exists 
g : V ^  F(V) such that i is a F-homomorphism:
V S
f  o i =  F (i) O g
F(V ) F(i) ->F(S) *
The transition structure g is unique (this is a consequence of the fact that, for every 
f  : S ^  T mono, with S non-empty, F (f  ) : F(S) ^  F (T ) is also mono, for all Set 
functors F) :
2.2.3 T h eo rem  ( [Rut00, P roposition  6 .1]). Let (S, f  ) be an F-coalgebra and let V 
be a subset of S with inclusion map i : V ^  S. I f  k, I : V ^  F(V ) are such that i is an 
F-homomorphism both from  (V, k) to (S, f  ) and from  (V, I)  to (S, f  ), then k =  I.
Given s e  S, (s) =  (T, t ) denotes the smallest subcoalgebra generated by s, with T 
given by
T =  H  {V I V is a subcoalgebra of S and s e  V} (2 .1 )
If the functor F  preserves arbitrary intersections, then the subcoalgebra (s) exists. 
This will be the case for every functor considered in this thesis.
We will write Coalg(F) for the category of F-coalgebras together with coalgebra ho- 
momorphisms. We also write CoalgLF(F) for the category of F-coalgebras that are 
locally finite: F-coalgebras (S, f  ) such that for each state s e  S the state space, i.e. the 
carrier T , of the generated subcoalgebra (s) is finite.
2.2.4 D e fin itio n  (B isim ulation). Let (S, f  ) and (T,g ) be two F-coalgebras. A re­
lation R ç  S x T is called a bisimulation [AM89] if there exists a map e : R ^  F(R) 
such that the projections n 1 and n 2  are coalgebra homomorphisms, i.e. the following 
diagram commutes.
S <­
f
F (S ) i
R n 2
3e
- F(R) -F(n2) F(ni) *
g
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This is equivalent to the following alternative definition, which is sometimes more 
convenient in proofs. A relation R ç  s  x T a bisimulation [HJ98] iff
<s,£)eK=></(s),g(£))ef(K)
where F(R) is defined as F(R) =  { (F f^ X x ), F(7r2)(*)) | x g F(R)}.
We write s ~ F t whenever there exists a bisimulation relation containing (s, t ) and we 
call ~ F the bisimilarity relation. We shall drop the subscript F  whenever the functor F  
is clear from the context.
2.2.5 D e fin itio n  (B ehavioral equivalence). Let (S, f  ) and (T,g ) be F-coalgebras. 
We say that the states s e  S and t e  T are behaviorally equivalent, w ritten s ~ b t , 
if and only if they are mapped into the same element in the final coalgebra, that is 
behs (s) =  behT (t ). 4
If two states are bisimilar, and a final coalgebra exists, then they are behaviorally 
equivalent (s ~  t ^  s ~ b t ). The converse implication is only true for certain classes 
of functors. For instance, if the functor F  preserves weak-pullbacks then we also have 
s ~ b t ^  s ~  t .
All the functors considered in this thesis, except the ones in Chapter 6 , satisfy the 
above property.
The main use of bisimulations is their application as a proof principle.
2.2.6 T h eo rem  (C oinduction). I f  (n , w) is a final coalgebra and a, b e  n, then
a ~  b ^  a =  b
P ro o f . Let F  be a functor with final coalgebra (n , w) and let a, b e  n  satisfying 
a ~  b. There exists a bisimulation R, with (a, b) e  R such that the following diagram 
commutes.
n  f- ^2 nR
w 3e
F (n ) f ( r )  — > F (n )F(n2) F(ni)
By the properties of the final coalgebra there exist unique F-homomorphisms behn 
and behR such that:
behn
(n , w) <-
(n , w)
•^r -'f-
behR
—  (R, e) —
beh
^2
n
->• (n , w)
Thus, behn ◦ n 1 =  behR =  behn ◦ n 2, and since behn =  idn, we can conclude that 
a =  b. □
n
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This theorem  implies that to prove that two states a and b in a final coalgebra are 
equal it is enough to exhibit a bisimulation R containing the pair {a, b).
The following two theorems will be useful in the proofs of soundness and complete­
ness we shall present later.
2.2.7 T h eo rem  ( [Rut00, P roposition  5 .8]). Let S be a set and R an equivalence re­
lation on S. Then the natural quotient map [ - ]  : S ^  S/R  is the co-equalizer of the 
projection morphisms n 1, n 2  : R ^  S. That is, for any other set T and map q : S ^  T 
such that
si Rs2 ^  q(si) =  q fe )
there exists a unique morphism u : S /R  ^  T such that the following diagram commutes:
R
[-]
->S/R
■ir
T
n
Sn2 q
Moreover if  S has a coalgebra structure f  : S ^  F(S) and R Ç Ker(f ), then there exists a 
unique F-coalgebra structure a  : S/R  ^  F(S/R) such that [ - ]  is a coalgebra homomor­
phism:
R
n 2
S
[-]
f
F(S) F([-])
->S/R
-ir
-> F(S/R)
2.2.8 T h eo rem  (Epi-mono fac to riza tion [RutOO, T heorem  7 .1]). Given an F-homo­
morphism h : (S , f  ) —> (T,g), there exists a unique F-coalgebra (T ,g) and homomor- 
phismse  : (S , f  ) -> (T ,g) and m: (T ,g ) -> (T,g):
F(h)
such that m is  a monomorphism and e is an epimorphism.
n
a
h

Chapter 3
Automata as coalgebras
In this chapter we will illustrate many of the general concepts introduced in the pre­
vious chapter in a concrete setting. Thus, in contrast with the universal coalgebra of 
the previous chapter we will now consider concrete coalgebra.
The chapter has two parts: the first on deterministic autom ata, Kleene’s regular ex­
pressions and Kleene algebras and the second on Kleene algebra with tests (KAT). 
Many of the results presented in the first part of the chapter have appeared in the 
literature (e.g. in [Brz64, Con71, Rut98, Rut03, Koz01, Jac06]). For completeness, 
we will include many of the proofs of known results and in some cases we will present 
them  in a different way. This will allow us to introduce results and techniques which 
we will generalize in the subsequent chapters. It should be said upfront that there will 
be a crucial difference in the generalized languages of regular expressions, which we 
will introduce later, and Kleene’s regular expressions, which we recall in this chapter. 
In the languages we shall introduce we will use action prefixing and unique fixed 
point operators instead of full sequential composition and star.
The results on KAT expressions are mostly due to Kozen [Koz03, Koz08a]. We follow 
up on those results and present a new autom ata model for KAT expressions and a con­
struction from expressions to automata. This part of the chapter will not be revisited 
later on the thesis, but we include it since KAT is one of the most basic extensions of 
Kleene algebras, with various applications.
3.1 Deterministic automata and regular expressions
Let A be a set of input letters (or symbols). A deterministic autom aton with inputs in 
A is a pair (S, {oS, tS)) consisting of a set of states S and a pair of functions {oS, tS), 
where o : S ^  2 is the output function, which determines if a state s is final (oS (s) =  1) 
or not (oS(s) =  0), and t : S ^  SA is the transition function, which, given an input 
letter a determines the next state. We will frequently write sa to denote tS(s)(a) and 
refer to sa as the derivative of s for input a. Moreover, when depicting deterministic 
autom ata we will draw a single circle around non-final states and a double circle 
around final ones.
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We illustrate the notation we will use in the representation of deterministic autom ata 
in the following example.
os (s1 ) = 0 os fe ) = 1
( s1 ) a =  s2 (s1)b =  s 1
( s2 ) a =  s 1 (s2)b =  s2
Deterministic autom ata are coalgebras for the functor D(X ) =  2 x X a. The classical 
notion of autom ata homomorphism will instantiate precisely to the definition of coal­
gebra homomorphism for the functor D: given two deterministic autom ata (S, (oS, ts)) 
and (T, (oT, tT)), a function h : S ^  T is a homomorphism if it preserves outputs and 
input derivatives, that is oT(h(s)) =  oS(s) and h(s)a =  tT(h(s))(a) =  hA(tS(s))(a) =  
h(sa), for all a e  A. These equations correspond to the commutativity of the following 
diagram.
S
(oS,tS) (oT ,tT)
2 x SA idxhA
The input derivative sa of a state s for input a e  A can be extended to the word 
derivative sw of a state s for input w e  A* by defining, by induction on the length of w, 
se =  s and saW =  (sa )w , where e denotes the empty word and aw' the word obtained 
by prefixing w' with the letter a. This enables an easy definition of the semantics of a 
state s of a deterministic automaton: the language L(s) e  2A  recognized by s, that is 
the language containing all words w for which L(s)(w) =  1 , is given by:
L(s)(w) =  os (sw ) (3.1)
For instance, the language recognized by state s1 of the autom aton above is the 
set of all words with an odd number of a ’s. It is easy to check that, for example, 
L (si)( bab) =  os ( ( s j  bab ) =  os f e )  =  1 and L (sJ(aab ) =  os ((sJaab ) =  os (si ) =  0.
Given two deterministic autom ata (s, (os , ts )) and (T, (oT, tT)) a relation R ç  s  x T is 
a bisimulation if (s, t ) e  R implies
os (s) =  oT( t ) and (sa, ta) e  R for all a e  A
We will write s ~  t whenever there exists a bisimulation R containing (s, t ). This 
concrete definition of bisimulation can be recovered as a special case of the gen­
eral definition of bisimulation for F-coalgebras (Definition 2.2.4) by instantiating the 
functor F  to D(X) =  2 x Xa . The following theorem  guarantees that the definition 
above is a valid proof principle for language equivalence of deterministic automata.
3.1.1 Theorem  (C oinduction).
(T, (oT, t T)), s e  s  and t e  T:
Given two deterministic automata (s, (os , ts)) and 
s ~  t ^  L(s) =  L(t )
b b
h
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P ro o f . Let R be a bisimulation relation containing (s, t ). We prove, by induction on 
the length of words w e  A*, that, for all (s, t ) e  R, w e  L (s) ^  w e  L( t ).
L(s)(e) =  os (s) s==t oT( t ) =  L ( t)(e)
L(s)(aw') =  os (saw' ) =  os ((sa )w' ) =  Ot (( ta )w' ) =  L( t )(aw ')
The one but last step follows using the induction hypothesis and the fact that (sa, ta) e
R. a a □
To determine whether two states s and t of two deterministic autom ata (S, (oS, tS )) 
and (T, (oT, t T)) (over the same alphabet) recognize the same language we can now 
use coinduction: it is enough to construct a bisimulation containing (s, t ).
3.1.2 Exam ple. Let (S, (oS, tS)) and (T, (oT, t T)) be the deterministic autom ata over 
the alphabet {a, b} given by
a
a, b
The relation R =  {(s1, t 1), (s2, t 1), (s3, t2)} is a bisimulation:
Os (si) =  Os fe )  =  0 =  Ot (ti)  Os (s3) =  1 =  Ot ( t2)
(s1)a =  s2 R t1 =  ( t1)a (s2)a =  s2 R t 1 =  ( t1)a (s3)a =  s3 R t2 =  ( t2)a
(s1)b =  s3 R t2 =  ( t1)b (s2)b =  s3 R t 2 =  ( t1)b (s3)b =  s3 R t 2 =  ( t2)b
Thus, L(si) =  L (ti) =  L(s2) and L(s3) =  L(t3). 4
The language recognized by a state s is the behavior (or semantics) of s . Thus, the 
set of languages 2A* over A can be thought of as the universe of all possible behaviors 
for deterministic automata. We now turn  2A‘ into a deterministic autom aton (with 
inputs in A) and then show that such autom aton has the universal property of being 
final, which will connect the coalgebraic semantics induced by the functor with the 
classical language semantics we have just presented.
For an input letter a e  A, the input derivative la of a language l e  2A on input a is 
defined by la(w) =  l (aw). The output of l is defined by l (e). These notions determine 
a deterministic autom aton (2A*, (oL, tL)) defined, for l e  2A* and a e  A, by oL(l) =  l (e) 
and tL(l)(a) =  la.
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3.1.3 T heorem . The automaton (2A‘, (oL, tL)) is final. That is, for any deterministic 
automaton (S, (oS, tS)), L : S ^  2A is the unique homomorphism which makes the fol­
lowing diagram commute.
S ---------- ------------2a‘
(°S,tS) (°L,tL)
2 x SA --------- A-  ^ 2  x (2a* )aidx La
Given a state s, the language L(s) is precisely the language recognized by s (as defined in 
equation (3.1)).
P ro o f. We have to prove that the diagram commutes and that L is unique. First the 
commutativity:
ol ( L(s)) =  L(s)(e) = os (s)
tL ( L(s))(a) =  L (s)a =  Aw. L(s)(aw) =  Aw.L(sa)(w) =  L(sa ) =  L(ts(s))(a)
For the one but last step, note that, by definition of L (equation (3.1))
L(s)(aw) =  os (saw ) =  os ((sa )w ) =  L(sa)(w)
For the uniqueness, suppose there is another morphism h : S ^  2A‘ such that, for every 
s e  S and a e  A, oL (h(s)) =  oS(s) and h(s)a =  h(sa).
We prove by induction on the length of words w e  A* that h(s) =  L(s).
h(s)(e) =  ol (h(s)) =  os (s) =  L(s)(e)
h(s)(aw) =  (h(s)a)(w) =  h(sa)(w) (=  L(sa)(w) =  L(s)(aw) □
The semantics induced by the unique map L into the final coalgebra coincides, in the 
case of deterministic automata, with the bisimulation semantics we defined above, 
that is s ~  t ^  L(s) =  L ( t) (the implication in Theorem 3.1.1 is actually an equiva­
lence). This phenomenon is an instance of the general fact we presented in the previ­
ous chapter that behavioral equivalence coincides with bisimilarity for many functors, 
including the deterministic autom ata functor D =  2 x IdA. This fact will actually be 
true for most functors we consider in this thesis, apart from some considered in Chap­
ter 6 .
We will now recall the basic definitions and results on regular expressions. The set 
R(A) of regular expressions over a finite input alphabet A is given by the following 
syntax:
r,r 1 }r2:: = 1 | 0 | a g A | r 1 + r2  \ r^ 2  \ r*
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The semantics of regular expressions is given in terms of languages1 and it is defined 
as a map L : R(A) ^  P(A*) by induction on the syntax as follows:
I (U  =  H  I(Q) =  0 L(a') = {a}
L (r 1 +  r2) =  L(r1) U L (r2) L(r1 ^ )  =  L(r 1) ■ L (r2) L (r*) =  L (r )*
(3.2)
where, given languages l , l1 and l2, l1 ■ l2 =  {w1 w2 | w1 e  l1 and w2 e  l2}; l* =  y neN ln, 
and, for n e  N, ln is inductively defined by l0 =  {e} and ln+1 =  l ■ ln.
Here, we have intentionally reused L (r ) to represent the language denoted by a reg­
ular expression r e  R(A) (recall that we had used L(s) to represent the language 
recognized by a state s of a deterministic autom aton). This is because we shall prove 
below that the languages recognized by finite deterministic autom ata are precisely 
the ones denoted by regular expressions.
We now equip the set R(A) with a deterministic autom aton structure. This defi­
nition was first proposed by Brzozowski in his paper Derivatives of regular expres­
sions [Brz64] and, for that reason, it is occasionally referred to as Brzozowski deriva­
tives. We define the output oR(r ) of a regular expression r by
oK(0) =  0
o*(D  =  1
oft(a) =  0 
and the input derivative t R(r )(a) =  ra by
=  0 (r i +  r2)
=  0 (r !r2)a
oft(r1 +  r2) =  oR(r{) V o r ( ^ )  
o%(r1 r2) =  oK(r1) A o r ( ^ )  
o%(r*) =  1
(0)a
(Da
(a)a
=  ( r 1 )a +  (r2)a
f (r1)ar 2 
. ( r1)ar 2 +  (r2)a
if oK(r1) =  0 
otherwise
1  if a =  a'
0 if a a'
(r*)a
In the definition of oR we use the fact that 2 =  {0,1} can be given a lattice structure 
({0,1}, V, A, 0,1 ) (0 is neutral with respect to V and 1 with respect to A).
Intuitively, for a regular expression r , oR(r ) =  1 if the language denoted by r contains 
the empty word e and oR(r ) =  0 otherwise. The regular expression ra denotes the 
language containing all words w such that aw is in the language denoted by r . 
Similarly to what happened in deterministic autom ata, the input derivative ra of a 
regular expression r for input a can be extended to the word derivative rw of r for 
input w e  A* by defining re =  r and raw = (ra)w.
1Here, we represent languages as subsets of A*, rather than functions 2A*. Although we prefer the 
latter view on languages, the traditional semantics of regular expressions was presented as sets of words 
and we recall it here unchanged. We will only use the set interpretation on languages when referring to 
the classical semantics of regular expressions.
a
*=  r„ra
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We have now defined a deterministic autom aton (R(A), (oR, t R)) and thus, by Theo­
rem 3.1.3, we have a unique map L which makes the following diagram commute.
R(A)----------------------- -> 2a* (3.3)
(OR , t R ) (öl ,tL )
2 x (R(A))a -  - idx-  -  -> 2 x (2a* )a
We now prove that, for any r e  R(A), the semantics defined inductively in (3.2) is the 
same as the one given by the unique map into the final coalgebra L : R(A) ^  2A‘.
3 .1.4 T heorem . For all r e  R(A) and w e  A*
w e  L(r ) ^  OR(rw) =  1 
where L(r ) is the inductively defined semantics from equation (3.2).
P ro o f . By induction on the structure of r .
L(0 ) =  0 and oK((0 )w) =  l 
1 (1 ) =  {e} and oK(( l)w) =  1 <=> w =  e 
L(a) =  {a} and oK((a)w) =  1 ^  w =  a 
w e  L(r1 +  r2) ^  w e  L(r1) or w e  L(r2)
(IH)
^  OR((r1)w) =  1 or Oft((r2)w) =  1 ^  oK((r1 +  r2)w) =  1 
w e  L(r1 r2) ^  w =  w1 w2, with w1 e  L(r1) and w2 e  L(r2)
(IH)
^  OR((r1)w1 ) =  1 and oK((r2)w2) =  1 ^  oK((r1 r2)w) =  1 
w e  L(r*) ^  w e  L(r)n, for some n e  N ^  w =  w1...  wn with w i e  L(r )
(IH)
^  w =  w1 . . . wn with OR(rw.) =  1 ^  OR((r*)w) =  1 □
We have now proved that the classical semantics of both deterministic autom ata and 
regular expressions coincides with the coalgebraic semantics. In the sequel, we will 
say that a regular expression r and a state s of a deterministic autom aton are equiva­
lent if L(s) =  L(r ).
Next, we present Kleene’s theorem, which states the equivalence between the class 
of languages recognized by finite deterministic autom ata (finite here means that the 
set of states S and the input alphabet A are finite) and the one denoted by regular 
expressions.
3.1.5 T heorem  (K leene’s T heorem ). Let l e  2A*. The following are equivalent.
1. l =  L(r), for some regular expression r e  R(A).
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2. l =  L(s), for a state s e  S of a fn i te  deterministic automaton (S, (oS, tS )).
The proof of this theorem  amounts to constructing an equivalent regular expression 
from a state of a deterministic autom aton and, conversely, to constructing a determ i­
nistic autom aton which has a state that is equivalent to a given regular expression. 
We will sketch these constructions in the next two sections.
3.1.1 From deterministic automata to regular expressions
To present the construction of a regular expression from a state of a finite deter­
ministic autom aton we need to introduce some algebraic laws to simplify regular 
expressions. For regular expressions r1, r2, if L(r1) =  L(r2) we say that r 1 and r2 are 
equivalent and we write r 1 =  r2. The relation =  ç  R(A) x R(A) is an equivalence 
relation. Moreover, if r 1 =  r2, one can substitute r 1 for r2, or vice versa, in any regular 
expression and the result will be equivalent to the original expression.
Below are a few laws that can be used to simplify regular expressions.
r 1 + ( r 2 +  r3) 
r 1 +  r 2 
r +  r 
r +  0 
r l(r2 r3 )
(r2 +  r3>1
r i
rO
rr* + 1 
r1 +  r2 x  < x
(r1 +  r2) +  r3 
r2 +  r1 
r 
r
( r 1 r2) r3 
r 2 r 1 +  r3 r 1
r
0
r* r 1 < x
=  I  r
= Or
where < refers to subset inclusion: r1 < r2 ^  L (r1) ç  L (r2) ^  r 1 +  r2 =  r2. The 
last law above is not an equation but it will allow the derivation of equations: it 
states that the inequality r 1 +  r2x < x has r | r 1 as least solution. Below we will make 
use of this fact to solve equations of the form x  =  r 1 +  r2x . Note that using the 
laws above we can prove that r*r1 is also the least solution of the latter equation 
('r*r1 =  (r2r* +  JJrj =  r2 {r*r1 ) +  r j .  If e ^  I ( r 2) then r*r1 is actually the unique 
solution [Sal6 6 ] .
Let (S, (oS, tS)) be a finite deterministic automaton. We associate with each s e  S an 
equation
rs arsc
aeA
+ oS(s) (3.4)
Note that the sum here is well defined because A is finite. In this way, we build a 
system with n equations and n variables, where n is the size of S. We can solve it by 
using the laws above (see below). The fact that the resulting rs is equivalent to s is 
then an easy proof by coinduction. The relation
r
R =  {(r,s) | r =  rs,s e  S}
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is a bisimulation: for any r =  rs, we have that oR(r ) =  oR(rs) =  oS(s), ra =  (rs)a =  rSa 
and (r^ ,sa) e  R, for all a e  A.
We wilal first illustrate the construction with an example and then we will present a 
formal definition of the solution of a system of equations of the same form as (3.4) 
using matrices.
3.1.6 Exam ple. Consider the following deterministic autom aton over the alphabet 
A  =  {a, b}:
b b
Let r 1 and r2 denote rs and rs , respectively. The system of the equations arising from 
the autom aton is the following:
ri =  (a r2 +  br1) +  0 r2  = (arl + br2) + 1
Using the laws above we can rewrite the second equation to r2 =  (ar 1 + 1 ) +  br2  and 
then solve it which yields r2  = b*(ar1 +  ]J or, simplified, r2  = b*ar1 + b*. We then 
replace r2 in the first equation and simplify it:
r: = (a(b*ar: + b*) + br:) + 0  = (ab* a + b)r 1 + ab*
Solving it and then replacing it in the equation for r2 results in the following two 
expressions
r 1 =  (ab* a +  b)*ab* r2  =  b* a(ab*a +  b)*ab* +  b* 
which satisfy L(r1) =  L(s1) and L(r2) =  L(s2). 4
We will conclude this section by recalling from [Koz97] a formalization of a system 
of n equations of the form
X; =  OqXj +  ...  +  a[nx n +  0 ; 1 < i < n
Constructing an n x n matrix T with all the ai]-, an n x 1 vector O with all the oi and 
an n x 1 vector X  with all the x i, we obtain the matrix-vector equation
X =  TX  +  O (3.5)
Moreover, we define, for an n x n matrix R, with entries r e  R(A), a matrix R*, by 
induction on n .
If n =  1, then the matrix R is reduced to a single entry r and R* =  r*.
If n > 1, we divide the matrix into four submatrices
R =  ( A B 'R [ C D
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R* =
with A and D are square with dimensions, respectively, m x m (for some m < n) and 
(n -  m) x (n -  m). By induction hypothesis, we can use A*, B*, C* and D*. This allows 
us to define
(A +  BD* C )* (A +  BD* C )* BD*
 ^(D +  CA* B )* CA* (D +  CA* B )*
Now, one can show that the vector T*O is the least (with respect to the pointwise order
< of regular expressions) solution to the system in (3.5) [Koz97, Theorem A.3].
Let us revisit the example above using this method. First, we construct the matrices 
X, T and O:
Now we compute T *
X =
T* =
T = - i ?
( b +  ab* a)*
( b +  ab* a)* ab*
( b +  ab* a)* ab* 
( b +  ab* a)*
and T *O
T*O = ((b +  ab*a ) * ) 0  + ((b +  ab*a)*ab*)l 
((¿> +  ab*a)*ab* ) 0  + ((b + ab*a)*)l*M —
( b +  ab* a)* a b  
( b +  ab* a)*
In the last step we used some of the equations to simplify regular expressions. Now 
note that the expression computed for r 1 is (almost) the same as the one we obtained 
in the example above, whereas the one for r2 is quite different (syntactically), but still 
equivalent. We will show the proof of this equivalence later in Example 3.1.18.
r1
r2
3.1.2 From regular expressions to deterministic automata
Given a regular expression r we want to construct a finite deterministic autom a­
ton with an equivalent (that is, bisimilar) state to r . We have shown that the set 
R(A) of regular expressions over A carries a deterministic autom ata structure given by 
(oR, t R). Hence, an obvious way of constructing an autom aton with a state equivalent 
to a regular expression r is to consider the subcoalgebra ( r ) generated by r in (oR, tR) 
(this idea goes back to Brzozowski [Brz64], the state r of the constructed autom aton 
will be equivalent to the regular expression r ). However, even for very simple expres­
sions ( r ) might not be finite. Take, for example, the expression (a*)*. Computing the 
input derivative for a yields:
((a*)*)a =  (la*)(a*)*
((la*)(a*)*)a =  (Oa* +  la*)(a*)* +  (la*)(a*)*
((Oa* +  la*)(a*)* +  (la*)(a*)*)a =  ((Oa* +  Oa* +  la*)(a*)* +  (la*)(a*)*) +  ((la*)(a*)*)a
Now note that all the derivatives above are equivalent. However, they are syntacti­
cally different and therefore they will not be identified as denoting the same state, 
which results in ((a*)*) having an infinite state space. In order to achieve finite­
ness, it is enough to remove double occurrences of expressions r in sums of the form
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. . .  +  r +  . ..  +  r +  ....  This uses the laws for associativity, commutativity and idempo- 
tency of +  (ACI in brief), but note that it does not amount to taking the quotient of 
R(A) with respect to the equivalence induced by the laws ACI, which would also guar­
antee finiteness [Brz64, Con71] but would identify more expressions. For instance, 
the expressions a +  b and b +  a for a, b e  A with a =  b will not be identified in our 
procedure.
The following proposition provides a syntactic characterization of the derivative rw, 
for a word w e  A+ and r e  R(A).
3.1.7 P ro p o s i t io n .  Let w e  A* and r, r1, r2  e  R(A). Then, the word derivatives of 
( ri +  r2), r 1 r2 and r * are of the form:
( r 1 +  r2)w = (r1)w + ( r2)w
( r 1 r2)w =  ( r 1 )w1 r 2 +  ■ ■ ■ +  ( r 1 )wk r 2  +  (r2)w1 +  ■ ■ ■ +  (r2)w¡'
(r *)w =  rw1 r * +  ••• +  rwmr *
for some fixed k, l , m > 0, w i, wi e  A*.
P ro o f. By induction on the length of w e  A*. For w =  e, the equalities hold trivially. 
For w =  aw' , we have:
(IH)
( r 1 +  r2 )aw' =  (( r 1 )a +  (r2)a )w' =  (r1)aw' +  (r2)aw'
( ) =  i ((r1)ar2)w' if OR(r1) =  0
lr1 Tz) aw' I ( ( r 1)ar2)w' + (  r 2 ) awf otherwise 
Both cases now follow directly using the induction hypothesis. If oR(r1) =  0, we have
( ( r 1 )ar2)w/ (i= ) ( r 1 )aw1 r 2 +  ' ' ' +  (r1)awkr 2 +  (r2)w'1 +  ' ' ' +  (r2 )w¡
otherw ise,
( ( r 1 )ar2)w/ +  (r2)aw' (= ) (r1)aw1 r 2 +  ' ' ' +  (r1)awkr 2 +  (r2)w'1 +  ' ' ' +  (r2 )w¡ +  (r2)aw'
Finally, for the third equality, we need to use the result we have just proved for se­
quential composition:
(r*)aw/ =  (rar*)w' =  raw1 r* +  ' ' ' +  rawk r* +  ( r*)w1 +  ' ' ' +  ( r*)wl'
(=  ru1 r * +  ••• +  rumr * □m
Using Proposition 3.1.7, we can now prove that the number of word derivatives of 
a regular expression is finite, if double occurrences of expressions r1 in sums of the 
form . . . +  r1 +  . . . +  r1 +  . . . are removed.
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3.1.8 THEOREM. Let r e  R(A). The number of word derivatives rw is finite, as long 
as double occurrences of expressions r1 in sums of the form  . ..  +  r 1 +  . ..  +  r 1 +  . ..  are 
removed.
P ro o f . By induction on the structure of the expression. The base cases are trivial: 
they have either one, two or three distinct word derivatives. The sum r1 +  r2 has as 
upper-bound for the number of derivatives, once we remove the double occurrences 
in the sum, N  x M ; the concatenation r 1 r2 has as bound 2N+M ; and the star (r1)* has 
2n , where N  and M  are the inductive bounds for r1 and r2. □
We now illustrate the construction of an autom aton using the procedure described 
above.
3.1.9 Exam ple. Let A =  {a, b} and r =  (ab +  b)*ba. We compute derivatives incre­
mentally, marking with y  the derivatives that are not new and numbering the new 
ones:
rba = (Ob +  0)(ab +  b)*ba +  ( lb  + 0  )(ab +  b)*ba +  Oa +  0a +  1 = raa + ra + 1 (§) 
rbb =  (Ob +  0)(ab +  b)*ba +  (Ob + JL)(ab +  b)*ba +  J^ a +  Oa +  0 =  raa +  r¡, +  0 (7)
re =  (ab +  b)* ba ©
ra = (1^ + 0 )(ab  +  b)*ba +  Oa 
rb = (Ob +  l) (a b  +  b)*ba +  J^ a 
raa = (Ob +  0)(ab +  b)*ba +  Oa ®
rab = (Ob + 1  +  0)(ab +  b)*ba + 0 a
raaa = (Ob + 0 )(ab  +  b)*ba +  Oa =  raa 
raab = (Ob +  0 )(ab +  b)*ba +  Oa =  raa
raba = (Ob +  0 )(ab +  b)*ba +  (lb  +  0 )(ab +  b)*ba +  Oa + 0 a =  raa + ra 
rabb =  (Ob + 0 )(ab  +  b)*ba +  (Ob +  l) (a b  +  b)*ba +  j.a +  0a =  raa + rb
rbaa raa 0
rbab = raa + r ab + 0
rbba =  raa +  rha+ 0  =  raa +  ra + j L+ 0
rbbb = raa + rbb + 0 . = rbb
y
y
y
yrabaa =  raa
rabab =  raa +  rab
a^bba raa +  rba rba
rabbb =  raa +  rbb =  rbb
rbaaa =  rbaa
y
y
y
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rbaab rbaa y
rbaba = r aa + r aba +  Q =  raa + ra + 0 @
rbabb =  raa + r abb +  Q =  raa + rb + 0 =  rbb y
aabr
IIol+aar
IIaabrbb y
rbbab — raa +  r ab +  0 — rbab y
rababa raa +  raba raba y
rababb raa +  rabb rabb y
1~babaa **aa b^aa y
rbabab a^a **ab Q **bab y
The resulting autom aton will have 14 states (note also that only rba and rbba have 
output value 1):
a,b
In the above calculations, we strictly followed the procedure described above. The 
goal was to construct a finite deterministic autom aton with a state equivalent to the 
regular expression r and we did not worry about its size. It is however obvious that 
by allowing the simplification of certain expressions the resulting autom aton would 
be much smaller. For instance, let us add to the procedure the following three rules: 
Or can be replaced by 0; l r  can be replaced by r and 0 can be eliminated from sums.
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The calculations for r would then be much more simplified (and easier to read):
re = (ab + b)* ba ©
ra = b(ab + b)* ba rbb
= (ab + b)* ba + a = rb y
© y
rb = (ab + b)* ba + a ©
raaa =  0 = raa
raa = 0 ©
raab
rbaa
= raa
=  0 = raa
y
y
rab = (ab + b)* ba = r y
= (ab + b)* ba = r yrbab
rba = b(ab + b)*ba +  1 ©
The resulting autom aton would then have 5 states:
b
4
In fact, this is the autom aton with a minimal number of states recognizing the lan­
guage denoted by r . Note that the axioms we considered to simplify r are not always 
enough to get the minimal automaton. For that one would have to consider the com­
plete set of axioms, which we will present later in this chapter. However, in many 
cases the autom aton computed using just a subset of the axioms is minimal: an em­
pirical study about this phenom enon appears in [ORT09].
3.1.3 Non-deterministic automata and the subset construction
A non-deterministic autom aton (NDA) is similar to a deterministic autom aton but 
the transition function gives a set of next-states for each input letter instead of a 
single state. NDA’s often provide compacter representations of regular languages than 
deterministic automata. For that, they are computationally very interesting and much 
research has been devoted to constructions compiling a regular expression into an 
NDA [Ant96, Glu61, BS8 6 , Tho6 8 , MY60, CZ02] (we will show an example of such 
construction below). Surprisingly, in w hat concerns language acceptance NDA’s are 
not more powerful than deterministic autom ata. A state s of an NDA accepts a word 
if there is a path starting in s labeled by w which leads to a final state. For every 
NDA there exists a deterministic autom aton with a state equivalent to a given state of 
the NDA. Such deterministic autom aton can be obtained from a given NDA by the so- 
called subset (or powerset) construction first introduced by Rabin and Scott [RS59], 
which we will show below coalgebraically.
Formally, an NDA over the input alphabet A is a pair (S , (o ,5)), where S is a set of 
states and (o, 5) : S ^  2 x (p (S ))A is a function pair with o as before and where 5 
determines for each input letter a a finite set of possible next states.
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As an example of the compactness of NDA’s, consider the following regular language 
(taken from [Koz97]):
{w e  {a, b}* | the fifth symbol from the right is a}
One can intuitively construct an NDA with a state s, having two outgoing a-transitions, 
which recognizes this language (which could be, for instance, denoted by the regular 
expression (a +  b)*a(a +  b)(a +  b)(a +  b)(a +  b)):
a, b
A deterministic autom aton recognizing the same language will have at least 25 =  32 
states.
In order to formally compute the language recognized by a state x of an NDA A, it 
is usual to first determinize it, constructing a deterministic autom aton det(A) where 
the state space is PM(S), and then compute the language recognized by the state {x } 
of det(A). Next, we describe in coalgebraic terms how to construct the autom aton 
det(yi) [RutOO]. _
Given an NDA A =  (S ,(o ,5 )), we construct det(yi) =  (3^(S), (o,5)), where, for all
Y g 3^(S), a e  A, the functions ö: 3^(S) -> 2 and 5 : 3^(S) -> 3^(S)A are
°(T) = l i  lf ^yey0('J ') 1 5 (y ) (a )=  1J 5(j)(a).
0 otherwise wv ^ yey
The autom aton det(A) is such that the language L ({x}) recognized by {x } is the same 
as the one recognized by x in the original NDA A (more generally, the language 
recognized by state X  e  3^(S) of det(A) is the union of the languages recognized by 
each state x  e  X  of A).
We summarize the situation above with the following commuting diagram:
S ----- -------> 3US) -  -  -  -> 2a*
(oL,tL>
-> 2 x (2a* )a
We note that the language semantics of NDA’s, presented in the above diagram, can 
alternatively be achieved by using A-coinduction [Bar04, Jac06].
From  regu lar expressions to  non-determ inistic  au tom ata: the  Berry-Sethi 
construction
. There are several algorithms to construct a non-deterministic autom aton from a 
regular expression. We will show here the one presented in [BS8 6 ] by Berry and
<o,5>
2 x % (S)A
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Sethi. We shall generalize this algorithm in the next section in order to deal with 
the expressions of Kleene algebra with tests. The basic idea behind the algorithm is 
that of marking: all input letters in a regular expression are marked (with subscripts) 
in order to make them distinct. As an example, a marked version of (ab + b)*ba is 
(a jb 2 +  b3)*b4a5, where a 1 and a5 are considered different letters. The choice we 
made for the subscripts are the positions of the letters in the expression. For that 
reason the Berry-Sethi construction is often referred to as position automata. .
We will explain the algorithm with an example (taken from [BS8 6 ]) and then state 
the results that justify its correctness.
3.1.10 Exam ple. Let r = (ab + b)*ba and let r =  (a 1 b2  + b3 )*b4 a5  be its marked 
version. We define c; =  (r )w, for w a prefix of length i of a 1 b2 b3 b4 a5, and call it the 
continuation i of r. We then construct an autom aton from r in the following way:
1. The autom aton will have a state i e  {1,2,3,4,5} for each distinct symbol in r 
plus an extra state 0 which will be equivalent to r.
2. A state i has a transition to state j, labeled by a¡, if (ci )a = Cj. A state i is final
if o r(Ci) = 1 .
The autom aton resulting from r =  (a 1 b2  + b3 )*b4 a5  is the following
Co =  (r)e = (<*ib2  + b3 )*b4 a 5  
Ci = ( r ) Ql = b 2 (a 1 b2  + b3 )*b4 a5  
c2 =  (r)aib2 = (c i)h 2 =  (0 ^ 2  +  b3 )*b4 a 5  
c3 =  ( O a ih2h3 =  (c2)t3 =  ( 0 ^ 2  + b3 )*b4 a5
C4 (^ *)a1b2 3^^ 4 (Cs)b4 5^ 
C5 (^ *)a1b2 3^^ 4a5 (C4)a5 jL
Note that to compute the transition structure we had to compute all input derivatives 
for each q . This can be overcome by using some of the properties of derivatives of 
expressions with distinct symbols (more below). Now, note that by deleting all the 
marks in the labels of the autom aton above the state 0 of the resulting NDA accepts 
precisely the language denoted by (ab + b)*ba (all words that finish with ba and all
other occurrences of a are followed by one or more b’s).
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4
The algorithm above works as expected due to the properties of derivatives of expres­
sions with distinct letters. We summarize the crucial properties for the correctness of 
the algorithm.
3.1.11 T h e o r e m  ( [BS8 6 , P roposition  3.2 and  T heorem  3 .4 ]). Let r be the regular 
expression obtained from r by marking all symbols to make them distinct. Then, the 
following holds:
1. I f  A ' is an automaton with a state s such that L(s) =  L(r), then the state s of 
the automaton A, obtained from A! by unmarking all the labels, is such that 
L(s) = L(r ).
2. Given any symbol a and word w, the derivative (r)aw is either 0 or unique modulo 
associativity, commutativity and idempotency.
Starting from a regular expression r g R(A), we can then obtain a non-determinis­
tic autom aton by first marking the symbols, then applying the algorithm above and 
finally unmarking the labels. If wanted, a deterministic autom aton can then be ob­
tained via the subset construction (the complexity of this construction for position 
autom ata was studied in [CNZ06]).
In [BS8 6 ] , the authors presented also a more efficient way of computing the position 
automaton, based on the fact that each continuation is uniquely determined by an 
input symbol. We briefly recall it here, since this is precisely the version we will later 
generalize for KAT expressions. Let pos(r) denote the positions (distinct symbols) in 
the regular expression r . For any regular expression r and i g pos(r) we define:
first(r) =  {i I PiW G L(r)}^ 
follower,i) = {j \upipjv eL (r )}  
last(r) = {i I wpi G L(r)}
These sets can be computed efficiently from the expression: we recall [BS8 6 , Propo­
sition 4.3].
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3.1.12 P ro p o s i t io n  ( [BS8 6 , P roposition  4 .3 ]). Let r be a regular expression with 
distinct symbols. F, defined by the rules below, is such that F( r, {!}) yields a set of pairs of 
the form {ai ,follow(r !, ai )), where ! is a symbol distinct from all symbols in r. The rules 
are:
F(ri + r2 ,S) = F (r i ,S ) U F(r2 , S )
F (rir2 ,S) = F(ri,first(r2) U ü r ( r2 ).S) U F(r2 ,S)
F(r*,S) = F(ri,first(ri) U S )
F (a ,S) = {{a,S)}
F(1,S) =  F(0,S) =  0
Here, for a set S, LS =  S and O.S = 0. Note that in F also the set last(r) is computed:
i e  last{r) <=>! efollow(rl,i).
The position autom aton corresponding to a given regular expression r g R^^) is then 
given by
Aposir) = ({0 } Upos{r),A, {o ,5 )) 
where r is the marked version of r and o and 5 are defined as follows: 
os (0 ) =  OftO) 5(0)(a) =  | j  efirst(r),unmark(aj) = a}
os (i) =  { j  o th e rw is ^  5(i)(a) = {j \ j  efollow(r,i),unmark(aj) = a} 0
We show an example of the algorithm above. We consider again r = (ab + b)*ba and 
its marked version r = (a 1 b2  + b3 )*b4 a5.
first(r) =  {1,3,4} first(a 1 b2  + b 3) = {1,3} first(a 1 b2) = { 1} first(b 4 a5) = { 4} 
F(r,{!}) =  F((a ib2 +  b3)*,{4})uF(b4a5,{!})
=  F(aib2 +  b3, {1,3,4}) U F(b4, {5}) u F(a5, {!})
=  F(aib2, {1,3,4}) UF(b3, {1,3,4}) U{{b4, {5}), {a5, {!})}
=  F(a1, {2}) UF(b2, {1,3,4}) u{{b3, {1,3,4}),{b4 , {5}),{a5, {!})}
=  {{a!, {2}), {b2 , {1,3,4}), {b3 , {1,3,4}), {b4 , {5}), {a5, {!})}
The position autom aton Apos(r) constructed is the same as the one presented above 
in (3.6).
It should be remarked that the construction of the position autom aton from a regular 
expression does not always extend to additional operators, such as intersection or 
complement.
3.1.4 Kleene algebras
In Section 3.1.1, we showed a set of algebraic laws that allow for a sound simplifi­
cation of regular expressions with respect to language equivalence. In this section, 
we will show a set of laws (which includes the aforementioned ones) that is sound 
and complete: all true equations between regular expressions can be proved purely 
algebraically using only the equations included in this set.
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3.1.13 D e fin itio n  (Kleene a lgebra). A Kleene algebra K =  (E, +,•, (—)*,0 ,1) con­
sists of a nonempty set E with two distinguished elements 0 and 1, two binary oper­
ations +  and • (usually omitted when writing the expressions) and a unary operation 
(-)*  satisfying the following axioms, for e, ej, e2, e3 g E:
e1 +  (e2 +  e3) 
e 1 +  e2 
e + e 
e + 0
(e1 +  e2) +  e3 
e2 +  e1 
e 
e
(associativity of +) 
(commutativity of +) 
(idempotency of +)
(0  is an identity of +)
e1(e2e3)
el
eO
(eje2)e3 (associativity of •)
e = le ( 1  is an identity of •)
0 =  Oe (0  is an annihilator of •)
(e2 +  e3)e1 
ex(e2 +  e3) 
e*e + 1  
* +  1ee
=  e2 e1 +  e3 e1 
=  e1 e2 +  e1 e3
=  e*
=  e*
(right distributivity) 
(left distributivity)
e1 + e2  x  < x 
e1 + xe 2  < x =>
e2e1 < x  
e1 e2 < x
where < is defined by e < f  ^  e + f  =  f . *
We use the symbol =  to denote syntactic equality instead of =  in order to avoid 
confusion. We will use the same notation in the subsequent chapters.
The first group of rules, which summarizes the properties of + , essentially says that K 
is a join-semilattice. Together with the second group, which contains the properties 
of • and its interaction with +, it states that K  is an idempotent semiring. The last 
group of rules axiomatizes the star operator. It follows quite easily from the axioms 
that < is a partial order. Moreover, all the operators are monotone with respect to <: 
if e1 < e2 then e1e < e2e, ee1 < ee2, e1 + e < e2 +  e and e^  < e*.
Typical examples of Kleene algebras are [Koz97] :
-  The set 2A‘ of languages over an input alphabet A with constants 0 and {e} and 
operations u, • and *. In 2A‘, < is just set inclusion.
-  The family of all binary relations over a set X  with the empty relation for 0, the 
identity relation for 1 , union for + , relational composition for • and the reflexive 
transitive closure operator for (-)* .
-  The family of n x n matrices over a Kleene algebra K =  (E, + , •, (—)*,0 ,1). We 
show the operations and identity elements for the case n  =  2. The identity 
elements for +  and • are
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1
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respectively, and the operations + , • and (-)*  are given by
e1 e2^ + f  e5 e^  = f  e1 + e5 e2 +  e6
e3 eAj  ^ e7 eaJ ^ e3 +  e7 e4 +  e8 
e^A U 5  eA  = (  e1 e5  + e2  e7  e1 e6  + e2e8^
^e3 e4 j  V e7 e8 j  V e3 e5 +  e4 e7 e3e6 +  e4e8,
and
^ 1  e ^  * = (  (e1 + e2  e*^3 )* (e1 + e2  e*^3 )* e2 e*Ä
e  e j  ^ 4  +  e3e1 e2)* e3 e\ (e* +  e3e^e2)* ) ’
respectively. The sum and product operations are just standard matrix sum and 
multiplication. Recall that we had used the star operation of matrices over regu­
lar expressions to formalize the solution of a system of equations (see page 23).
Two regular expressions r 1 and r2 are equivalent (that is, they denote the same lan­
guage) if and only if r 1 =  r2 is derivable from the axioms of Kleene algebra. We 
will present below a coalgebraic proof of this result (which states the soundness and 
completeness of the Kleene algebra axioms for regular expressions, already proved 
in [Koz91, Koz01, Jac06]). But before that let us show a few typical equalities deriv­
able using the axioms above.
3.1.14 Example. The following equalities hold in Kleene algebras:
e* =  e* +  l
e*e* =  e*
e** =  e*
(e + f  )* =  (e*f  )*e* denesting rule
e( f  e)* =  (e f  )*e shifting rule
The first equality follows easily:
e* = 1  + ee* = 1  + 1  + ee* = 1 + e* = e* + 1  
For the second equality, we have:
e*e* =  (1 +  ee*)e* =  e* +  ee*e* > e*
and, using the fact that e*e* is the least solution of ex + e* < x
ee + e  < l + e e  + e  = e  + e  = e  => e e < e  
For the third equality we use first that e** is the least solution of e*x +  1 < x:
e = e  +  l  =  e e +  ^ = > 6  < e  
and then that e* is the least solution of ex +  1  < x:
i 1  ___ f  1  i i 1  ___  i i 1  \   ^ i 1  __x. /  * *e = e e  + l  = {l + ee)e + l  = e + e e e  + l > e e  + ^ = > 6  < e
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For the denesting rule, first observe that
(e*f )* e* < ((e + f  )*(e +  f  ))*(e +  f  )* (by monotonicity)
< ((e + f  )*)*(e +  f  )* ((e +  f  )*(e +  f  ) < (e +  f  )*)
=  (e +  f  )*(e +  f  )*
=  (e + f)*
Then we use the fact that (e +  ƒ )* is the least solution of x(e +  ƒ ) +  1 < x:
(e* /)* e* (e+ /) +  1 
=  (e*/)*e*e +  (e*/)*e*/ +  1
< (e*/)*e* +  (e*/)* +  1 ( e*e < e* and (e* /)* e* /< (e* /) )
< (e*/ )*e* (1 < (e*/ )*e* and (e*/ )* < (e*f ) V )
Hence, (e +  f  )* < (e*f )*e*.
For the shifting rule we use the facts that e( f  e)* and (e f  )*e are the least solutions of, 
respectively, x ( f  e) +  e < x and (ef )x +  e < x :
(e /)* e /e  + e  =  ((e /)* e / +  ]Je =  (e/)*e => e(/e)* < (e/)*e
efe( fe )*  + e = e (/e (/e )*  +  1 ) =  e(/e)* => (e/)*e < e(/e)* 4
We next present an alternative proof of a result originally due to Brzozowski [Brz64, 
Theorem 6.4].
3.1.15 T h eo rem  (Fundam ental theo rem  for reg u la r expressions). Every regular ex­
pression r g R(A) satisfies the following equality
r =  o ^ (r) +  y ^ a r a
aeA
This theorem  is closely related to the proof of Kleene’s theorem, namely the construc­
tion of a regular expression from a deterministic autom aton (cf. equation (3.4)). In 
the subsequent chapters we will generalize (and make extensive use of) this equality. 
Note that the intended reading of the equality above is syntactic: the left side of the 
equation can be derived from the right side using the axioms of Kleene algebra. If 
the goal would be to prove equivalence, that is L(r) =  L(oK(r) +  XiaeAa ra)’ the 
proof would be straightforward using coinduction.
The name Fundamental Theorem is borrowed from [Rut03], where an analogue the­
orem is stated for formal power series (functions f  : A* ^  k, for a semiring k ). As 
it is explained there, the name is chosen in analogy to analysis. Viewing prefixing 
with the letter a as a kind of integration, the theorem  tells us that regular expression 
derivation and integration are inverse operations: the equality above gives a way of 
obtaining r from the a-derivatives ra (and the initial value oR(r )).
P ro o f  (Theorem 3.1.15). By induction on the structure of r .
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The base cases are direct consequences of the fact that 1 is the identity for • and 0 is 
an annihilator for • and the identity for +.
i = i + o = i + 2 > o
aeA
0 =  0 + XiaO
aeA
a =  0 +  a ^  q /0
a/eA\{a}
The cases r1 +  r2 and r1 r2 follow by induction and using several of the semiring laws 
(we remark that in the second case the induction hypotheses are applied subsequently 
and not at the same time):
rx +  r2 =  oR(r1) ^ X i  a ( r J a  +  O r ^ + X !  afo),
aeA J \  aeA
=  o ^ (r1) +  o ^ (r2) +  2  a ( (r i)a +  (r2)a)
aeA
=  OftOj +  r2) +  a(O i +  r2)a)
aeA
rir2 =  |^o ^ (r i) +  X > O i) a j  r2
aeA
=  oK(ri) f o K(r2) +  X¡ a (r2)aì  +  X  a O jV ;
y aeA y aeA
=  ° * ( r i r2) +  Xi a ( (r i)ar2 +  oK(r i) (r2)a)
aeA
=  Or (^  ^ + X  a ( r 1 r2)a
For r * we distinguish between the cases oR( r ) =  0 and oR(r ) =  1. For oR(r ) =  0, it 
follows easily by induction:
r* =  l  +  r r * I l + (  ox (r) + £  ar„ \ r* ~
aeA
=  1 + 2  a(rar*)
aeA
For oR(r ) =  1, a bit more of work is needed:
r* =  l  +  rr* =  1 + o ^ (r) +  ^ a r a
V aeA 7
r* = r* + f l + ^ a ( r ar*)
V aeA y
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From this equation, we can conclude that r* > ]^+ X  a(rar*). It remains to prove that
aeA
r* < 1  +  X  a(rar*)- We do that by showing that x =  1 + x r ,  where x =  .1 +  X  ° ( rar*)-
aeA aeA
Using the second star inequality rule this implies that l r  < x  which is precisely the 
inequality we w ant to prove.
x =  l + Z » ( v ‘ ) =  Ì +  X  ara(l +  r*r)
aeA aeA
=  Ì  + Ì +  X  ara +  X  “ 'a-
aeA aeA
IH
= I  + r  + S a r / r
aeA
1 + (1 + X « r ar*)r =  l + x r
aeA C l
Soundness and  com pleteness
It is the goal of this section to prove that the axiomatization given by Kleene algebra 
is sound and complete with respect to bisimilarity:
r 1 ~  r2 ^  r 1 =  r2
Recall that bisimilarity for deterministic autom ata coincides with language equiva­
lence, that is L(r 1) =  L (r2) ^  r 1 ~  r2.
The original proof of soundness and completeness of the axioms of Kleene algebras 
is due to Kozen [Koz91], who later presented an alternative proof [Koz01]. A coal­
gebraic proof of soundness and completeness was presented by Jacobs [Jac06]2. The 
proof we present here is a slight variation on [Koz01, Jac06].
For soundness, the right to left implication, it is enough to prove that =  is a bisimu­
lation relation. This will have as consequence that the Kleene algebra axiomatization 
of regular expressions is sound: for all r1, r2 g R(A), if r 1 =  r2 then r 1 ~  r2.
3 .1.16 T h eo rem  (Soundness). The equivalence relation = is a bisimulation, that is, 
for every r 1, r2 g R^^)^ if  r 1 = r2  then
oR (n) = o r(r 2 ) and (r 1)a =  (r2)a 
P ro o f . By induction on the length of derivations for =.
2The paper by Jacobs was of great inspiration for us to formulate the proof of soundness and complete­
ness of the generalized language of regular expressions we will present in the subsequent chapters.
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For the cases of length zero everything follows from unwinding the definitions of oR 
and t%. We show the proof for the equations rl + r 2  = r2  + r 1 and rr* + 1 =  r*.
o%(r1 + r2 ) = o r ( t 1 ) V o r ( ^ )  = o ^ fo  +  r 1)
o%{rr* + 1) =  o%(rr*) V oK(l)  =  o%(rr*) V 1 =  1 =  oK(r*)
( r 1 +  r2)a =  ( r 1 )a +  (r2 )a = (r2 )a + ( r 1 )a =  ( r 2 +  r 1 )a
*_U r V j-n  -  j ( r*)a+Q(r*)a + 0  i fo K(r1) =  0 
a- + o ^ ( r ) ( r ) a +  0  - 1 ( r * ) a + i ( r * )a  + o otherwise(rr* +  l ) a =  rar* +  o;R(r)(r*)a +  0 =
=  (r* )
a ' ± \‘ Ja
- a
For the inductive cases, we illustrate the case r 1 +  r2x < x ^  r2r1 < x . The other case 
is proved precisely in the same way. Suppose we have just derived r2 r 1 < x , using 
r 1 +  r2 x < x as a premise. We want to prove that oR(r*r1) < oR( x ) and (r*r1)a < x a. 
The first, which simplifies to oR(r1) < oR( x ), follows from the induction hypothesis 
oR(r1) +  oR(r2 x ) < oR( x ). For the second inequality, we calculate:
( r 2 r 1 )a =  (r2 )ar 2  r 1 + (r 1 )a
< (r2 )ax +  (r 1)a (r2 r 1 < x )
< (r2)ax +  0 ^ (r2)x a +  (r1)a
=  (r2x )a +  (r1)a
=  ( r 1 +  r2x )a
< x a (induction hypothesis) □
Let R(A)/= denote the set of expressions modulo =. The equivalence relation =  in­
duces the equivalence map [ - ]  : R^^) ^  R(A)/= given by [ r ] =  {r' | r = r '}.
Theorem 3.1.16 guarantees the existence of a unique map (by Theorem 2.2.7)
tf t) : ^(A)/=  - ^ 2 x m A ) / ^  
which makes [ - ]  a coalgebra homomorphism:
R(A)------ —------o^([r]) =  oK(r) and [r]a = [ra]
(°3îjt3î>
2 x (R(A))a ------ > 2 x (R(A)/= )A
In order to prove completeness (that is, r 1 ~  r2 ^  r 1 =  r2), we recall the main steps 
of the coalgebraic proof of completeness of Kleene algebras, given by Jacobs [Jac06], 
which can be seen as a coalgebraic review of Kozen’s proof [Koz01].
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d  First, the unique map into the final coalgebra is factorized into an epimorphism 
followed by a monomorphism.
L
R (A )/=------e— » n ------ m— 3  2a*
{o¡,t¡>
2 x (R(A))a ------ > 2 x ¡A)-------> 2 x (2a* )a
@  The map e is proved to be an isomorphism. The key idea behind the proof is that 
both coalgebras (01(A)/=, (o^T,T^)) and (I,{o 1 , t I)) are final among the locally finite 
coalgebras: coalgebras for which the smallest subcoalgebra generated by a point is 
always finite.
To prove that (01(A)/=, t^ )) is final, the following facts are needed:
(i) For any locally finite autom aton (S, {os , ts>), there exists a coalgebra homomor­
phism f — ]s : (S, (os, t s)) —» (01(A)/=, (oj;, ty,)).
(ii) For any homomorphism f  : (S, {os , ts>) ^  (T, {oT, tT>), it holds that [ f  (s) ]T =
\ s Is .
(iii) The homomorphism | " - l R(A)/= is the identity.
Points (i)-(iii) above imply that for any finite autom aton (s, {os , ts>), there exists a 
unique coalgebra homomorphism [ -  ]s : (S, (os , ts)) -> (01(A)/=, (ö ^ , t^ ) ) .  Hence, the 
coalgebra (01(A)/=, (Ör ,Tr )) is final among the locally finite ones.
For the finality of (¡ , {o¡, t¡>), we need to observe that:
(i) For any locally finite autom aton (s, {os , ts>), there exists a coalgebra homomor­
phism e ° r - l s  : (s, {os, ts>) ^  (¡ , {o¡, t¡>).
(ii) If there exist two homomorphisms f , g : (s, {os , ts>) ^  (¡ , {o¡ , t¡>), then f  = g: 
by finality, we have that m ◦ f  = m ◦ g and, since m is a monomorphism, f  = g.
( 3  From d  and (2), it follows that L : R(A)/= ^  2A‘ is injective, which is the key to 
prove completeness.
3 .1.17 T h eo rem  (C om pleteness). For all r1, r2 e  R^^)^ i f r 1 ~  r2 then r 1 =  r2.
P ro o f . For all r1, r2 e  R(A), if r 1 ~  r2 then we have that they are mapped into the 
same element in the final coalgebra: L(r1) = L (r2). Since [ - ]  is a homomorphism, 
this implies that L ([rj]) =  L ([r2]) (here we are using L to denote the map into the 
final coalgebra both from R^^) and R(A)/=). By (3), L is injective and thus we can 
conclude that [ r^  =  [r2], that is, by definition of [ - ] ,  r 1 = r2. □
Completeness now enables the use of coinduction to prove that expressions are prov- 
ably equivalent using the axioms of Kleene algebra.
(°3îjt3î>
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3.1.18 Exam ple. Let us illustrate the proof of the denesting rule -  (a +  b)* = (a*b)*a*
-  which we proved using the axioms in Example 3.1.14.
We construct the relation
R =  {{(a +  b)*, (a* b)* a*>, {(a +  b)*, (a* b)(a* b)* a* +  a*>}
and observe that it is a bisimulation (in the calculations below we use some simplifi­
cations, which is no problem, given the fact that =  is a bisimulation; this means that 
actually the relation R above is formally a bisimulation up to a finite set of (sound) 
axioms) :
((a +  b)*)a =  (a +  b)* ((a +  b)*) b =  (a +  b)*
((a* b)* a* )a =  (a* b)(a* b)* a* +  a* ((a* b)* a*)b =  (a* b)* a*
((a* b)(a* b)* a* +  a*)a =  (a* b)(a* b)* a* +  a* ((a* b)(a* b)* a* +  a*)b =  (a* b)* a*
The output values of all the expressions above are 1. Thus, (a +  b)* ~  (a*b)*a* which 
implies, by completeness, (a +  b)* =  (a*b)*a*. For another example, take the expres­
sions (b +  ab*a)* and b*a(ab*a +  b)*ab* +  b*. The relation
R =  {{( b +  ab* a)*, b* a(ab* a +  b)* ab* +  b*>, {b* a( b +  ab* a)*, (ab* a +  b)* ab*>}
is a bisimulation. It is very easy to check: we show the autom aton structure underly­
ing each expression:
The algebraic proof requires a bit more of ingenuity, using the denesting and shifting 
rule which we proved in Example 3.1.14:
( b +  ab* a)* = ( b* ab* a)* b* 
b*(ab* a* b*)* 
b*(ab*a*b*(ab*a*b*)* + 
b*ab*a*b*(ab*a*b*)* + b* 
b* a( b* a* b* a)* b* a* b* +  b* 
b* a( b +  ab*a)*a* b* +  b* 
b* a(ab* a +  b)*a* b* +  b*
(denesting rule)
(shifting rule)
(r* =  1 +  rr*)
(left distributivity and r l  =  r) 
(shifting rule)
(denesting rule) 
(commutativity of +) 4
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3.2 Automata on guarded strings and KAT expressions
Kleene algebra with tests (KAT) is an equational system that combines Kleene and 
Boolean algebra. One can model basic programming constructs and assertions in KAT, 
which allowed for its application in compiler optimization, program transformation 
or dataflow analysis [KP00, AK01, Koz08a]. In this section, we will recall the basic 
definitions of KAT and we will show how to generalize the Berry-Sethi construction 
(Section 3.1.3) in order to (efficiently) obtain an autom aton from a KAT expression.
3.2.1 Definition  (Kleene algebra w ith  tes ts). A Kleene algebra with tests is a two- 
sorted structure ( E , B , 0, 1)  where
-  (E, +, • ,(-)* ,0 ,1 ) is a Kleene algebra,
-  (B, +, ■,~ ,0 ,1) is a Boolean algebra, and
-  ( B , 0, 1)  is a subalgebra of (E ,+ ,.,( - )* ,0 ,1 ) .
The operator “  denotes negation. 4
Given a set P of (primitive) action symbols and a set B of (primitive) test symbols, we 
can define the free Kleene algebra with tests on generators P u B as follows. Syntacti­
cally, the set BExp of Boolean tests is given by:
BExp 3 b:: = b  g B | b1 b2  I b1 + b2  I b \ 0 | 1
The set of KAT expressions is given by
Exp 3  e, f  :: =  p e  P | b e  BExp | e f  | e +  f  | e*
The free Kleene algebra with tests on generators P u B is obtained by quotienting BExp 
by the axioms of Boolean algebra and Exp by the axioms of Kleene algebra.
Guarded strings were introduced in [Kap69] as an abstract interpretation for program 
schemes. They are like ordinary strings over an input alphabet P, but the symbols in 
P alternate with the atoms of the free Boolean algebra generated by B. The set At of 
atoms is given by At =  2B. We define the set GS of guarded strings by
GS =  (At x P)*At
Kozen [Koz03] showed that the regular sets of guarded strings plays the same role 
in KAT as regular languages play in Kleene algebra (both sets are actually the final 
coalgebra of a given functor). He showed an analogue of Kleene’s theorem: automata 
on guarded strings, which are non-deterministic autom ata over the alphabet P u B, 
recognize precisely the regular sets of guarded strings.
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3.2.2 D e fin itio n  (Regular sets o f guarded  strings). Each KAT expression e deno­
tes a set G(e) of guarded strings defined inductively on the structure of e as follows:
G(p) }tAe,ß,aßpa{=
G( b) =  {a | a  < b}
G(e +  f  ) =  G(e) u G(f )
G(ef ) =  G(e) o G(f )
G(e*) =  Un>0 G (e)n
where, given two guarded strings x =  a 0 p0 . . . p n-1a n and y  =  ß0q j . . . q n-1ßn, we 
define the fusion product of x  and y  by x o y  =  a 0p 0 . . . p na nq j ...  qn-1ßn, if an =  ß0, 
otherwise x  o y  is undefined. Then, given X , Y  ç  gs, X  o Y  is the set containing all 
existing fusion products x o y  of x e  X  and y  e  Y  and X n is defined inductively as 
X0 =  X and Xn+1 =  X oX n.
A set of guarded strings is regular if it is equal to G(e) for some KAT expression e. 
Note that a guarded string is itself a KAT expression and G(x ) =  {x }. 4
3.2.3 Exam ple. Consider the KAT expression e =  b  +  b 2p over B =  {b j,b2} and 
P =  {p}. We compute the set G(e):
G(e) =  G (b J u (G(b2)o  G(p))
=  {a | a  < bj} u ({a | a  < b 2} o{ap ß  | a , ß  e  At})
=  {a | a  < b j} u { a p ß  | a  < b 2, ß e  At}
We will now show an example of an autom aton on guarded strings. As mentioned 
above such autom aton is just a non-deterministic autom aton over the alphabet A =  
P u B, that is (S, (oS, tS)) with o : S ^  2 and t : S ^  PL(S)A. State s0 of the following 
autom aton would recognize (we shall explain the precise meaning of this below) the 
same set of guarded string as e :
Let us now explain how to compute G(s), the set of guarded strings accepted by a 
state s of an autom aton A on guarded strings. A guarded string x is accepted by A  
if x e  G(e) for some e e  L(s), where L (s) ç  (P u B)* is just the language accepted 
by s, as defined in 3.1.3. In the example above, we have L(s) =  {b j,b2p} and thus 
G(s) =  G (b  ) u G(b2p) =  G (b  +  b 2p). 4
Later in [Koz08b], Kozen showed that the deterministic version of autom ata on guar­
ded strings (already defined in [Koz03]) fits neatly in the coalgebraic framework: two 
expressions are bisimilar if and only if they recognize the same set of guarded strings.
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A deterministic autom aton on guarded strings is a pair (S, (os, tS>) where o : S ^  B 
(recall that B is the free Boolean algebra on B, satisfying B =  2At ) and t : S ^  SAtxP. 
We can obtain a deterministic autom aton by using the following generalization of 
Brzozowski derivatives for KAT expressions (modulo ACI, as before).
3 .2 .4  D e fin itio n  (Brzozowski derivatives for KAT expressions). Given a KAT ex­
pression e e  Exp, we define E : Exp ^  B =  2At and D : Exp ^  ExpAtxP by induction 
on the structure of e. First, E(e) is given by:
E (p) =  0 E(b) =  {a e  At | a  < b} E(ef  ) =  E (e)nE (f  ) E (e+ f  ) =  E (e)uE (f  ) E(e*) =  At 
Next, we define eaq =  D(e)((a,q>) by
1 if p =  q 
0  if p =  qp aq
(e +  f  )aq =  eaq +  f aq
b aq =  0  (e f  )aq =  1 aq'
eaqf  +  f aq if a  e  E(e)
eaqf if a  e  E(e)
(e*)aq =  eaqe'-' 4
The functions (E, D> provide Exp with a deterministic autom ata structure, which 
leads, by finality, to the existence of a unique homomorphism
Exp
(E,D>
2At x ExpAtxP
(2 At)(AtxP)* =  2G
> 2At x (2  )GS^ AtxP
which assigns to each expression the language of guarded strings that it denotes.
3.2.5 Exam ple. The deterministic autom aton of e =  b 1 +  b 2p, which is the determ i­
nistic counterpart of the autom aton in Example 3.2.3, would be
since, for B =  {bl 5b 2}, At =  {b1b 2,b 1b 2,b 1b 2,b 1b2} and
^b1b2,p 0  “t“ (b 2p )b 1b2,p Pb!b2,p  ^ ^b1b2,p 0  “t“ ( ^ P ^ b ^ p  Pb1b2,p ^
ebib2,p — 0 + (^2P)b1b2,p —
b1b2,p 
e b i b 2 ,p  —  ®
£(e) =  { a | a < b 1} =  {b1b2,b 1b2} £(0) =  0 £ ( l )  =  At
*
G
b 11
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Above we represent the output oS(s) of a state by => b where b e  B is the element 
corresponding to the set oS (s) coming from the isomorphism 2At =  B. 4
In short, there are two types of autom ata recognizing regular sets of guarded strings:
S ^  2 x (? J S ))PUB S ^  B x SAtxP
The non-deterministic version has the advantage that it is very close to the expression, 
that is, one can easily compute the autom aton from a given KAT expression and back, 
but its semantics is not coalgebraic. The deterministic version fits neatly into the 
coalgebraic framework, but it has the disadvantage that constructing the autom aton 
from an expression inherits the same problems as in the Brzozowski construction: the 
number of equivalences that need to be decided increases exponentially. We propose 
here yet another type of autom aton to recognize guarded strings: the construction 
from an expression to an autom aton will be inspired by the Berry-Sethi construction 
presented in Section 3.1.3 and it is linear in the size of the expression.
Note that since KAT expressions can be interpreted as regular expressions over the 
extended alphabet B u P, the Berry-Sethi construction could be applied directly.
3.2.6 T heorem . Let e be a KAT expression and A pos(e) be the corresponding position 
automaton. Then, G(e) =  G(Apos(e)).
P ro o f . We know that L(Apos(e)) =  L(e). Now the result follows by using Kozen’s 
observation in [Koz03] that given a guarded string e and an autom aton A such that 
L(A) =  L(e), one has G(e) =  G(A). □
The resulting autom aton would have precisely the same type as the non-deterministic 
version of autom ata on guarded strings. However, there would be one state for each 
input symbol in PuB. The construction we will show next includes only states for each 
atomic action in P, yielding smaller automata. From a given KAT expression e, we will 
construct an autom aton (S, t ) where t : S ^  Bx3^(S)® xP. This autom aton type can be 
regarded as a compromise between the non-deterministic and deterministic versions 
of Kozen’s automata.
We will start by generalizing the sets first, follow and last.
first(e) =  {(b, p> | b ib 2 . ..  bnpx e  L (e), b =  \ / (b i  A b2 A ...  bn)} 
follow(e, p) =  {(b, q> | x p b ib 2 ...  bnpqy e  L(e), b =  \ / (b i  A b 2 A ...  bn)} 
last(e) =  {(b, p> | x p b ib 2 ...  bn e  L(e), b =  \ / (b i  A b2 A ...  bn)}
Note that the empty disjunction is 1 (and the empty conjunction is 0). Below, we 
will use expressions of the form e!, where ! is a special end-marker, to avoid the 
computation of the last symbols that can be generated in e: (b,p> e  last(e) ^  (b, !> e  
follow(e!, p).
Given a KAT expression e with all action symbols distinct we construct the autom aton 
A e =  (Pos(e) u {0}, (oS, tS>) where Pos(e) is the number of distinct action symbols in e
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and
E (e) if i =  0 
oS(i) =  ■ b if i > 0 and (b, !) e  follow(e!,p¡) 
0  otherwise
and t is given by the following rules
iff (b,p j ) efirst(e)
iff (b,p j ) e  follow(e!,p ¡)
The way the autom aton is defined, state i will only have incoming transitions labeled 
by (b,pi). Moreover, the fact that e has distinct symbols implies that the constructed 
autom aton is deterministic, that is, t : S ^  B x SBxP. Only after unmarking the labels 
p i non-determinism will be introduced, as we will observe in an example below.
The guarded strings recognized by a state s e  S of the autom aton (S, t ) where t : S ^  
B x 3^(S)BxP are now defined by the following rule
3.2.7 T heorem . Let e be a guarded string, with all action symbols distinct, and let 
A e =  (Pos(e) u {0}, (oS, tS)) be the corresponding automaton constructed as above. Then, 
G(e) =  G(0).
Proof. By induction on the structure of e.
If e =  b then GS(b) =  {a | a  < b} and A e is a one state autom aton with no transitions. 
Thus, G(0) =  {a | a  < E (b)} =  {a | a  < b} =  G(b).
If e =  p then GS(p) =  {apß | a, ß  e  At} and A e is a two state autom aton with only 
one transition from state 0 (with output E (p) =  0 ) to state i  (with output 1) labeled 
by (1, p). Thus,
x e  G(s) ^  x =  a  with a  < E(s)
or x =  ap x ' with x ' e  G(s') for some s' e  tS(s)((b,p)) 
and for some b s.t.a  < b
G(0) =  {a | a  < E(p)} u {apß | a  < 1, ß  < 1} =  {apß | a, ß  e  At} =  G(p)
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For e =  e1 +  e2, we have 
G(0)
=  {a | a  < E(e1 +  e2)} u {apx7 | x ' g G(tS(0 )((b ,p ))),a  < b}
=  {a | a  < E(e1)} u {a | a  < E (e1)} u
{ap x  ' | x ' g ts (0 )((b, p)), a  < b, b 1b2 . . .  bnpx g L(e1 +  e2) , b =  \ / ( b 1 A b2 A ...  bn)}
=  {a | a  < E(e1)} u {a | a  < E (e1)} u
{ap x  x | x 1 g ts (0)((b, p)), a  < b, b 1b2 . . .  bnpx g L ( e J , b =  \ / ( b 1 A b 2 A ...  bn)} u 
{apx ' | x ' g t s (0 )((b,p)), a  < b ,b 1b2 . . . bnpx g L f e ) , b =  V ( b  A b2 A . . . bn)}
=  G (eJ u G(e2)
=  G (e1 +  e2)
Note that b 1b2 . ..  bnp x g L(e;), for i =  1,2, if and only if the state 0 of the autom aton 
A e has a transition labeled by (b,p) into some state.
For e =  e1 e2, things get slightly more complicated. Let us start by the easy bit:
a  g G(0) ^  a  < E (e1e2) ^  a  < E (e1) and a  < E(e2) ^  a  g G(e1 e2)
Now take a 1 p 1 . . . p n-1a n g G(0). This means that there exists a sequence of transi­
tions:
(b1,P1> (b2,P2) (bn-1,Pn-1)
0 -----------------> • ----------------->----------------------> •
such that ai < , for all i =  1 , . . . , n. Because all the symbols in e1 e2 are distinct 
we can divide the above sequence of transitions as follows. Let pk be the last action 
symbol in belonging to e1. We have
0 (b1,P1) ;  ^ (b2,P2) ; (bk,Pk) ^ ^
(bk+1,pk+1) __ — "
• ^ "  "  " ------  ^ ^ ----------------------  ^•
(bk+2,Pk+2) (bk+3,Pk+3) (bn-1,Pn-1) ^
bn
and we observe that bk+1 is such that x pkbk+1pk+1 y  g L(e1e2). Thus, bk+1 =  b1+1bk+1 
such that xpkb¿+1 g L(e1) and bk+1pk+ 1 y  g L(e2) and, as a consequence,
(b¿+1,Pk) g last(e1 ) and (bk+1,Pk+1) g f i r s t ^ )
Now we can conclude using the induction hypothesis since a 1p 1...  akp ka k + 1 g G(01), 
where 01 is the state 0 of Ae1, and a k+1pk+1 . . . a n-1p n-1a n g G(02), where 02 denotes
the state 0 of A e , and therefore:e2
a 1p 1 . .. akpkak+ 1  G G(e1) and a k+1pk+1 .. . a n-1pn-1a n G G(e2)
^  a 1p 1 .. . akpka k+1pk+1 . .. a n-1p n-1a n G G (e1 e2)
bn
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The case e* follows a similar reasoning as in e1 e2 and is left to the reader. □
This theorem refers to marked expressions. Note however that unmarking the labels 
of the automaton only changes the action symbols and it will also yield G(0) =  G(0), 
where G(0) denotes the set of guarded strings recognized by state 0 of the unmarked 
automaton and G(0) the unmarking of the set of guarded strings recognized by state
0 of the marked automaton.
Next, we present an algorithm to compute the sets first, follow and last.
3.2.8 Proposition. Let e be a KAT expression with distinct symbols. F, defined by the 
rules below, is such that F(e, {(1, !)}) yields a set of pairs of the form (p¡ ,follow(e!, p¡ )). 
The rules are:
Note the similarities between Propositions 3.2.8 and 3.1.12. The fact that the Boolean 
algebra B generalizes the two element Boolean algebra of classical regular expres­
sions is reflected in the clause for the concatenation in the following way. The test 
for empty word oR is replaced by the Boolean value of a KAT expression e and the 
multiplication is now redefined to propagate the tests:
3.2.9 Example. We show now two examples of the algorithm above. We start by 
applying to the expression e =  b1 +  b2p, which we already used in Examples 3.2.3 
and 3.2.5. This expression already has all action symbols distinct so no marking is 
needed. First, we compute F(e,{(1, !)}):
F(bi +  b2p,{(1, !)}) =  F(bi,{(1, !)}) u F(b2p, {(1, !)}) =  F(p, {(1, !)}) =  {(p,{(1, !)})} 
Thus, because first(e) =  {(b2,p)} and E (e) =  b1, we have that A e is given by
F(ei +  e2, S ) 
F(ei.e2, S )1.
F(e*, S ) 
F(p, S ) 
F(b,S )
F(ei,S) u F(e2,S)
F(ei,first(e2) u E  fe).S) u F(e2, S) 
F(e1,first(e1) u S)
{(p,S )}
0
where
first(ei +  e2) =  first(ei) ufirst^)
first(ei.e2 ) =  first(ei) u E (ej.firstfe)
first(e*) =  first(ei)
first(p) =  {(1, p)}
first(b) =  0
b .S =
0 if b =  0
{(bb , p) | (b7, p) g  S} otherwise
bi 1
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Next, we consider the expression e1 =  bj(pqb2 +  ppb3 +  b4). We have E(ei) =  b1 b4 
ëT =  bi (Pi q2b 2 +  P3P4b3 +  b4) and
firstfa)
=  first( bi ) u E ( bi ) .first((pi q2b2 +  P3P4b3 +  b4 ))
=  bi.{(1, pi), (1, p3 )} =  {(bi, pi), (bi, p3)}
F(eT,{<l, !)})
=  F(piq2b2 +  p3p4b3 +  ^  {(1,!)})
=  F(piq2b2, {(1, !)}) u F(p3p4b3, {(1, !)})
=  F(pi, {(q2, 1)}) u F(q2,E(b2).{(1, !)}) u F fo , {(1,p4)}) u F(p4,E(b3).{(1, !)})
=  {(pi, {(1, q2)}), (q2, {(b2,!)}), (p3, {(1, p4)}), (p4, {(b3,!)})}
The automaton A e , after unmarking, is then given by:
0 bib4 0
The non-deterministic version of Kozen’s automata on guarded strings would have
7 states and 8 transitions, whereas the (minimal) deterministic version would have
5 states (same as the automaton above), but 8 x 8 =  64 transitions since for B =  
{bi, b2, b3} the set At has 8 elements. 4

Chapter 4
Kleene meets Mealy
Regular expressions were first introduced by Kleene [Kle56] to study the properties 
of neural networks. They are an algebraic description of languages, offering a declar­
ative way of specifying the strings to be recognized and they define exactly the same 
class of languages accepted by deterministic (and non-deterministic) finite state au­
tomata: the regular languages. The fundamental correspondence between regular 
expressions and deterministic automata has been formalized in Kleene’s theorem: 
each regular expression denotes a language that can be recognized by a determinis­
tic automaton and, vice-versa, the language accepted by a deterministic automaton 
can be specified by a regular expression. Languages denoted by regular expressions 
are called regular. Two regular expressions are called (language) equivalent if they 
denote the same regular language. Algebraic reasoning on equivalence of regular ex­
pressions was made possible by the sound and complete axiomatization introduced 
by Salomaa [Sal66], which was later refined by Kozen, who showed that Salomaa’s 
axiomatization is non-algebraic, in the sense that it is unsound under substitution of 
alphabet symbols by arbitrary regular expressions, and who presented an algebraic 
axiomatization in [Koz9i].
A  Mealy machine (S, a) is a pair consisting of a set S of states and a transition function 
a  : S ^  (B x S)A assigning to each state s e S and input symbol a e A a pair (b,s'), 
containing an output symbol b e B and a next state s' e S. Mealy machines can 
be seen as a slight variation of deterministic automata, where each input is now 
associated with an output. The semantics of Mealy machines is given by BA , which 
is the counterpart of formal languages (the set 2A‘). Alternatively, and equivalently, 
the semantics of Mealy machines is given by the so-called set of causal functions from 
infinite sequences of inputs A "  to infinite sequences of outputs B " .  A  function is 
causal if the n-th output depends only on the first n  inputs.
One of the most important applications of Mealy machines is their use in the spe­
cification of sequential digital circuits. Taking binary inputs and outputs, there is a 
well-known correspondence between such binary Mealy machines, on the one hand, 
and sequential digital circuits built out of logical gates and specific memory elements, 
on the other. In present day text books on logic design [Mar05] —  on the con-
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struction of sequential digital circuits —  Mealy machines are still the most important 
mathematically exact means for the specification of the intended behaviour of cir­
cuits. There does not seem to exist, however, a generally accepted way of formally 
specifying Mealy machines themselves. They are typically “defined” in a natural lan­
guage such as English. This obviously leads to ambiguities, inconsistencies and plain 
errors [CGL+00].
Kleene’s regular expressions were proposed in [Brz62, MY60] as unambiguous de­
scriptions of circuits. However, since regular expressions were tailor made for deter­
ministic automata, the conversion between regular expressions and Mealy machines 
is not the most natural one. Moreover, they can only be used as a specification for 
binary Mealy machines.
It is the aim of the present chapter to introduce a simple but expressive language 
for the specification of Mealy machines, in the same spirit of the language Kleene 
introduced for deterministic automata. We present the counterpart of Kleene’s theo­
rem: we show that every finite Mealy machine can be represented by an expression 
in the language and, conversely, from every expression a (behaviorally equivalent) 
Mealy machine can be constructed. Furthermore, we introduce a sound and com­
plete axiomatization of the language, allowing for algebraic reasoning on equivalence 
of specifications.
Our approach is coalgebraic: Mealy machines are a basic and well-understood family 
of coalgebras, of the Set functor M (S) =  (B x S)A. The functor, which determines 
the transition type, induces a natural semantics (the so-called final coalgebra) and 
equivalence. We will fit our language in the coalgebraic framework and we will profit 
from known coalgebraic techniques along the way in the proofs. Although in this 
chapter the generality of the approach might not be fully clear, we will show in the 
next chapter how the coalgebraic approach taken in this chapter paves the way to lift 
all the results and techniques described here to a much more general class of systems.
Organization of the chapter. Section 4.i reviews the basic definitions on Mealy 
machines, including the notion of bisimilarity. We introduce a set of expressions ExpM 
to specify (behaviours of) Mealy machines and we prove the analogue of Kleene’s the­
orem in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we present a sound and complete axiomatization, 
with respect to bisimilarity, of ExpM . Section 4.4 presents concluding remarks and 
discusses related work.
4.1 Mealy machines
We give the basic definitions on Mealy machines and introduce the notion of bisimu­
lation.
First we recall the following definition. A  (bounded) join-semilattice is a set B equip­
ped with a binary operation VB and a constant ±B e B, such that VB is commutative, 
associative and idempotent. The element ±B is neutral with respect to VB. As usual,
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V B gives rise to a partial ordering < B on the elements of B:
bi < b b2 ^  bi V b b2 =  b2
We use semilattices to represent data structures equipped with an information order: 
b1 < B b2 means that b1 is less concrete than b2.
Now let A  be a finite set and let B be a join-semilattice. A  Mealy machine (S, a) with 
inputs in A  and outputs in B consists of a set of states S together with a function
a  : S ^  (B x S)A
For a given state s e S and an input a e A, the function a  returns a pair a(s)(a) =  (b,s'), 
consisting of an output value b e B and a state s' e S. Typically we will write
a(s)(a) =  (s[a], sa)
and call s[a] the output on input a and sa the next state on input a. We will also 
sometimes refer to sa as the a-derivative of s. Note the similarity between these two 
notions and the corresponding ones for deterministic automata (see page 15). We 
shall also use the following convention for the representation of Mealy machines:
a(s)(a) =  (b,s') ^  @
The usual definition of Mealy machines takes B to be a set instead of a join-semilattice. 
This minor variation on the output set will play an important role in defining the 
semantics of the expressions that we will associate with Mealy machines. This is 
similar to what happens with deterministic automata and regular expressions, where 
the set 2 of outputs in the automaton is in fact considered implicitly to be a join- 
semilattice. This fact becomes evident looking at any of the axiomatizations of regular 
expressions.
Mealy machines where A  is the two-element set {0,1} and B is the two-element join- 
semilattice {0,1} (with ±B =  0) are called binary.
For an example, consider the following binary Mealy machine with S =  {s1, s2} (having 
two states has no influence in the machine being binary: this only refers to the inputs 
and outputs as explained above) and the transition function defined by the following 
picture.
0|0 1|0,0|1
This machine (or more precisely, state s1) computes the two’s complement of a given 
binary number in the sense that, given a binary word an ... a0 e {0,1}*, which repre­
sents the integer k =  a0 x 20 +  a1 x 21 +  ... +  (-an) x 2n, the output word bn... b0 
(computed as b0 =  (s1)[a0], b1 =  ((s1)a0)[a1] and so on), represents the integer 
-k =  b0 x 20 +  b1 x 21 +  ... +  (-bn) x 2n. As an example, take as input 11111110,
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which represents the integer -2 and observe that the output is 00000010, which is 
the binary representation of 2.
In coalgebraic terms, a Mealy machine is a coalgebra of the functor M  : Set ^  Set 
which is defined, for any set X , as M (X ) =  (B x X )A and, for a function h: X  ^  Y , 
M(h) : (B x X )A ^  (B x Y )A, is given by
M (h )(^ ) (a )  =  (b,h(x)) where (b ,x ) =  ÿ (a )
4.1.1 Definition. A  homomorphism from a Mealy machine (S, a) to a Mealy machine 
(T, ß ) is a function h : S ^  T  preserving initial outputs and next states:
h(s)[a] =  s[a] and h(s)a =  h(sa)
(B x S)A
(idxh)A
-KB x T )A
h
S
ßa
Note that the output (—)[a] and next state (—)a functions in the left and right side of 
the equations above refer to a  and ß , respectively. 4
Next we define the notion of bisimulation, which plays an important role in the min­
imization of Mealy machines and in defining a notion of equivalence for expressions.
4.1.2 Definition (Bisimulation for Mealy). Let (S, a) and (T, ß ) be two Mealy ma­
chines. We call a relation R ç  S x T  a bisimulation if for all (s, t) e S x T  and a e A
sRt ^  ( s[a] =  t [a] and saR ta ) 4
We write s ~ t whenever there exists a bisimulation relation containing (s, t); and 
we call ~ the bisimilarity relation. It is worth to remark that this notion of bisim­
ulation is precisely the notion one gets by instantiating the more general notion of 
F-bisimulation (Definition 2.2.4) to the functor M (X ) =  (B x X )A determining the 
transition type of Mealy machines.
As an example, consider the following binary Mealy machine:
0|0 1|0,0|1
Observe that q3 and q2 are bisimilar, since R =  {(q2,q3), (q3,q3)} is a bisimulation. 
A  minimal machine is obtained by identifying all bisimilar states, yielding the two’s 
complement machine presented above.
Next we recall the construction of a final Mealy machine with inputs in A  and outputs 
in B. A  Mealy machine (fi, co) is said to be final if for any Mealy machine (S, a) there 
is a unique homomorphism [[-]]S : (S ,a) ^  (fi, o). Finality plays an important role
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in providing semantics to the expressions as well as in the proof of soundness and 
completeness of the axiomatization (in Section 4.2).
Let A o =  [a | a  : N  ^  A }, the set of all infinite streams over A. For a e A  and a  e A o, 
we define:
a :a  =  (a, a(0), a(1), a (2 ) ,...) a ' =  (a(1), a(2), a (3),...)
We call a function f  : A o ^  Bo causal if for all a  e A o and n > 0, the n-th output 
value f  (a)(n) depends only on the first n input values (a (0 ),.. . ,a(n  - 1)). Formally, 
a function f  : A o ^  Bo is causal if, for all a, t  e A o and for all n e N,
if a(k) =  T(k),for all k < n, then f  (a)(n ) =  f  (z)(n).
Let $  =  [f  : A o ^  Bo | f  is causal }, f  e $  and a e A. The initial output of f , on 
input a , is defined as
f  [a] =  f  (a:a)(0) (where a  is arbitrary).
The derivative of f , on input a, is the function fa defined, for all a  e A o, as
fa (a) =  (f  (a:a)y.
The set $  can be turned into a Mealy machine ($, p) by defining p (f  )(a) =  (f [a], fa). 
Note that, by causality, the value of f  (a:a)(0) depends only on a and thus the output 
f  [a] is well-defined. Moreover, the derivative fa of a causal function f  is again a 
causal function: take any a, t  e A o and n e N; if a(k) =  T(k),for all k < n, then:
fa (a)(n ) =  f  (a :a)(n  +  1) =  f  (a:T)(n  +  1) =  fa (T)(n)
where the one but last step follows by causality of f .
Rutten [Rut06] showed that the coalgebra ($, ip) is final.
4.1.3 Theorem (Finality of ($ , y  ) [Rut06, Proposition 2.2]). For every Mealy m a­
chine (S , a) there exists a unique homomorphism [[-]]S : S ^  $.
From the finality of ($, p) it follows that the subcoalgebra (f  ) generated by a causal 
function f  is a minimal Mealy coalgebra [Rut06, Corollary 2.3].
The final coalgebra of the Mealy functor M (X ) =  (B x X )A can alternatively be char­
acterized in the following manner. Observe that (B x X )A =  BA x X a and thus every 
Mealy machine is isomorphic to a Moore automaton with inputs in A  and outputs in 
BA. In [AM86], it was proved that the final coalgebra of this automaton (type) is 
(Ba)a* ^  ba+ . Since final coalgebras are unique up to isomorphism, the set of causal 
functions is then isomorphic to the set of functions from A+ to B.
4.2 Regular expressions for Mealy machines
We present a language for Mealy machines and define its semantics in terms of causal 
functions. We prove the analogue of Kleene’s theorem for this language: every state of
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a Mealy machine can be assigned to an expression in the language denoting the same 
behaviour and, conversely, every expression in the language can be transformed into 
an equivalent Mealy machine. In Section 4.3, we shall introduce an axiomatization 
of the language and prove it sound and complete with respect to bisimulation.
4.2.1 Definition (Mealy expressions). Let A  be a set of input actions and let B be 
a join-semilattice of output actions. Furthermore, let X  be a set of (recursion or) fixed 
point variables. The set Exp of expressions is given by the following BNF syntax. For 
a e A, b e B, and x e X  :
The set ExpM of Mealy expressions contains the closed expressions s in Exp. An ex­
pression is closed if a variable x  always occurs under the scope of the binder yx . 4
Intuitively, a(s) represents a state that for input a has a transition to the state specified 
by s, whereas a|b represents a state that outputs b for input a. Combining both 
expressions with ® - a|b ® a(s) - yields a state which is fully specified for input a. 
Here, we start seeing the need for the join-semilattice structure on B: if the output 
of a state, for a certain input, is not specified we can associate with that transition 
output 1 . This will become clearer below in the examples.
For now, let us illustrate the intuitive role of the expression y by showing the following 
binary Mealy machine
where state sj is equivalent to the expression s1 =  y x  .0|0  ® (0 ( x ) ® (1|1 ® 1 (s2 ))) and 
s2 to s2 =  yy.0|1 ® (0(y ) ® (1|0 ® 1(y ))). The notion of equivalence will be defined 
below after the semantics of expressions is given. For now, we just want to provide 
the reader with some intuition for the type of expressions we are dealing with and 
the fact that y allows the specification of loops.
Notation: For an ordered set E  =  [sj,. . . , sn} of expressions we will define
e:: =  0 |x | a(e) | alb |e® e | yx .j  
where y e Expg, the set of guarded expressions, which is given by:
y : : =  0 I a(e) | alb  | y ® y | yx.y
0|0 1|0,0|1
0 E =  s 1 ® (s2 ® (••• ))
The ordering convention is not important, as we will soon observe (Lemma 4.2.4). 
Later, we will axiomatize ® to be an associative, commutative and idempotent oper­
ation.
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4.2.1 Expressions form a Mealy coalgebra
We turn the set ExpM of Mealy expressions into a Mealy machine (that is, a coalgebra 
of the functor M (X ) =  (B x X )A) by defining
as follows.
4.2.2 D ef in it io n .
s[a] and sa by
0[a] =
a(e)[a'] =
(ai b)[a'] =
(ei ® e2)[a] =
(yx.j)[a] =
5 : Expm ^  (B x ExpM )
For a e A  and s e ExpM , we write 5(e) =  (s[a], sa) and we define
1 B (for any a' e A) 
b if a =  a a 
±B otherwise 
si [a] Vb s2[a]
(y[m x .j /x  ])[a]
(0)a
(a(®))a'
(aib)a 
(si ® s2)a
(m x .y)a
' if a =  a'
) otherwise
0 (for any a! e A)
0 l ) a ® 0 2 ) a
(y [m x  .y /x  ])a
Here, y[yx .y /x] denotes syntactic substitution, replacing in y every free occurrence 
of x  by mx.y. 4
Note the similarities between this definition and the definition of Brzozowski deriva­
tives for regular expressions, presented in the previous chapter (see page 19).
The above definition uses induction on the following complexity measure, which is 
based on the number of nested unguarded occurrences of m expressions.
4.2.3 Definition. For any s e Expg, we define, by induction on the structure of s, 
the following complexity measure:
JV(0) =  JV(aib) =  JV(a(e)) =  0
iV(e1© e2) =  max{JV(e1), JV(e2)} +  1 
N  (m x  .y) =  1 +  N  (y) 4
For example, iV(0 ® a(0)) =  1, since there is one plus combining expressions with 
N  equal to 0; iV(a(/ix.a(x))) =  0, since the fixed-point expression occurs guarded; 
N  (m x  .My.a( x  ® a( y ))) =  2, because there are two unguarded nested occurrences of m; 
and iV((/ix.a(x)) ® 0) =  2, since there is one unguarded occurrence of a fixed-point in 
combination with ®.
In order to see that the definitions of s[a] and sa in Definition 4.2.2 are well-formed, 
note that in the case of m x .y, we have N (m x .y) > N ( y [m x .y / x ]), since:
N  (y) =  N  (y[m x .y / x  ])
This can easily be proved by (standard) induction on the syntactic structure of y , since
Y is guarded.
The coalgebra structure on ExpM enables us to use the notion of bisimulation for 
Mealy machines (Definition 4.1.2) to prove the following lemma, which shows that 
the definition of ©  above yields bisimilar expressions independently of the order 
chosen.
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4.2.4 Lemma. Let E be an ordered set and E ' a set obtained as a permutation of E. 
Then, the following holds:
0 E ~ 0 E '
Proof. Let E  =  {el5. . . , sn} and E ' =  {sa(1) ,.. . , sa(n)}, where a  is a permutation func­
tion. We prove that the relation
R = Ew > 0  EW ) 1 w  e A*}
is a bisimulation. Here, Ew (respectively E'w ) denotes the pointwise application to the 
elements of E  (respectively E ') of the word derivative sw defined inductively on the 
length of w  e A* by se =  s and saw> =  (sa)w .
To prove that R is a bisimulation, we observe that, for any w  e A* and a e A, we have
( ©  Ew )[a]
=  ((si)w ® ((s2)w ® (••• )))[a] ( d e f ^ )
=  (si)w[a] V b ((s2)w[a] V b (••• )) (def. (-)[a])
=  (sa(i))w [a] Vb ((sCT(2))w [a] Vb (■ ■ ■ )) (Vb is associative and commutative)
=  ( ©  El )[a]
^  Ew )a
=  (s1 )wa ® ((s2)wa ® (' ' ' )) (def. ©  and (-)a)
R (sa(i))wa ® ((sa(2))wa ® ('' ' )) (definition of R)
=  ( ©  e w )a
□
4.2.2 A Kleene theorem for Mealy coalgebras
Having a Mealy coalgebra structure on ExpM provides us, by finality of $ , directly 
with a natural semantics because of the existence of a (unique) homomorphism such 
that the following diagram commutes:
Ex Pm --[[s]][a]= s[a] and [[s]]a =  [[sa]]
5 V
(B x ExpM )A ----A ->• (B x $)A
 ^ (idx[[-]])A  ^ ;
Here, we drop the subscript in [[-]] (recall that [[-]]s : (S, a) ^  ($, v) denotes the 
unique homomorphism into the final coalgebra): we will only use [[-]], without 
subscript, to refer to [[-]]ExPM. The map [[-]] assigns to every expression s a causal 
stream function [[s]] : A ÚJ ^  B ".
This is completely analogous to what happens with deterministic automata and reg­
ular expressions. The latter are provided with a deterministic automaton structure,
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given by the Brzozowski derivatives, and then each regular expression is mapped, via 
the final homomorphism, to the language that it denotes (see diagram (3.3)). Intu­
itively, one can think of 5M  as the analogue of Brzozowski derivatives [Brz64] and 
causal functions as the counterpart of languages in the Mealy setting.
4.2.5 Example. Let A  =  {a, b}, let B =  {1,0} (with ±b =  0) and let s =  ßx .a|1 ® a(x ). 
The semantics of s is given by the causal function f  =  [[s]], defined by:
f  (a :a ) =  (s[a]): ([[sa]](a))= 1 : ([[s]](a)) =  1 : f  (a) 
f (b :a )  =  (e[b]):([[e6]](c7)) =  O:([[0]](£7)) =  (0,0 ,0,...) 4
We can now define when a state s e S of a Mealy machine (S, a) is equivalent to an 
expression s e ExpM . We say that s is equivalent to s if and only if [[s]]s =  [[s]]. 
Keeping in mind the parallel with deterministic automata, this is the analogue of 
saying that the language recognized by a state in a deterministic automaton is equal 
to the language denoted by a regular expression.
This is equivalent to saying that s ~ s and, thus, proving the equivalence of s and s 
amounts to the construction of a bisimulation relation R ç  s x ExpM  between the 
Mealy coalgebras (S, a) and (ExpM , 5) such that (s, s) e R.
Given two Mealy coalgebras (S, a) and (T, ß ), the following fact holds, for s e S and 
t e T  : s ~ t ^  [[s]]S =  [[ t ]]T. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the notion of bisimula­
tion and the equivalence induced by the final coalgebra coincide for many functors, 
including the Mealy one, but, unfortunately, this is not always the case. Since we are 
on safe ground in this chapter we will use both notions indiscriminately. In Chapter 6 , 
where we consider functors for which this fact does not hold, the subtlety behind this 
issue will become clearer.
4.2.6 Example. Let A  =  {a, b}, let B =  {1,0} (with ±b =  0) and let (S, a) be the 
Mealy coalgebra depicted in the following picture
a| 0 a|1
s2
b|0
The expression s1 =  ß x .a(x) ® b(ßy.a(y) ® a|1 ® b(x)) is equivalent to s1. To prove 
this, first define s2 =  ßy.a(y ) ® a|1 ® b(ßx .a(x ) ® b(y )), s3 =  ßy.a(y  ) ® a|1 ® b(s1) 
and s4 =  ßx .a(x) ® b(s2). Next, note that
s1 [a] =  0 
s2 [a] =  1
s3[a] =  1 
s4 [a] =  0
s1 [ b] =  0
s2 [ b] =  0 
s3 [ b] =  0
s4 [b] =  0
(s1 )a =  s1 
(s2)a =  s2 
(s3)a =  s3
(s4)a =  s4
(s1) b =  s3 
(s2)b =  s4 
(s3) b =  s1 
(s4)b =  s2
and, thus, the relation
R =  {(s1, s1), (s2, s2), (s2, s3), (s1, s4)} 
is a bisimulation, which yields s1 ~ s1. 4
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At this point we are ready to state half of the analogue of Kleene’s theorem: for every 
state s of a finite Mealy machine we can construct an equivalent expression ss, that 
is an ss is such that s ~ ss. The following theorem and all the results in this chapter 
where we consider finite Mealy machines, could be stated for locally finite Mealy 
machines, where it is required that the subcoalgebra (s) generated by any state s is 
finite. Analogously to the previous chapter, we opted to consider here finite Mealy 
machines.
4.2.7 Theorem (Kleene’s theorem for Mealy machines (part I)). For every Mealy 
machine (S, a )  if S is finite then there exists for any s e S an expression ss e ExpM 
such that s ~ ss.
Proof. Let S =  {s1, . . . ,sn}. We construct for a given s e S an expression ss with s ~ ss. 
To this end, we associate with every state s^  e S a variable x^  e X  and an expression 
Ai =  ßx^  .^ i , with defined by
^i  =  0 ( a (  xfe )a ) ® a|s¿ [a])
aeA
Then we define a0 =  A {, Ak+1 =  Ak {A^+1/x k +1} (for k =  0 ,..., n -1) and we set si =  An. 
Here, A{A'/ x } denotes syntactic replacement (that is, substitution without renaming 
of bound variables in A  which are free in Al). This seemingly complicated definition is 
the analogue of computing the regular expression denoting the language recognized 
by a state of a deterministic automaton from a system of equations (Section 3.1.1). 
Below, in an example, the similarities between the system of equations we solve here 
(using fixed points) in the Mealy case and the one for deterministic automata will 
become more evident. It should be remarked that above we are implicitly considering 
the argument set of ©  to be ordered. As remarked above (Lemma 4.2.4) the ordering 
is not important.
Note that the term An =  (ßxi . ^ i ){A0/x1} ... {A ~ l / x n} is closed, due to the fact that, 
for every j =  1 ,..., n, the term A1-1 contains at most n - j free variables in the set 
{xj+1, . .., xn}. Moreover, An [a] =  si [a] and (A? )a =  An where sj =  (si )a. Both equations 
are proved in a similar fashion. We prove the second:
(AI )a
=  ((ßxi .^i ){A°/ x1} ... {An~l/xn})a
=  (ß xi .^i {AA1/  x j  . . . {Ai-2 /  xi-1}{Ai + 1/xi+1} .. . {An~l/xn})a
=  (^i {A° /  x 1}... {A 
=  (^i {A° /  x 1}... {A
-2/ x;-1H A ;+1 /xi+1} ... {An-1/xn}[Ani /  x, ])a (def. of (-)a)
:2/xi-1}{Ai+1/xi+1}... {An-1/xn}{Ani /xi })a ([A?/xi ] =  {An/x i})
=  O i {A°/ x j  . .. {Ai-2 /  x,-1}{A? /  xi} }{Ai+1/  xi + 1} ... {A r 1/  xn})a (t)
=  (©aeA(a(x isi)a) ® a|si [a]))a {A °/x 1}... {Ai-1 / xi-1}{a?/ x ,}{Ai+1 / x ,+1 } ... {a?- / x?} 
=  xj {Aj-1 /xj } ... {a?-  /xn }
= A n
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Here, note that [A ?/x {] =  {A?/x{}, because A? has no free variables. The step marked
Vi+1by (t) follows because x i is not free in A ‘ , . . . ,  A  1. The one but last step is a
consequence of the definition of (—)a and:
{Ai/ x { }{Ai+1/xi+1}... {A?? / x n}
=  {A 1{Ai + 1/x i+1} ... {A? 1/xn}/ x i }{Ai+1/x i + 1} ... {A? 1/ xn}
=  {Ai 7  xi }{Ai+1/  xi+1} ... {An 7  x?} (4.1)
■¿  •''-i  J • • • v*n ' u ^ ^ ^ i  -^  j • • • v
l ¿  - 
Equation (4.1) uses the syntactic identity
A{B{C /y  } /x  }{C / y } =  A {B /x  }{C / y } (4.2)
As a consequence of A? [a] =  s¿ [a] and (A? )a =  A n we have that the relation
R =  {(s,ss) | s e S}
is a bisimulation and thus s ~ ss, for all s e S. □
Let us illustrate the construction above. Recall the Mealy machine presented before 
in Example 4.2.6:
a|0 a|1
s1 L ____1  s2
b|0
We associate with s1 and s2 the variables x 1 and x2, respectively, and we define the 
expressions A 1 =  ßx1. ^ 1 and A2 =  ßx2.^ 2, where ^ 1 and ^ 2 are given by
^ 1 =  a(x 1) ® a|0 ® b(x2) ® b|0 ^ 2 =  a(x2) ® a|1 ® b(x1) ® b|0
Then, we compute a1 =  a1 =  A 1, a2 =  a1{a2/x2}, a2 =  a0J{a0 / x 1} =  A2{A1/x 1} and 
A2 =  A2. This yields the expressions
s1 =  a2 =  ßx1. a( x 1) ® 0|0 ® 1(s2) ® 1|1
s2 =  A2 =  ßx2. a(x2) ® a|1 ® b(ßx1. a(x1) ® a|0 ® b(x2) ® b|0) ® b|0 
By construction we have s1 ~ s1 and s2 ~ s2.
The coalgebra structure (ExpM , 5) also provides us with a way of constructing a 
Mealy machine from an expression s e ExpM , by considering the subcoalgebra (s) 
(recall that (s) denotes the smallest subcoalgebra generated by s as defined in (equa­
tion (2.1)). The synthesis of a Mealy machine from an expression s e ExpM is the 
first step to be able to state and prove the second half of Kleene’s theorem for Mealy 
machines. Note however that (s) will in general be infinite, similarly to what hap­
pened in the case of regular expressions and Brzozowski derivatives (Section 3.1.2). 
Consider for instance the expression s =  ßx .a(x ® x ) and note that sa =  s ® s,
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(ea)a =  (e ® e) ® (e ® e) and so on. This means that (e) will be the following infi­
nite Mealy coalgebra:
®
a|0 S'-- X  a|0 a|0
-- -— \ e  ® ^ '--N (e ® e) ® (e ® e M -- -— >...
Fortunately, this drawback can easily be solved in the same way as for regular ex­
pressions. We just need to remove double occurrences of e in sums of the form 
... ® e ® ... ® e ® .... In what follows, we will consider expressions modulo the axioms 
for associativity, commutativity and idempotency (ACI). It is worth to remark that 
considering expressions modulo these axioms equates more expressions than what is 
in fact needed to guarantee finiteness (yielding smaller automata).
We will use the following definitions in order to consider subcoalgebras generated 
modulo ACI. We start by defining the relation = ACIç ExpM x ExpM , written infix, as 
the least equivalence relation containing the identities
(Associativity) e1 ® (e2 ® e3) =ACI (e1 ® e2) ® e3
(Commutativity) e1 ® e2 = ACI e2 ® e1 
(Idempotency) e ® e = ACI e
We denote by ExpM /= the set of expressions modulo ACI. The equivalence relation 
= ACI induces the equivalence map [-]ACI : ExpM ^  ExpM /=Aa. Moreover, it is easy to 
prove that
e1 =ACI e2 ^  e1 [a] =  e2[a] and (e1 )a =ACI (e2)a
and, hence, = ACI is a bisimulation. This guarantees, by Theorem 2.2.7, that there is a 
unique function 5 : ExpM /=Ac¡ ->(Bx ExpM /=Aa)A which turns [-]Aa into a coalgebra 
homomorphism (and thus e ~ [e]ACI):
Ex Pm -----— ---- > Ex Pm / =aci
5 5
(B X ExPM )A (idx[-]ACi)A ÿ (B X ExPM / =ACI)A
We are ready to state and prove the second half of Kleene’s theorem for Mealy ma­
chines.
4.2.8 Theorem (Kleene’s theorem for Mealy machines (part II)). For every expres­
sion e g ExpMj there exists a finite Mealy coalgebra (S, a) and s e S such that s ~ e.
Proof. Let e g ExpM . We define (S,a) =  ([e]ACI), where ([e]ACI) denotes the smallest 
subcoalgebra (equation (2.1)) generated by [e]ACI. We just need to prove that S is 
finite, since we already know that e ~ [e]ACI. In what follows, we denote [—]ACI by 
[-] . We prove that S is contained in a finite set, namely:
C =  {[e1 ® ... ® efc] | e1, . . . ,ek e cl(e) and e1, . . . ,ek all distinct}
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In the above, we take the empty sum to be equal to 0 and the closure d(e) of s is the 
set containing all subexpressions and unfoldings of s, which is defined as the smallest 
set satisfying
d(0) =  {0}
ci(e1© e2) =  {£i ® ei\u cK 6i ) u cK 62)
cl(a(e)) =  {a(e)} U cl(e)
cl(al b) =  {a|b}
cl(ßx.e) =  [ßx.e} U cl(e[ßx.e/x ])
cl(x ) =  [ x }
The set cl(e) is finite, because the number of different unfoldings of ß-expressions is 
finite. The closure set has the properties e e cl(e) and
e' g cl(e) ^  cl(e') ç  cl(e) (4.3)
In order to prove that S ç  c, we observe tha^(C,5) (here 5 is actually the restriction 
of 5 to C) is a subcoalgebra of (ExpM /=Aa,5) with [e] g  C (since s g  d(e)). Thus, 
S ç  C , since S is the state space of the smallest subcoalgebra generated by [e].
We only need to prove that for any [e1 ® ... ® ek], with e1, ..., ek e cl(e) and e1, ..., ek 
all distinct, and a e A
e  ® ... ® ek]a e C
We observe that, for a e A, [(e;)a] e C , for any e{ e cl(e) (easy proof by induction 
on N (e¿), using equation (4.3), which we show below). Hence,
[e1 ® ... ® ek]a =  [(e1 )a ® ... ® (ek)a] G C
because, using the axioms (Associativity), (Commutativity) and (Idempotency), we can 
rewrite any sum u1 ® ... ® un, with all u¡ e cl(e) as e1®^ ^^® ek, with all e1, • •• , ek e cl(e) 
distinct.
We show the proof that [(e;)a] e C , for any a e A  and e{ e cl(e) (by induction 
on N  (e; )).
[(0)a] =  [0] g C (take k =  0)
(4.3)
[(e1 ® e2 )a] =  [(e1) ® (e2)a] e C (e1 ® e2 e cl(e) ^  e1 e cl(e) and e2 e cl(e)
(IH)
^  [(e1)a] e C and [fe)a] e C )
[(ßx.eJa] =  [(e1 [ßx .e1/x])a] e C (ind. hyp.)
[(a|b)a/] =  [0] g  C (takefc =  0)
[(a(ei))a'] =  [0] e C (if a #  a', again take fc =  0)
(4.3)
[(a(e1))a/] = [e 1] e C (if a =  a7, then a(e1) e cl(e) ^  e1 e cl(e))
□
Let us illustrate the construction of the theorem above.
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4.2.9 Example. Let A  =  [a, b} and B =  [0,1} (with ±B =  0). In what follows, we will 
frequently denote equivalence classes [e] by their representative e, without any risk 
of confusion.
For the expression e1 =  a(ßx .b(x)) ® a|1 presented above, we have (e1) =  (S, a), 
where S =  {el50,/ix.b(x)} and:
e1 [a] =  1 and (e1)a =  ßx .b(x) 
el [b] =  0 and (ejj =  0
We now repeat the process for /jx.b(x) and 0, which yields
(/ix.b(x))[a] =  0 and (/ix.b(x))a =  0
(ßx .b(x))[b] =  0 and (ßx .b(x))b =  ßx .b(x)
Thus, the transition function a  is given by
Note that the Mealy machine above is not minimal: it is easy to see that the states 0 
and /ix.b(x) are bisimilar and could therefore be identified.
The (special) output value ±B =  0 allows us to define underspecified machines: if a 
given expression e does not contain information about the output value for a given 
input a, then e[a] =  ±B. Being able to deal with underspecification is particularly 
important for the main application of Mealy machines: the design of digital circuits. 
If information about a particular input is not present, then a special mark should 
be outputted in order to signal the missing information. In [BRS08], we also showed 
how to deal with overspecif cation, that is specifications with inconsistent information. 
There, the set of output values had, in addition to ±B, also a special value T B.
For another example, consider e2 =  a(a|1) ® (ßx .a(x)). We have:
e2 [a] =  0 and (e2)a =  a|1 ® (ßx .a(x)) 
s2 [b] =  0 and O 2)h =  0
We now repeat the process for a|1 ® (ßx .a(x)), which yields
(e2)a [a] =  1 and (^ )a )a  =  ßx .a(x)
0 2 )alb] = 0  and (0 2) J h =  0
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The complete Mealy machine is represented in the following diagram:
--- —--->^a|1 ® (ßx.a(x))~J
a|0,h|0 a| 0
Now, take e3 =  ß x .a(a|1) ® a(x). Because a(a|1) has no x ’s one could be tempted 
to assume that the automaton for e3 would be equivalent to the one for e2. However, 
that is not the case. The subcoalgebra generated by e3 (modulo ACI) is quite different 
than the one presented above for e2:
In the state e2 of the automaton above, for any input sequence, the output 1 will occur 
at most once, whereas in the state e3 there will be n - 1 occurrences of 1 for every 
input sequence starting with n a’s.
As a last example, let e4 =  ßx .a(x ® (ßy.a(y ) ® a|1)). We have:
e4 [a] =  0 and (e4)a =  e4 ® (ßy.a(y ) ® a|1 )
(e4 ® (ßy.a(y ) ® a|1 ))[a] =  1
and ( e  ® (ßy.a(y ) ® a|1 ))a =  e  ® (ßy.a(y ) ® a|1 )) ® ßy.a(y )
and e  ® (ßy.a(y) ® a|1 )]ACi =  [ ^  ® (ßy.a(y ) ® a|1)) ® ß y.a(y)]Aa.
Note that without ACI, the resulting state (e4 ® (ßy.a(y ) ® a|1)) ® ßy.a(y ) would be 
regarded as a new state, even though it is equivalent to (the already existing state) 
e4 ® (ßy.a(y ) ® a|1). Moreover, the derivative of this state (for input a) would yield 
again an equivalent but (syntactically) different state, namely ((e4®(ßy.a(y )® a|1))® 
ßy.a(y )) ® ß y.a(y ). This illustrates that without ACI the subcoalgebra generated 
from an expression is in general infinite. In this particular example the subcoalgebra
a|1
a|0,h|0
generated by e4 without ACI (that is, in the coalgebra (ExpM , 5)) would be infinite:
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whereas the one generated with ACI has only 3 states:
a|1
4
4.3 An algebra for Mealy machines
In this section, we introduce an equational axiomatization of the language ExpM for 
specifying Mealy machines, introduced in Section 4.2. We then prove it sound and 
complete with respect to bisimulation.
We define the relation =  ç ExpM x ExpM , written infix, as the least equivalence rela­
tion containing the following identities:
1. (ExpM ,® ,0) is a join-semilattice.
e ® e = e  
e1 ® e2 =  e2 ® e1 
e1 ® (e2 ® e3) =  (ej ® e2) ® e
0 © e =  e
2 . ß is the unique fixed point.
(Idempotency)
(Commutativity)
(Associativity)
(Empty)
y[ßx .y/x  ] =  ßx .j 
y[e/x ] =  e ^  ßx .y =  e
(FP)
(Unique)
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3. The join-semilattice structure propagates through the expressions.
0 =  a|±B (B —0) albi © a|b2 =  al{b1 VB b2) (B —©)
a(0) =  0 (-A -0) a(e i© e2) =  a(£l)© a (e2) (-A -©)
4. =  is a congruence.
ej =  e2 ^  e[el/ x ] =  e[e2/ x ] if x  is free in e (Cong)
5. a-equivalence
ß x .y =  ßy.y[ y /  x  ] if y  is not free in y (a  — equiv)
We denote by ExpM /= the set of expressions modulo =. The equivalence relation =  
induces the equivalence map [—] : ExpM  ^  ExpM /= given by [e] =  [e' | e =  e'}.
4.3.1 Ex a m p l e . Consider the following two expressions:
e =  ßx .b(x) ® a(a(x ) ® b(x)) e' =  ßy.a(x ) ® b(x)
To get an intuition for their semantics note that they would be bisimilar to the states 
qj and sj below (A =  [a, b} and B =  [0,1} with ±B =  0).
b|0 a|0,b |0
We now show that they are provably equivalent: 
e =  e'
^  b(e') ® a(a(e') ® b(e')) =  e' (axiom (Unique))
^  b(e') ® a(e') =  e' (axioms (FP) and (Cong))
^  a(e') ® b(e') =  e' (axiom (Commutativity))
^  e' =  e' (axiom (FP)) 4
Also as an example of applicability of the axioms above we prove the following theo­
rem (the analogue of [Brz64, Theorem 6.4], also presented as Theorem 3.1.15 in the 
previous chapter), which will be useful later in the proof of completeness.
4.3.2 Theorem (Fundamental theorem for Mealy expressions). For all e g ExpMj
e =  ©  a(ea ) ® a|e[a] (4.4)
aeA
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Proof. By induction on the complexity measure N (e) (Definition 4.2.3).
For the base case, when JV(e) =  0, we need to consider s e {0,a|b,a(e)}.
For s =  0, one has sa =  0 and e[a] =  1 B, for any a e A  Using the axioms (B - 0) and 
(-A - 0) then yields 0 =  ©  a(0) ® a|±B.
aeA
For s =  alb, sa, =  0, for any a' e A, s[a'] =  ± B <=> a' ^  a and e[a] =  b. Thus, again
using (B - 0) and (-A - 0), one has alb =  alb ® a(0) ® ^  ©  a'(0) ® a 'i l B^ .
For a(e), we have that a(e)[a'] =  1 B, for any a' e A, a(e)a =  e and, for any other 
a' e A with a' 7  ^a, a(s)a/ =  0. The result then follows as for alb.
For the inductive case, when JV(e) > fc +  1, we need to consider s g {gj © e2 ,ßx.e}. 
For e1 ® e2, we first observe that (ej ® e2)[a] =  (ej)[a] VB (e2)[a] and (ej ® e2)a =  
(ej)a ® (e2)a. Then we calculate:
e1 ® e2
© a ( (e 1)a) ® a|e1[aK  ® ( ©  a((e2)a) ® a|e2[aK  (induction hypothesis)
aeA J \aeA J
=  © a((e1)a ® (e2)a) ® al(e1[a] VB e2 [a]) ((—A — ® ) and (B — ® ))
aeA
=  © a ( (e 1 ® e2)a) ® a|((e1 ® e2)[a])
aeA
Finally, if e =  fix.y, we observe that e[a] =  (y[ßx.y /x ])[a] and ea =  (y[ßx.y /x])a 
and thus:
i  x  .y
=  y [^x .y /x ] (axiom (FP))
1 a((y[ßx.y /x ])a) ® a|((Y[ßx.y /x ])[a]) (induction hypothesis)
aeA
=  ©  a ( (ix .y)a) ® a|((ix./)[a])
aeA □
The goal is now to prove that the axiomatization presented above is sound and com­
plete with respect to bisimilarity, that is, for all e1, e2 e ExpM :
e1 =  e2 ^  e1 ~ e2
To prove soundness (e1 =  e2 ^  e1 ~ e2), we need the following lemma, which guar­
antees that the relation =  is a bisimulation.
4.3.3 Lemma. Let e1, e2 e ExpM  and suppose that e1 =  e2. Then,
e1 [a] =  e2 [a] and (e1)a =  (e2)a
Pr o o f . By induction on the length of derivations of =.
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The derivations of length 0 include all axioms apart from (Unique) and (Cong). We 
illustrate the proof for a couple of them.
(0 © e)[a] =  ±B V B (e[a]) =  e[a] and (0 © s)a =  (0)a © sa =  0 © sa =  sa 
(a(0)) [a'] =  1 B =  (0 ) [a'] and (a(0))a, =  0 =  (0 )a
(ajb1 © ajb2)[a'] =  Í b1 Vb bz if a =  a' =  (a j(b1 VB b2))[a']
(±B if a =  a
and (albj © a|b2)a' =  0© 0  =  0 =  (aKbj VB b2))a'
For the derivations of length greater than 0 we show the proof for (Unique), which 
uses the result for the rule (Cong). For the congruence axiom an auxiliary (easy) 
proof (by induction on the structure of e) would be needed. Suppose we have proved
i  x .y =  e, using the rule (Unique), which has the premise y[e/x ] =  e, giving us as 
induction hypothesis (y[e/x])[a] =  e[a] and (y[e/x])a =  ea. Now, we calculate:
( i x .y)[a] =  (y[ix.y/x])[a] =  (y[e/x])[a] (= ) e[a]
(i  x .y)a =  (y[i x  .j / x  ])a =  (y[e/x ])a (= ) ea
The steps marked with (f) follow by using the current lemma for the (Cong) rule, 
using the fact that ix.y =  e. □
4.3.4 Theorem (Soundness). Let e1,e2 e ExpM and suppose that e1 =  e2. Then, 
e 1 ~ e2 .
Pr o o f . Direct consequence of Lemma 4.3.3. □
To prove completeness, we need two extra things. First, we need to observe that 
Lemma 4.3.3 guarantees that the set ExpM /= carries a coalgebra structure which 
makes [-] a coalgebra homomorphism, since =  is a bisimulation and, by Theo­
rem 2.2.7, this guarantees the existence of a unique function d : ExpM /= ^  (B x 
Expm /=)a which makes the following diagram commute.
Ex Pm -----— ----> Ex p m /= [e] [a] =  e[a] and [e]a =  [ea]
5 d
(B x Ex Pm )A (idx[-])^  (B x Ex Pm /  = )A
Secondly, we will use (point 3. of) the following auxiliary lemma. 
4.3.5 Le m m a .
1. The map d : ExpM /= ^  (B x ExpM /=)A is an isomorphism.
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2. There is a unique homomorphism h : (S, a) — (ExpM /=, d ).
3. The unique map into the final coalgebra [[-]]ExPm/= : ExpM /= — $  is injective.
Proof. For point 1., define d -1 : (Bx  ExpM /= )a — ExpM /=, for f  : A  — (Bx  ExpM /=), 
by
d-1(f  ) = where r([e]) =  e® f  [a] ® a(r(fa))
_ aeA
Note that d -1 will give the same result, independent of the representative of fa : take 
two different elements e1 and e2 of the equivalence class fa ; e1 and e2 satisfy e1 =  e2 
and thus © a ^ f  [a] ® a(ei) =  © aeAf [a] ® a(e2).
It is easy to check that (d -1 ◦  d )([e]) =  [e] :
d -1(3 ([e])) =  d -1(Aa.(e[a], [ea])) ([-] is a coalgebra homomorphism)
=  [ © aeAe[a] ® a(ea)] (definition of d -1)
=  [e] (Fundamental theorem)
For the converse, we need to prove, for f  : A  —> (B x ExpM /= ), that (d ◦  d 1)(f  ) =  f  :
3 (d -1(f  ))(a) =  3 ( ^ a e A f  [a] ® a(r(fa))]) (def. 3 -1)
=  (f [a], [r(fa)]) ([-] is a coalgebra homomorphism)
=  (f [a], [fa]) =  f  (a)
For point 2., for the existence we define h : (S, a) — (ExpM /= , d ) by h(s) =  [es], where 
es is the expression constructed for every s e S in the first part of Kleene’s theorem for 
Mealy machines (Theorem 4.2.7). Recall that es satisfies es[a] =  s[a] and (es)a =  es . 
We prove that h is a homomorphism:
h(s)[a] h(s)a
=  ([es ])[a] = ([e s])a
=  es[a] ([-] is a homomorphism) =  [(es)a] ([-] is a homomorphism)
=  s[a] (es[a]=  s[a]) =  [eSa] ((es)a =  es )
To prove the uniqueness, suppose we have another homomorphism
f  : (S, a) — (ExpM /=, d )
We shall prove that f  (s) =  h(s). Let, for any s e S, fs denote any representative of 
f  (s) (that is, f  (s) =  [fs]). First, we observe that because f  is a homomorphism the 
following holds for every s e S:
fs =  (d ◦  (id x f  ) o  a)(s) ^  fs =  0 s [ a ]  ® a f  ) (4.5)
aeA
where d -1 was defined above, in the proof of item 1 .
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We now prove that fs. =  es., which yields the intended result f  =  h (since h(s) =  [es]). 
We show the case when S =  {s1, . ..,s n} for n =  3; the general case is completely 
analogous and only notationally more involved. The key point of this proof is the use 
of the axiom (Unique) stating the uniqueness of fixed points.
First, we prove that fs =  A 1 [fs /x 2] [fs /x 3] (here, and below, A { and Ak are the terms 
defined in the proof of Theorem 4.2.7).
fs1 =  ©  si[a] ® a(xSa)[fSi/ Xi] [fs2/ x2] [fs3/X 3] (by (4.5))
aeA a
^  fs1 =  ©  s1 [a] ® a(xsa)[fs2/x 2] [fs3/ x 3] f  /x 1] (all fs. are closed)
aeA
^  fs1 =  Mx1^  s1 [a] ® a( xsa ) f  /  x 2~] [fs3 /x 3] (by uniqueness)
1 aeA a 2 3 
^  fs1 =  A 1 [fs2/ x 2^ ] [fs3/x 3] (def. of A 1)
Now, using what we have computed for fs we prove that fs =  A 12 [fh /x 3]. 
fs2 =  © s2 [a] ® a(xsa)[fs1 /x{][fs2/x 2][fs3/ x 3] (by (4.5)) 
aeA a
fs2 =  © s2 [a] ® a(xsa)[A1/x{][fs2/x 2][fs3/x 3] (expr. for fs1 and (4.2))
2 aeA a 2 3 1 
^  fs2 =  © s2 [a] ® a(xsa)[A1/ x 1][fs3 /x 2] (all fs. are closed)
2 aeA a 3 2 i 
^  fs2 =  1^ 2. ©  s2 [a] ® a(xsJ[A1/x 1][fs3/x 3] (by uniqueness)
2 aeA a 3 
^  fs, =  A 2 [fs3/ x 3] (def. of a 2)2     A
s in the expression for fs by a 2 [fH /x 3]
fs1 =  A 1 [A\[fs3 /x 3] /x 2][fs3 /  x 3 ] =  A 1 /x 3]
At this point we substitute f  s  which yields:
Finally, we prove that fs =  A23:
fs3 =  © s3 [a] ® a(xsa)[fs1 /x{][fs2/x 2][fs3/ x3] (by (4.5))
aeA a
^  fs3 =  ©  s3 [a] ® a(xsa)[A1/x 1][a2/ x 2][f3 /x 3] (expr. for fs. and (4.2))
^  fh =  ,ux3. ©  s3 [a] ® a(x^)[A1/x 1][A2/x2] (by uniqueness)
3 aeA a
^  fs3 =  A23 (def. of A23)
Thus, we have:
fs1 =  A 1 ^ ^ 2] [A23/x 3] fs2 =  A2^A2 /x 3] fs3 =  A23
Note that A2[A^/x3] =  a2{a2¡/x3} since x2 is not free in A|. Similarly, it also holds 
[A2/x2] [Az3 /x 3] =  {A12/x 2 }{A\/x3 }. Thus fs. =  es., for all i =  1,2,3.
For point 3., take the factorization of [[-]]ExPm/= into a surjective followed by an 
injective map:
[[-]] Expm/= =  ( ExpM / = » 1 >  ^^  )
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By Theorem 2.2.8 we have that I carries a coalgebra structure which makes e and m 
coalgebra homomorphisms. We can now show that the coalgebra (I,Ip) is isomorphic 
to (ExpM /= , d ), which will yield the intended result that [[-]] ExPm/= is injective (since 
it is the composition of an isomorphism with a monomorphism).
To show the aforementioned isomorphism we observe that and (ExpM /= ,3 )  
are final among the locally finite Mealy coalgebras: Mealy machines (S, a) for which 
the subcoalgebra (s) generated by any s e S is finite. The fact that the coalgebra 
(ExpM /= , d ) is locally finite is a direct consequence of the second part of Kleene’s 
theorem (Theorem 4.2.8), where we proved that the subcoalgebra (e), when taken 
modulo ACI, is finite. Point 2. above now guarantees that (ExpM /=, d ) is final (among 
the locally finite M-coalgebras1). The Mealy machine is locally finite because it 
is the image of a locally finite one. Moreover, it is final: the existence of a homomor­
phism is given by Kleene’s theorem and e : ExpM /= — I ; the uniqueness follows by 
finality of i>. Indeed, take any two homomorphisms ƒ, g: (S,a) —> (/,<^); by finality 
we have that m  ◦  f  =  m  ◦  g and, since m  is a monomorphism, f  =  g .
Final objects are unique up to isomorphism and hence e : ExpM /= — I is an isomor­
phism, which implies that [[-]]ExPm/= =  m  ◦  e is injective. □
Now, we have all we need to prove that the axiomatization is complete with respect 
to bisimulation.
4.3.6 Theorem (Completeness). For all e1,e2 e ExpMj if e1 ~ e2 then e1 =  e2.
Proof. Let e1,e2 e ExpM and suppose that e1 ~ e2, that is, [[e1]] =  [[e2]]. Since [-] 
is a homomorphism, we have [[[e1]]]ExpM/= =  [[[e2]]]ExpM/=. Because [[-]]expm/= is 
injective, the latter equality implies that [e1] =  [e2] and hence e1 =  e2. □
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have explored the extension of Kleene’s results to another par­
ticular type of automata, Mealy machines. We showed that, in the spirit of regular 
expressions, it is possible to define a language which denotes precisely the behaviours 
of finite Mealy machines. Moreover, analogous to Kleene’s theorem, we proved that 
each expression in the language is equivalent to a finite Mealy machine and, con­
versely, each state of a finite Mealy machine is equivalent to an expression in the 
language. Finally, we provided an equational system, sound and complete with re­
spect to bisimilarity, which allows for syntactic reasoning on the expressions in the 
same way that Kleene algebras allow for Kleene’s regular expressions.
Both Mealy machines and deterministic automata are instances of F-coalgebras, for 
a functor F  : Set — Set. An F-coalgebra is a pair (S, f  ) where S is a set of states and 
f  : S — F(S) is the transition function, which determines the dynamics of the system.
1Note that the proof of item 2. above, as well as the one of Kleene’s theorem, was for finite Mealy 
machines, but it is easily adapted for locally finite ones: everywhere where we consider S we must then 
consider (s), for a given s e S. The use of finiteness was just for convenience.
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Mealy machines are coalgebras for the functor (B x Id)A, whereas deterministic auto­
mata are coalgebras for the functor 2 x IdA. Many systems can be obtained by varying 
the functor under consideration. We will show in the next two chapters how all the 
results presented in this chapter can be extended to a large class of functors.
In his seminal paper [Kle56], S. Kleene introduced an algebraic description of regular 
languages: regular expressions. This was the precursor of much research, including 
what is presented in this chapter. The connection between Kleene’s work (and the 
work of some researchers who followed up on his work) and the research presented 
in this thesis has been discussed in the introduction.
The connection between regular expressions (and deterministic automata) and coal­
gebras was first explored in [Rut98]. There deterministic automata, the set of formal 
languages and regular expressions are all presented as coalgebras of the functor 2 x IdA 
(where A  is the alphabet, and 2 is the two element set). It is then shown that the stan­
dard semantics of language acceptance of automata and the assignment of languages 
to regular expressions both arise as the unique homomorphism into the final coalge­
bra of formal languages. The coalgebra structure on the set of regular expressions is 
determined by their so-called Brzozowski derivatives [Brz64]. In the present chapter, 
the definition of a coalgebra structure on the set of expressions is very much inspired 
by both [Brz64, Rut98].
The second part of Kleene’s theorem provides a synthesis algorithm to produce a 
Mealy machine from an expression. Automata synthesis is a popular and very active 
research area [PR89, KV00, CGL+00, TMS04, HCR06]. Most of the work done on 
synthesis has as main goal to find a proper and sufficiently expressive type of auto­
mata to encode a specific type of logic (such as LTL [TMS04] or ^-calculus [KV00]). 
Technically, the synthesis from a ^-calculus formula p  consists in translating p  into 
an alternating automaton A p, reducing A p into a non-deterministic automaton which 
is then checked for non-emptiness [KV00]. The same process has been recently gen­
eralized to F-coalgebras in [KV08]. In this paper, we use a different approach. We 
construct a deterministic Mealy machine for a formula directly, by considering the 
formula as a state of the automaton containing enough information about its succes­
sors.
The logic most similar to our language of expressions is the one presented in [CGL+00]. 
There a logic for formal specification of hardware protocols is presented, and an al­
gorithm for the synthesis of a Mealy machine is given. Their logic corresponds to 
the conjunctive fragment of LTL. Their synthesis process is standard: first a non- 
deterministic Büchi automaton is synthesized, secondly a powerset construction is 
used to make the automaton deterministic and, finally, the propositions on the states 
are used to determine the inputs and outputs for each state of the Mealy machine. 
Because of our coalgebraic approach, the set of expressions comes with an equational 
system that is sound and complete with respect to bisimilarity. Further, our synthesis 
process remains within standard Mealy machines and the behaviour of the synthe­
sized automata is exactly characterized by the original expression.
Apart from [Rut06, HCR06, Han09], where synthesis for a special case of 2-adic arith­
metic is treated, we did not find any other work on the direct synthesis of determi-
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nistic Mealy machines. From these papers we inherit the basic coalgebraic approach, 
that we use here to derive our expressive specification language for Mealy machines. 
The modal fragment of our language (that is, the set of expressions e e ExpM without 
the i  operator) is a special case of the coalgebraic logic obtained by a Stone-type 
duality [BK05, BK06].
Chapter 5
Non-deterministic Kleene coalgebras
In the previous chapter, we presented a language to describe the behavior of Mealy 
machines and a sound and complete axiomatization thereof. The defined language 
and axiomatization can be seen as the analogue of classical regular expressions [Kle56] 
and Kleene algebra [Koz91], for deterministic finite automata (DFA), or the process 
algebra and axiomatization for labeled transition systems (LTS) [Mil84].
We now extend the previous approach and devise a framework wherein languages 
and axiomatizations can be uniformly derived for a large class of systems, including 
DFA, LTS and Mealy machines. The key point of our framework is to model systems 
as coalgebras.
Coalgebras provide a general framework for the study of dynamical systems such as 
DFA, Mealy machines and LTS. For a functor S : Set — Set, a S-coalgebra or S-system 
is a pair (S, g), consisting of a set S of states and a function g : S — S(S) defining the 
“transitions” of the states. We call the functor S the type of the system. For instance, 
DFA can be modeled as coalgebras of the functor S(S) =  2 x SA, Mealy machines are 
obtained by taking S(S) =  (B x S)a and image-finite LTS are coalgebras for the functor 
S(S) =  (P"(S))a, where P" is finite powerset.
Under mild conditions, functors S have a final coalgebra (as defined in Chapter 2) into 
which every S-coalgebra can be mapped via a unique so-called S-homomorphism. 
The final coalgebra can be viewed as the universe of all possible S-behaviors: the 
unique homomorphism into the final coalgebra maps every state of a coalgebra to a 
canonical representative of its behavior. This provides a general notion of behavioral 
equivalence: two states are equivalent if and only if they are mapped to the same 
element of the final coalgebra. Instantiating the notion of final coalgebra for the 
aforementioned examples, the result is as expected: for DFA the final coalgebra is the 
set 2A of all languages over A ; for Mealy machines it is the set of causal functions 
f  : A "  — B " ;  and for LTS it is the set of finitely branching trees with arcs labeled by 
a e A  modulo bisimilarity. The notion of equivalence also specializes to the familiar 
notions: for DFA, two states are equivalent when they accept the same language; for 
Mealy machines, if they realize (or compute) the same causal function; and for LTS if 
they are bisimilar.
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It is the main aim of this chapter to show how the type of a system, given by the 
functor S, is not only enough to determine a notion of behavior and behavioral 
equivalence, but also allows for a uniform derivation of both a set of expressions 
describing behavior and a corresponding axiomatization. The theory of universal 
coalgebra [Rut00] provides a standard equivalence and a universal domain of behav­
iors, uniquely based on the functor S. The main contributions of the chapter are (1) 
the definition of a set of expressions Expg describing S-behaviors, (2) the proof of 
the correspondence between behaviors described by e e Expg and locally finite S- 
coalgebras (this is the analogue of Kleene’s theorem), and (3) a corresponding sound 
and complete axiomatization, with respect to behavioral equivalence, of Exps (this is 
the analogue of Kleene algebra). All these results are solely based on the type of the 
system, given by the functor S.
Organization of the chapter. In Section 5.1 we introduce the class of non-deter- 
ministic functors and coalgebras. In Section 5.2 we associate with each non-determi- 
nistic functor S a generalized language Exps of regular expressions and we present 
an analogue of Kleene’s theorem, which makes precise the connection between Expg 
and S-coalgebras. A  sound and complete axiomatization of Exps is presented in Sec­
tion 5.3. Section 5.4 contains two more examples of application of the framework 
and Section 5.5 shows a language and axiomatization for the class of polynomial and 
finitary coalgebras. Section 5.6 presents concluding remarks, directions for future 
work and discusses related work.
5.1 Non-deterministic coalgebras
A non-deterministic coalgebra is a pair (S, f  : S — S(S)), where S is a set of states and 
S is a non-deterministic functor. Non-deterministic functors are functors S : Set — 
Set, built inductively from the identity and constants, using x, + , (-)a and P".
5.1.1 Definition. The class N DF  of non-deterministic functors on Set is inductively 
defined by putting:
N DF  3 S:: =  Id | B | S +  S | S x S | SA | P"S
where B is a (non-empty) finite join-semilattice and A  is a finite set. *
Since we only consider finite exponents A  =  {a1, . .., an}, the functor (-)a is not really 
needed, since it is subsumed by a product with n components. However, to simplify 
the presentation, we decided to include it.
Next, we show the explicit definition of the functors above on a set X  and on a mor­
phism f  : X  — Y  (note that S(f ) : S (X ) — S (Y )).
Id(X ) =  X  B(X ) =  B (S1 +  S2X X  ) =  S1(X ) +  S2 (X )
Id(f ) =  f  B(f ) =  idB (S1 +  S2)(f ) =  S1(f ) +  S2(f )
(Sa)(x ) =  S(x)a (P"S)(x) =  p"(S(X)) (S1 x S2X X ) =  S1 (X ) x S2(X )
(SA)(f ) =  S(f )a (P"S)(f ) =  P"(S(f )) (S1 x S2) (f ) =  S 1(f  ) x S2 (f  )
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Typical examples of non-deterministic functors include M  =  (Bx  Id)A, D  =  2xIdA, Q =  
(1 +  Id)A and N  =  2 x (p"Id)A, where 2 =  {0,1} is a two-element join semilattice with
0 as bottom element (1 v 0 =  1) and 1 =  {*} is a one element join-semilattice. These 
functors represent, respectively, the type of Mealy, deterministic, partial deterministic 
and non-deterministic automata. In this chapter, we will use the last three as running 
examples. In Chapter 4, we have studied in detail regular expressions for Mealy 
automata. Similarly to what happened there, we impose a join semilattice structure 
on the constant functor. The product, exponentiation and powerset functors preserve 
the join-semilattice structure and thus do not need to be changed. This is not the case 
for the classical coproduct and thus we use +  instead (the operation +  was defined 
in the preliminaries of this thesis), which also guarantees that the join semilattice 
structure is preserved.
Next, we give the definition of the ingredient relation, which relates a non-determi- 
nistic functor S with its ingredients, i.e. the functors used in its inductive construction. 
We shall use this relation later for typing our expressions.
5.1.2 Definition. Let NDF  x NDF  be the least reflexive and transitive relation on 
non-deterministic functors such that
S1 < S1 x S2, S2 < S1 x S2, S1 < S1 +  S2, S2 < S1 +  S2, S < SA, S < P"S *
Here and throughout this document we use F  < S as a shorthand for (F, S) e< . If 
F  < S, then F  is said to be an ingredient of S. For example, 2, Id, IdA and D  itself are 
all the ingredients of the deterministic automata functor D  =  2 x IdA.
5.2 A  language of expressions for non-deterministic coalgebras
In this section, we generalize the classical notion of regular expressions to non-de- 
terministic coalgebras. We start by introducing an untyped language of expressions 
and then we single out the well-typed ones via an appropriate typing system, thereby 
associating expressions to non-deterministic functors. The language of expressions 
presented in Chapter 4 for Mealy machines can be recovered as a special case of this 
language by taking the corresponding functor.
5.2.1 Definition (Expressions). Let A  be a finite set, B a finite join-semilattice and 
X  a set of fixed point variables. The set Exp of all expressions is given by the following 
grammar, where a e A , b e B and x e X :
e :: =  0 | x | e ® e \ fix.y \ b \ l{s) \ r(e) \ I [e] | r [e] | a(e) | {e}
where y is a guarded expression given by:
y : :=  0 I 7 © y \ fix.y \ b \ l{s) \ r{s) \ l[s] \ r[s] \ a(s) \ {e}
The only difference between the BNF of y and e is the occurrence of x . *
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In the expression m x  .y, m is a binder for all the free occurrences of x in y. Variables 
that are not bound are free. A  closed expression is an expression without free occur­
rences of fixed point variables x . We denote the set of closed expressions by Expc. 
Intuitively, expressions denote elements of the final coalgebra. The expressions 0, 
s1 ® s2 and fix.s will play a similar role to, respectively, the empty language, the 
union of languages and the Kleene star in classical regular expressions for determi­
nistic automata. The expressions l (e) and r (e) refer to the left and right hand-side of 
products. Similarly, l [e] and r [e] refer to the left and right hand-side of sums. The 
expressions a(e) and {e} denote function application and a singleton set, respectively. 
We shall soon illustrate, by means of examples, the role of these expressions.
Our language does not have any operator denoting intersection or complement (it 
only includes the sum operator ®). This is a natural restriction, very much in the 
spirit of Kleene’s regular expressions for deterministic finite automata. We will prove 
that this simple language is expressive enough to denote exactly all locally finite coal­
gebras.
Next, we present a typing assignment system for associating expressions to non-deter- 
ministic functors. This will allow us to associate with each functor S the expressions 
e e Expc that are valid specifications of S-coalgebras. The typing proceeds following 
the structure of the expressions and the ingredients of the functors.
5.2.2 Definition (Type system). We define a typing relation hç Exp x N DF  x NDF  
that will associate an expression e with two non-deterministic functors F  and S, which 
are related by the ingredient relation (F  is an ingredient of S). We shall write h e : F  < 
S for (e, F, S) e h. The rules that define h are the following:
h e : S < S
1-0: 9
he1:3r< 9  he2:?<ig 
I- sl © e2 : S' <1 S
he: ^ < 9
h b : B < S
I- e: 9 < 9 
he: Id <1 9
h e : F2 < S
h x : S < S 
h e : F < S
h{e}: Va3r< 5
h e : F1 < S
h mx .e : S < S
h e : F < S 
ha(e):3rA<l g
h e : F2 < S
h r (e) : F1 x F2 < S h l [e] : F1 +  F2 < S h r [e] : F1 +  F2 < S
*
Intuitively, h e : F  < S (for a closed expression e) means that e denotes an element 
of F(fig), where fig is the final coalgebra of S. As expected, there is a rule for 
each expression construct. The extra rule involving Id < S reflects the isomorphism 
between the final coalgebra fig and S(fig ) (Lambek’s lemma, cf. [Rut00]). Only fixed 
points at the outermost level of the functor are allowed. This does not mean however 
that we disallow nested fixed points. For instance, m x . a( x  ® My. a( y  )) would be a 
well-typed expression for the functor D  of deterministic automata, as it will become 
clear below, when we will present more examples of well-typed and non-well-typed
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expressions. The presented type system is decidable (expressions are of finite length 
and the system is inductive on the structure of e e Exp).
We can formally define the set of S-expressions: well-typed, closed and guarded, 
expressions associated with a non-deterministic functor S.
5.2.3 D efin ition  (S-expressions). Let S be a non-deterministic functor and F  an 
ingredient of S. We define ExpF<g by:
ExpF<g =  {e e Expc | h e : F  < S } .
We define the set Expg of well-typed S-expressions by Expg<g. *
Let us instantiate the definition of S-expressions to the functors of deterministic au­
tomata D  =  2 x IdA.
5.2.4 Example (Deterministic expressions). Let A  be a finite set of input actions 
and let X  be a set of fixed point variables. The set ExpD of deterministic expressions 
is given by the set of closed and guarded expressions generated by the following BNF 
grammar. For a e A  and x e X  :
Expc 3 e :: =  0 |e © e |  fix.e \ x \ l{si) \ r(e2) 
el :: =  0 | 0 | 1 | s1 ® e1
e2 :: =  0 I a(s) \e2®e2 4
Examples of well-typed expressions for the functor D  =  2 x IdA (with 2 =  {0,1} a 
two-element join-semilattice with 0 as bottom element; recall that the ingredients 
of D  are 2, ldA and D  itself) include r(a(0)), i(l) ® r(a(i(0))) and ¡ix.r{a{x)} ® i(l). 
The expressions l[ 1], i(l) ® 1 and ¡ix.l are examples of non well-typed expressions 
for D , because the functor D  does not involve + , the subexpressions in the sum 
have different type, and recursion is not at the outermost level (1 has type 2 < D ), 
respectively.
It is easy to see that the closed (and guarded) expressions generated by the grammar 
presented above are exactly the elements of ExpD . The most interesting case to check 
is the expression r(a(e)). Note that a(e) has type IdA < D  as long as e has type Id < D . 
And the crucial remark here is that, by definition of h, Exp!d<g ç Expg. Therefore, e 
has type Id < D  if it is of type D  < D , or more precisely, if e e ExpD , which explains 
why the grammar above is correct.
At this point, we should remark that the syntax of our expressions differs from the 
classical regular expressions in the use of m and action prefixing a(e) instead of Kleene 
star and full concatenation. We shall prove later that these two syntactically different 
formalisms are equally expressive (Theorems 5.2.12 and 5.2.14), but, to increase the 
intuition behind our expressions, let us present the syntactic translation from classical 
regular expressions to ExpD (this translation is inspired by [Mil84]) and back.
5.2.5 D e f in it io n . The set of regular expressions is given by the following syntax
RE  3r :: =  0 | ] J a | r  +  r|r-r|r*
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where a e A  and • denotes sequential composition. We define the following transla­
tions between regular expressions and deterministic expressions:
(-)*: RE ^  ExpD (-)*: Ex p d ^  RE
(O f =  0 (0)* =  0
(I)1 =  H  D a<0»* =  a<O))* =  (r<0))* =  O
(a)1' =  r (a(l (1))) a<i»* =  1
(rj +  r2)+ =  (ri)+ ® (^ (l (s! ® s1))* =  a<e1))* +  (Z<ei))*
(rj • r2)+ =  (r1)t[(r2)t/l (1)] (r (a(s)))* =  a • (s)*
(r *)+ =  ß x .(r)+[x /l (1)] ® l (1) (r (s2 ® s2)):i: =  (r (s2))* +  (r (s2))*
(s1 ® s2)* =  (s1)* +  (s2)*
(ß x  .s)* =  sol(eqs(ß x .s))
The function eqs translates ß x.s into a system of equations in the following way. 
Let ßx l.sl, . . . , ßxn.sn be all the fixed point subexpressions of ßx .s, with xj =  x and 
s1 =  s. We define n equations x ; =  (ë;)1, where s¡ is obtained from s¡ by replac­
ing each subexpression ßx ¡.s; by x^, for all i =  1 , . . .n. The solution of the system, 
sol(eqs(ßx.s)), is then computed in the usual way (the solution of an equation of 
shape x =  rx +  t is r* t).
In the previous chapter, regular expressions were given a coalgebraic structure, using 
Brzozowski derivatives [Brz64]. Later in this chapter, we will provide a coalgebra 
structure to ExpD , after which the soundness of the above translations can be stated 
and proved: r ~ r and s ~ s*, where ~ will coincide with language equivalence. 4
Thus, the regular expression aa* is translated to r(a(ßx.r(a(x)) ® l(1))), whereas the 
expression ßx.r(a(r(a(x)))) ® l(1) is transformed into (aa)*.
We present next the syntax for the expressions in ExpQ and in ExpN (recall that 
Q =  (1 +  Id)A and N  =  2 x (PJd)A).
5.2.6 Example (Partial expressions). Let A  be a finite set of input actions and X  be 
a set of fixed point variables. The set ExpQ of partial expressions is given by the set of 
closed and guarded expressions generated by the following BNF grammar. For a e A  
and x e X  :
ExpQ 3 e : := 0 | e ® e |  fix.e \ x \
s1 :: = 0  j s1 ®£j I I [e2] | r[s] 
e2 : := Q \ e 2 (£e2 \*
Intuitively, the expressions a(l [*]) and a(r [s]) specify, respectively, a state which has 
no defined transition for input a and a state with an outgoing transition to another 
state as specified by s. 4
5.2.7 Example (Non-deterministic expressions). Let A  be a finite set of input ac­
tions and X  be a set of fixed point variables. The set ExpN of non-deterministic expres­
sions is given by the set of closed and guarded expressions generated by the following
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BNF grammar. For a e A and x e X  :
Expjj- ^  e :: =  0 I x I i(ej) | r{e2) \ e © e \ fix.e 
e1 :: =  0 | e1 © e1 | 1 | 0 
e2 :: = 0  | e2 © e2 I « 0 0  
e' :: =  0 | e' © e' | {e}
Intuitively, the expression r(a({sj} ® {s2})) specifies a state which has two outgoing 
transitions labeled with a , one to a state specified by s1 and another one to a state 
specified by s2. 4
We have defined a language of expressions which gives us an algebraic description of 
systems. We should also remark at this point that in the examples we strictly follow 
the type system to derive the syntax of the expressions. However, it is obvious that 
many simplifications can be made in order to obtain a more polished language. In 
particular, after the axiomatization, we will be able to decrease the number of levels 
in the above grammars, since we will have axioms of the shape a(s) ® a(s') =  a(s®s'). 
In Section 5.4, we will sketch two examples where we apply some simplification to 
the syntax. Also note that the language presented in Chapter 4 can be obtained from 
ExpM , with M  =  (B x Id)A, by abbreviating a(r(s)) by a(s) and a(l(b)) by a|b and 
applying the simplification mentioned above to eliminate redundant expressions.
The goal is now to present a generalization of Kleene’s theorem for non-deterministic 
coalgebras (Theorems 5.2.12 and 5.2.14). Recall that, for regular languages, the 
theorem states that a language is regular if and only if it is recognized by a finite 
automaton. In order to achieve our goal we will first show that the set Expg of S­
expressions carries a S-coalgebra structure.
5.2.1 Brzozowski derivatives for non-deterministic expressions
In this section, we show that the set of S-expressions for a given non-deterministic 
functor S has a coalgebraic structure 5g : Expg ^  S(Expg). More precisely, we are 
going to define a function
5? <s : Expff<g ^  F(Expg)
for every ingredient F  of S, and then set 5 g =  5g<g. Our definition of the function 
5 F<g will make use of the following.
5.2.8 Definition. For every S e NDF  and for every F  with F  < S:
(i) we define a constant EmptyF<g e F(Expg) by induction on the syntactic struc­
ture of F:
Empty|d<ig = 0  Em ptyg^g^g =  1
EmptyB<ig =  ±B Em pty^g  =  Aa.Empty^g
Empty^xF^g =  (Em pty^g , Empty^2 <g) Em ptyp^g =  0
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(ii) we define a function PlusF<g : F(Expg) x F(Expg) 
the syntactic structure of F:
F(Expg) by induction on
PlusId<g (s1, s2)
PluSB<g(b1, b2)
^ ^ F ^ F ^ g ^ ^  s2), (s3, s4)) 
PluSF1+F 2<g(Ki ^  Ki (s2)) 
PluSF1+F 2<g (Ki ^  Kj (s2)) 
PlusFt+ F 2<g( x , T) 
PlusF1+ F 2<g( x , ^ )
P l u SFA< g(f , g )
Plus (s1,s2)
s1 ® s2 
b1 Vb b2
(PluSF1<g(s1, s3), PluSF2<g(s2, s4)) 
Ki(PlusF¡<g(sl,s2)), i e {1,2}
T  i, j e {1,2} and i =  j
PlusF1 + f 2 <g(T ,x ) =  T  
PlusF1 + f 2 <g(1 , x ) =  x 
Aa. PlusF<g (f  (a), g (a))
s1 U s2 4
->
Intuitively, one can think of the constant EmptyF<g and the function PlusF<g as lift­
ings of 0 and ® to the level of S^Expg).
We need two more things to define 5F<,g. First, we define an order ^  on the types of 
expressions. For F 1, F2 and S non-deterministic functors such that F 1 < S and F2 < S, 
we define
(F1 < S) ^  (F2 < S) ^  F 1 < F2
The order ^  is a partial order (structure inherited from <). Note also that (F1 < S) =  
(F2 < S) ^  F 1 =  F2. Second, we define a measure N (s) based on the maximum 
number of nested unguarded occurrences of ^-expressions in s and unguarded occur­
rences of ®. We say that a subexpression yx .s1 of s occurs unguarded if it is not in 
the scope of one of the operators l(-), r(-), l [-], r [-], a(-) or {-}.
5.2.9 Definition. For every guarded expression s, we define N (s) as follows:
iV(0) =  JV(b) =  JV(a(e)) =  iV(i(e)) =  JV(r(e)) =  JV(i [e]) =  JV(r [e]) =  JV({e}) =  0 
N (s 1 © e2) =  1 +  max{JV(e1), iV(e2)}
N  (yx  .s) =  1 +  N  (s) 4
The measure N  induces a partial order on the set of expressions: s1 <  s2 ^  N (s1) < 
N (s2), where < is just the ordinary inequality of natural numbers.
Now we have all we need to define 5 F<g : ExpF<g ^  F(Expg).
5.2.10 D ef in it io n . For every ingredient F  of a non-deterministic functor S and an
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expression s e ExpF<g, we define öF<g(s) as follows:
5 i<g(0) =  EmptyF<ig
® e2) =  Plus3r<g(53r<g(ei)5^3r<g(e2))
5g<g(yx.s) =  5g<g(s[yx.s/x])
5|d<g(s) =  s for S =  Id
ÖB<g(b) =  b
5F1xF2<g(l (s)) =  ^ F ^ g ^ L  EmptyF2<g)
5F1xF2<g(r (s)) =  (EmPtyF1<g, öF2<g(s))
5 F1+ F 2<g(l [s]) =  K1(5 F1<g(s))
5 Ft+ F 2<g(r [s]) =  K2(öF2<g(s))
öF „ s( a M )  =  Aa '.{  ImptyF^g ó t e l e
öP„F<g({s}) =  { öF<g(s)}
Here, s[yx .s /x ] denotes syntactic substitution, replacing every free occurrence of x 
in s by yx.s. 4
In order to see that the definition of öF<g is well-formed, we have to observe that 
öF<g can be seen as a function having two arguments: the type F  < S and the ex­
pression s. Then, we use induction on the Cartesian product of types and expressions 
with orders ^  and < ,  respectively. More precisely, given two pairs (F1 < S, s1) and 
(F2 < S, s2) we have an order
( F  < S, s1)< < F 2 < S, s2) ^  (i) (F1 < S) ^  (F2 < S) ( )
or (ii) (F1 < S) =  (F2 < S) and s1 <  s2 ( . )
Observe that in the definition above it is always true that (F7 < S ,s') < (F < S,s), 
for all occurrences of öF/<g(s/) occurring in the right hand side of the equation 
defining öF<g(s). In all cases, but the ones that s is a fixed point or a sum ex­
pression, the inequality comes from point (i) above. For the case of the sum, note 
that (F  < S, s1) < (F  < S, s1 ® s2) and (F < S, s2) < (F < S, s1 ® s2) by point (ii), 
since N (s1) < N (s1 ® s2) and N (s2) < N (s1 ® s2). Similarly, in the case of yx.s we 
have that N  (s) =  N  (s[y x .s/x  ]), which can easily be proved by (standard) induction 
on the syntactic structure of s, since s is guarded (in x ), and this guarantees that 
N (s [y x .s /x ]) < N (y x .s). Hence, (S < S,s) < (S < S ,y x .s). Also note that clause 4 of 
the above definition overlaps with clauses 1 and 2 (by taking F  =  Id). However, they 
give the same result and thus the function öF<g is well-defined.
5.2.11 D e f in it io n . We define, for each non-deterministic functor S, a S-coalgebra
ög : Expg ^  S ( Exp g )
by putting ög =  Ög<g. 4
The function ö g can be thought of as the generalization of the well-known notion of 
Brzozowski derivative [Brz64] for regular expressions and, moreover, it provides an 
operational semantics for expressions, as we shall see in Section 5.2.2.
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The observation that the set of expressions has a coalgebra structure will be crucial 
for the proof of the generalized Kleene theorem, as will be shown in the next two 
sections.
5.2.2 From coalgebras to expressions
Having a S-coalgebra structure on Expg has two advantages. First, it provides us, 
by finality, directly with a natural semantics because of the existence of a (unique) 
homomorphism [[•]] : Expg ^  fig, that assigns to every expression s an element [[s]] 
of the behavior final coalgebra fig.
The second advantage of the coalgebra structure on Expg is that it allows us to use 
the notion of S-bisimulation to relate S-coalgebras (S, g ) and expressions s e Expg. 
If one can construct a bisimulation relation between an expression s and a state s 
of a given coalgebra, then the behavior represented by s is equal to the behavior of 
the state s. This is the analogue of computing the language L (r) represented by a 
given regular expression r and the language L (s) accepted by a state s of a finite state 
automaton and checking whether L (r ) =  L (s).
The following theorem states that every state in a locally finite S-coalgebra can be 
represented by an expression in our language. This generalizes half of Kleene’s the­
orem for deterministic automata: if a language is accepted by a finite automaton 
then it is regular (i.e. it can be denoted by a regular expression). The generaliza­
tion of the other half of the theorem (if a language is regular then it is accepted by 
a finite automaton) will be presented in Section 5.2.3. It is worth to remark that in 
the usual definition of deterministic automaton the initial state of the automaton is 
included and, thus, in the original Kleene’s theorem, it was enough to consider finite 
automata. In the coalgebraic approach, the initial state is not explicitly modeled and 
thus we need to consider locally-finite coalgebras: coalgebras where each state will 
generate a finite subcoalgebra.
5.2.12 Theorem. Let S be a non-deterministic functor and let (S , g ) be a locally-finite 
S-coalgebra. Then, for any s e S, there exists an expression ((s )) e Expg such that 
s ~((s )).
Proof. Let s e S and let (s) =  {s1,. ..,s n} with s1 =  s. We construct, for every state 
si e (s), an expression (( si )) such that si ~ (( si )) .
If S =  Id, we set, for every i, ((s¡ )) =  0. It is easy to see that {(s¡,0) | s¡ e (s)} is a 
bisimulation and, thus, we have that s ~ {{s )).
For S =  Id, we proceed in the following way. Let, for every i, A { =  y x i.yg, , where, 
for F  < S and c e F(s), the expression y F e ExpF<g is defined by induction on the
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structure of F:
Yld
1 si
=  x i y B = b
F1xF2
Y{c,c') =  l {yF 1 ) ©  r {yF2 )
fa
Yf =  © K yJ(a))aeA J
F,+F,
Yk 1(c) 2 = l [Yf ]
F, <£f2
YK2(c) 2 =  r [ycf 2 ]
f 1+ f 2 
Yi1 2 =  0
F1+ F 2
Yt1 2 = Z [0] © r [0]
P,F
Yc
=
}
©
s
u
,
if C =  0 
otherwise
Note that here the choice of Z [0] © r[0] to represent inconsistency is arbitrary but 
canonical, in the sense that any other expression involving sum of I [ej] and r [e2] will 
be bisimilar. Formally, the definition of y above is parametrized by a function from 
{sj,..., sn} to a fixed set of variables {x 1y..., x n}. It should also be noted that, similarly 
to what happened in the previous chapter, © E , for an ordered set E  =  {ej,.. . ,en} of 
expressions, stands for ej © (e2 ® (e3 ® ...)).
Let A0 =  Ai, define A¡¡+1 =  Ak¡ {Ak+1/ x k +1} and then set {{ si )) =  An. Here, A{A!/x} 
denotes syntactic replacement (that is, substitution without renaming of bound vari­
ables in A  which are also free variables in A'). The definition of {{si )) does not depend 
in the chosen order of {sj, . . . ,sn}: the expressions obtained are just different modulo 
renaming of variables.
Observe that the term
A 1 =  O xi.YSg(si)){AJ/x i} .. . {An-7 xn}
is a closed term because, for every j =  1, . . . ,  n, the term A1-1 contains at most n - j 
free variables in the set {xj+1, . . . ,xn}.
It remains to prove that s¡ ~ {{s¡ )). We show that R =  {{s;, {{s¡ ))) | s¡ e {s)} is a bisim­
ulation. For that, we first define, for F  < G and c e F{s), ^F =  yF{Aj/x1} ... {Anr-1/ x n} 
and the relation
RF<g =  {{c,^F<g(?F)) 1 c e F{s)}.
Then, we prove that (Î) R ^ g  =  F(R) and ©  5 gC«sf )))) e R s<s.
d  By induction on the structure of F.
F =  Id I Note t h a t f í | d<]g =  ) | s¡ e (s)} which is equal to ld(R) =  Rprovided
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that =  {{Si )). The latter is indeed the case:
rid _
YSd {A0 /  x 1}... {An-7xn} (def. rld )
=  xi{A0/x1} . . . { A ^ 1/ xn} (def. YÌd)
=  Ai_ 1{Ai + 1/xi+1} ... {An~l/xn} ({Ai- 1 /x i})
=  A0{A0/x1} ... {A^ 1 /xn } (def. Ai-1 )
=  {{Si )) (def. {{Si )))
F  =  B Note that, for b g  B, Çj =  {Aj/xj}... {A^ 1 /x„} =  b. Thus, we have
that Rß<g =  {{si, r *.) | Si e B{s)} =  {{b, b) | b e B} =  B(R).
F  =  F 1 x F2
((u ,v ) , ( e j }} e ï j X  ? 2(R ) _  
(u,e) g  ^ ( R )  and (v,f) g  $ 2{R) (def. F 1 x 3^ )
{u, e) e R f1 <g and {v, f  ) e R f2<g (ind. hyp.)
{u,e) =  {c,5f1<s(?f  1 )) and {v,f ) =  {c', 5F2<g(Çf2)) (def. Rf<g)
{u, v) =  {c, c0  and {e,f  ) =  5 F1xF2<g (l(rF1 ) © rr 2)) (def. 5 F<S) 
{u, v) =  {c, c') and {e,f ) =
{{u, v), {e, f  )) e RF1 xF2<S
, )  , ')  ,  )  ¿ F ^ s ^ f 2 ) (def. ?F)
y  =  ^  <$> ^  and 3r=  : similar to ^  x $ 2.
We want to prove that {g (si) ,5 g({{si )))) e Rs<s. For that, we must show that 
g (si) e 3{s) and 5 g({{si ))) =  <5s(?f(s )). The former follows by definition of {s), 
whereas for the latter we observe that:
5s ({{Si )))
= 5s((M*i•yG(s¡)){A01 M } ... (A ^ /x n }) (def. of {{Si )))
= 5s (Mxt. Y ^ ) {a0 /x1} ... H-í/xt-1 HA'+1/ xt+1}... {Ar 1 /x n })
= ¿s(y^){A0/x1}... {Ai-21/xi-1}{Ai+1 /xi+1}... K - /x n} A /x ,]) (def. of 5s)
= ¿s(y^s;)A x }... {A'-21 /xi-1}{A'+1 / xi+1}... K - 1 / xn}{An/xt}) ([An/ xi] = {An/x ,})
= 5 s ( Y ^  ) {A1 / x 1 } ... {At-1 /xt-1 }{An / x i }{At+1 /xi+1} ... /xn })
= 5s crfct ))
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Here, note that [An/ x t] =  {An/ x t}, because An has no free variables. The last 
two steps follow, respectively, because x t is not free inAi+1, . . . , A ^ 1 and:
{An /  x  }{At+1/  xt+1} ... {Ar 1 /  xn}
=  {Aii_1{Aii+1/x i + 1 } . .. {An-1/xn}/x i }{Aii+1/x i + 1} .. . {Ar V xn}
=  {Ai-1/  x; }{Ai+1/  xt+1} ... {An-1/  xn} (5.2)
Equation (5.2) uses the syntactic identity
A{B{C / y }/ x }{C/ y } =  A {B /x }{C/ y }, y not free in C (5.3)
□
Let us illustrate the construction appearing in the proof of Theorem 5.2.12 by some 
examples. These examples will illustrate the similarity with the proof of the original 
Kleene theorem, where a regular expression denoting the language recognized by a 
state of a deterministic automaton is built using a system of equations, which we 
recalled in Section 3.1.1.
Consider the following deterministic automaton over a two letter alphabet A  =  {a, b}, 
whose transition function g is given by the following picture (recall that ( ^ )  repre­
sents that the state s is final) :
b a,b
We define A 1 =  mx1 .y ^  ) and A2 =  mx2. Y ^  ) where
Yg(S1) =  l {O)® r {b( x 1) © a( x2)) Y ^ )  =  l {1) © r {a( x2) © b( x2))
We have A\ =  A 1{A2/x2} and A2 =  A2{A0/x1}. Thus, {{s2 )) =  A2 and, since Aí, =  A2, 
{{s1 )) is the expression
Mx1. l {O) © r {b(x1) © a(Mx2. l {1) © r {a(x2) © b(x2))))
By construction we have s1 ~ {{s1 )) and s2 ~ {{s2 )).
For another example, take the following partial automaton, also over a two letter 
alphabet A  =  {a , b}:
In the graphical representation of a partial automaton (S,p) we omit transitions for 
which p(s)(a) =  k1(*). In this case, this happens in q1 for the input letter b and in q2 
for a .
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We will have the equations
A 1 =  A0 =  a1 =  mx 1.b(l [*]) © a(r [x2])
A 2 =  A02 =  a2 =  Mx2 .a(l [*]) © b(r [x2])
Thus:
{{S1 )) =  A2 =  mx 1. b(l [*]) © a(r [mx2. a(l [*]) © b(r [x2])])
{{S2 )) =  Mx2 .a(l [*]) © b(r [x2])
Again we have s1 {{S1 )) and S2 {{ S2 )).
As a last example, let us consider the following non-deterministic automaton, over a 
one letter alphabet A  =  {a }:
We start with the equations:
A 1 =  M x 1.l {O)© r {a({ x 1}© {  x2}© { x3}))
A2 =  Mx2 .l {O)© r {a({ x2}© {  x3}))
A3 =  Mx3.l{1)©  r{a({x1} © {x3}))
Then we have the following iterations:
A 1 =  A 1
A2 =  A 1 {a2/x 2} =  Mx1.l {O) © r {a({x1} © {A2} © {x3}))
A3 =  A 1{A12/x 2 }{A23/x 3 } =  mx 1.l{O) © r{a({x1} © { ^ { A ^ ^ } ) }  © {AÌ3}))
a 2 =  A 2 {A1 /  x 1 } =  A 2 
A2 =  A 2 {A1 /  x 1 } =  A 2
A32 =  A 2{A1/ x 1}{A23/x 3 } =  Mx2 .l{O) © r{a({x2} © {AÌ3}))
A 3 =  A3{A1/x 1} =  Mx3.l{1) © r{a({A1} © {x3}))
A^ =  A3{A1 / x 1}{A2/x 2 } =  Mx3.l{1) © r{a({(A1{A2/x 2})} © {x3}))
A 3 =  A 2 
A 3 =  A 3
This yields the following expressions:
{{S1 )) =  Mx1-l {O) © r{a({x1} © {{{S2 ))}©{{{S3 ))}))
{{S2 )) =  Mx2.l {O) © r{a({x2} © {{{S3 ))}))
{{S3 )) =  Mx3-l {1) © r{a({M^.l {O) © r {a({x1} © {ßx2.l {O) © r {a({x2} © }))} © 1x3}))} © 1x3}))
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5.2.3 From expressions to coalgebras
We prove the converse of Theorem 5.2.12, that is, we show how to construct a finite 
S-coalgebra (S, g ) from an arbitrary expression s g Expg, such that there exists a state 
s g S with s ~g s.
The immediate way of obtaining a coalgebra from an expression s g Expg is to com­
pute the subcoalgebra {s), since we have provided the set Expg with a coalgebra 
structure 5 g : Expg ^  3(Expg). However, the subcoalgebra generated by an expres­
sion s g Expg by repeatedly applying 5 g is, in general, infinite. Take for instance the 
deterministic expression s1 =  m x . r {a( x © My. r {a( y  )))) (for simplicity, we consider 
A  =  {a} and below we will write, in the second component of 5 D , an expression s 
instead of the function mapping a to s) and observe that:
5 d (s{) =  {O, s1 © My. r{a(y)))
5 d (£1 © My. r{a(y ))) =  {O, s1 © My. r{a(y )) © My. r{a(y )))
5 d(s1 © My. r {a( y )) © My. r {a( y ))) =  {O, s1 © My. r {a( y )) © My. r {a( y )) © m  y. r {a( y )))
As one would expect, all the new states are equivalent and will be identified by [[-]] 
(the morphism into the final coalgebra). However, the function 5 D does not make 
any state identification and thus yields an infinite coalgebra.
This phenomenon occurs also in classical regular expressions. In Section 3.1.2, we 
showed that normalizing the expressions using the axioms for associativity, commu­
tativity and idempotency was enough to guarantee finiteness1. We will show in this 
section that this also holds in our setting.
Consider the following axioms (only the first three are essential, but we include the 
fourth to obtain smaller coalgebras):
(Associativity) s1 © (s2 © s3) =  (s1 © s2) © s3
(Commutativity) s1 © s2 =  s2 © s1
(Idempotency) s © s =  s
(Empty) 0 © s =  s
We define the relation = ACIEQ ExpF<g x ExpF<g, written infix, as the least equivalence 
relation containing the four identities above. The relation = ACIE gives rise to the 
(surjective) equivalence map [s]ACIE =  {s' | s = ACIE s'}. The following diagram shows
1 Actually, to guarantee finiteness, it is enough to eliminate double occurrences of expressions s at the 
outermost level of an expression ■ ■ ■ © s © ■ ■ ■ © s ©■■■ (and to do this one needs the ACI axioms). Note that 
this is weaker than taking expressions modulo the ACI axioms: for instance, the expressions s1 © s2 and 
s2 © s1, for s1 = s2, would not be identified in the process above.
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the maps defined so far:
ExpF<g-------- > ExpF<g/ =A(
F(Expg) , > F(Expg/ =acie )
F(L ]ACIE J
In order to complete the diagram, we next prove that = ACIE is contained in the kernel 
of F([-]acie) o 5F<g2. This will guarantee the existence of a function
: Expgr<g/=AciE -  F (E x p g /^ J  
which, when F  =  S, provides Expg/= with a coalgebraic structure
5 g :  E x p g / ^ Cffi ^  S ( E x P g / , AcJ
(as before we write 5 g for 5 g<,g) and which makes [-]ACm a homomorphism of coal­
gebras.
5.2.13 Lemma. Let S and F  be non-deterministic functors, with F  < S. For all s1, s2 g 
Expf<^,
s1 =ACIE s2 ^  (F([-]ACIE))(5 F<g(s1)) =  (F([-]ACIE))(5 F<g (s2))
Pr o o f . In order to improve readability, in this proof we will use [-] to denote
[ ]ACIE.
It is enough to prove that for all x 1,x2,x3 g F(Expg):
©  F([-])(PluSF<g(PluSF<g( x 1, x2), x3)) =  F([-])( Plusff<g ( x 1, Plusff<g( x „  ^ 3))) 
©  F([-])(PluSF<g( x 1, x2)) =  F([-])(PluSF<g( x „  x 1))
©  F([-])(PluSF<g( x 1, x 1)) =  F([-])( x 1)
®  F([-])(PlusF<g(EmptyF<g,x1)) =  F([-])(x1)
By induction on the structure of F. We illustrate a few cases, the omitted ones are 
proved in a similar way.
x 1, x „  x3 g ExpgF  =  Id
©  [Plusld<g(Plusld<g(xl, x2), x3)]
=  [(x1 © x2) © x3] (def. Plus)
=  [x 1 © (x2 © x3)] (Associativity)
=  [Plusid<g(x1, Plus|d<g(x„x3))] (def. Plus)
®  [Plus|d<g(Empty|d<g, x1)]
=  [0©Xj] (def. Plus and Empty)
=  [x i] (Empty)
2This is equivalent to prove that Expj-<gl=ACIE, together with [-]ACIE, is the coequalizer of the projec­
tion morphisms from = a c i e  to Exp^<g.
5
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F = F i x F 2 Xj =  (u1,v1),x2 =  (u2,v2) g (Fj x 3r2)(Expg)
(F1 x F2)([-] )(P|uSF1xF2<g({u1, v1^ {u2, v2)))
=  {F1([-])(PlusF1<g(u1,u2)),F2([-])(PlusF2<g(v1,v2))) (def. Plus)
=  {F1([-])(Plusffl<g(u2,u 1 )),F2([-])(PlusF2<g(v„v1))) (ind. hyp.)
=  (F1 x F2)([-])(PlusF1xF2<g({u2,v2),{u „v^)) (def. Plus)
(F1 x F2)([-] )(P|uSF1xF2<g({u1, v1), {u1, v1)))
=  {F1([-])(PlusF1<g(u1,u1)),F2([-])(PlusF2<g(v1,v1))) (def. Plus) 
=  {F1([-])(u1),F2([-])(v1)) (ind. hyp.)
=  (F1 x F2)([-])({u1,v1 ))
F =  3«F 1 x i , x 2 , x 3 e 3¡LF i ( E x p g )
pLF 1([-])(PlusP„F1<g(x l, PlusP„F1<g(x2,x3)))
=  PLF1 ([ — ])( x 1 u (x2 U x3)) (def. Plus)
=  PLF1 ( [ — ] )((x1 U x2) U x3)
=  PüF 1([-])(PluspMF1<g(PluspMF1<g(x1,x2),x3)) (def. Plus)
In the last but one step, we use the fact that, for any set X , (P ,(X ), u, 0) is a join- 
semilattice (hence, x 1 u (x2 u x3) =  (x 1 u x2) u x3). Due to this fact, in the case 
F  =  p!üF 1, in this particular proof, the induction hypothesis will not be used. □
Thus, by Theorem 2.2.7, we have a well-defined function
5 F<g : Ex pW •F(Expg/ =ACIE )
such that 5gr<g([e]ACJB) — (F [—]ACffi)( 3^r<g(e))-
We are ready to state and prove the second half of Kleene’s theorem.
5.2.14 Theorem. Let S be a non-deterministic functor. For every s g Expg, there exists 
Ag(s) =  (S, g) such that S is finite and there exists s g S with s ~ s.
Proof. For every s g Expg, we set Ag(s) =  {[s]ACIE) (recall that {s) denotes the 
smallest subcoalgebra generated by s). First note that, by Lemma 5.2.13, the map 
[—]ACIE is a homomorphism and thus s ~ [s]ACIE. We prove, for every s g Expg, that 
the subcoalgebra ( [e]ACiE) =  ( V, 5 g ) has a finite state space V (here, 5 g actually stands 
for the restriction of 5 g to V). Again, in order to improve readability, in this proof we 
will use [-] to denote [—]ACIE.
More precisely, we prove, for all s g ExpF<g, the following inclusion
V c y  =  {[s1® . . . $ e t] I s1, . .. ,sk g  ci(e) all distinct, e j , . . .,ek &  Expg} (5.4)
Here, if k =  0 we take the sum above to be 0 and d(e) denotes the smallest set 
containing all subformulas of s and the unfoldings of fi (sub)formulas, that is, the
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smallest subset satisfying:
d(0)
cl(s1 © e2) 
cI(m x  .s1) 
cl( x  ) 
cl(l {s1)) 
cl(r {s1)) 
cl(l [s1]) 
cl(r [s1]) 
d(a(s1))
cl({s1})
=  {0}
{s1 © s2} u cl(s1 ) u cl(s2) 
{Mx . s1} u cl(s1 [mx.s1/ x ]) 
{ x  }
{l {s1)}u  cl(s1 )
{r{s1)}u cl(s1)
{l [s1]}u cl(s1)
{r [s1]}u cl(s1)
{a(s1)}u  cl(s1 )
{{s1}}u cl(s1 )
Note that the set cl(s) is finite (the number of different unfoldings of M-expressions is 
finite) and has the property s g cl(s).
We prove the inclusion in equation (5.4) in the following way. First, we observe that 
[e] g V, because s g d(e). Then, we prove that (V ,5 g) (again, 5 g actually stands for 
the restriction of 5 g to V) is a subcoalgebra of (Expg/=Acffi,5 g). Thus, V ç  V, since V, 
the state space_of ([e]) is equal to the intersection of all state spaces of subcoalgebras 
of (Expg/ =Acm, 5 g^containing [e].
To prove that (V ,5 g) is a subcoalgebra we prove that, for e1, ... ,sk e  Exp^g ,
s1, . . . ,sk g cl(s) all distinct ^  ^^<3 ( [£1 © • • • © ski ) e )
The intended result then follows by taking F  =  S.
We first prove two auxiliary results, by induction on the structure of F:
(5.5)
©  (F[-])(Emptyff<g)G F (V )
(2) (F[-])(Plusff<g(u,v)) g  F(V) <=> (F[-])(u) g  F(V) and (F[-])(v) g  F(V)
for u, v g F(Expg ).
F  =  Id
©  (F[-])(Emptyff<g) = [ 0 ] G V
(2) (9r[-])(Plusgr<ig(u, v)) =  [u © v] g  V [u] g  V and [v] g  V u,v g  Expg
The right to left implication follows because, using the (Associativity), (Commutativity) 
and (Idempotency) axioms, we can rewrite u © v as s1 © . . .© sk, with all s1, .. ., sk g cl(s) 
distinct.
F  =  B
CD (B[_ ])(EmptyB<ig) — 1 B g B(V)
©  (B[—])(PlusB<,g(u,v)) =  u VB v g  B ( V ) « u g  B(V) and v g  B(V) u,v g  B(Expg)
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F  =  F 1 x F2
©  (Fi x F2[-])(EmptyffiXff2<g) _
=  ((F i[-])(Empty3ri<ig),(3:'2[-])(Empty3r2<]g)) g F j x  Fail/)
(2) (F1 X F2[ — ])(PIUSgriXgr2<]g((u1,U2), (v1,V2))) =  ^
((F1[-])(P lusffi<g(u1,v1) ) ,(F 2[-])(P lusff2<g(u2,v2) ) )G F 1x F 2(V )
(IH) — —
<=> u1,v1 g Fj(V) and u2,v2 g F2(V)
(u,v) G ?! x F 2(V), u = ( u1, ii2),v =  (v1, v2) g î 1 x F 2(Expg)
: similar to F  x F 2.F  =  Fj 4>F2 and <+
}
II
<+
)
II <+
}
©  (^F [- ])(E m p t y ^ <g) =  0 G ^ F ( V )
©  ( ^ F [- ])(Plus^<g(u,v)) =  ( (^ F [- ] )(u )u (^ F [- ] )(v ))G ^ F (V )
<=> t z n - ]  (u)) G ^ F (V )  and ( O ^ M M )  6 z n v )
Using © ,  we can simplify our proof goal (equation (5.5)) as follows:
5ff<g([ci ® ... ® £fc]) g F(V) <=> (F[—])(5gr<g(e¡)) g Filo, s ¡ g cl(s), i =  1 ,... ,k
Using induction on the product of types of expressions and expressions (using the 
order defined in equation (5.1)), ©  a n d © , we prove that (F[-])(5gr<¡g(e¡)) g Filo, 
for any s¡ e cl(s).
(F [-])(5ff<g(0)) =  (F[—])(Emptygr<g) g  F(V) (b y © )
(F [—])(5gr<ig(e1 © e2)) =  (F[—])(Plusgr<,g(5gr<,g(e1),5gr<,g(e2)) g F(V) (IH  and © )
(S[—])(5g<g(/ix.e)) = (S[—])(5g<g(e[/ix.e/x])) G g(V) (IH)
(ld[—])(5ld<g(e;)) =  [e¡] g  ld(V) for 3 #  Id (e¡ g  d(e))
(B[-])5B<g(b) =  b G B (V )  (B(V) =  B)
(Fj X  F2[ —])(5griXgr2<,g(i(e))) ^
=  ((F 1 [—])(5j1<1g(e)), (F2[—])(Emptygr2<ig)) g Fj x F2(V) (IH and © )
(Fj x F2[—])(5griXgr2<,g(r(e))) ^
=  ((F 1 [—])( Empty gri<ig), (F2[—])(5gr2<g(e))) g F j x  F2(V) (IH and © )
(Fj F2[ — ])(5gri^ gr2<g(Z[e])) =  Kj ( (Fj [ — ] ) ( 5 gr  ^g (e ) ) ) G Fj ^  F2(V) (IH)
(F j F2[—])(5gri^ gr2<]g(r [e])) =  k 2((F2[—])(5gr2<ig(e))) g F ^  F2(V) (IH)
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j  g FA(V) (IH  and ® )  
(IH)
□
Examples
Next we will illustrate the construction described in the proof of Theorem 5.2.14: 
given an expression s g Exps we construct a S-coalgebra (S, g ) such that there is 
s g S with s ~ s. For simplicity, we will consider deterministic and partial automata 
expressions over A  =  {a, b}.
Let us start by showing the synthesized automata for the most simple deterministic 
expressions - 0, 1(0) and Z(l).
The first two automata recognize the empty language 0 and the last the language {e} 
containing only the empty word.
We note that the generated automata are not minimal (for instance, the automata for 
l{0) and 0 are bisimilar). Our goal has been to generate a finite automaton from an 
expression. From this the minimal automaton can always be obtained by identifying 
bisimilar states.
The following automaton, generated from the expression r{a(l(1))), recognizes the 
language {a},
For an example of an expression containing fixed points, consider s =  mx . r (a(l (0) ® 
l(1) ® x )). One can easily compute the synthesized automaton:
a,b a,b a,b
a,b
M x . r (a(l (0) ® l (1) ® x )) — a—{jl (0) ®
a, b
b
and observe that it recognizes the language aa*. Here, the role of the join-semilattice 
structure is also visible: l (0) ® l (1) ® s specifies that this state is supposed to be non­
final (l(0)) and final (l(1)). The conflict of these two specifications is solved, when
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they are combined with ®, using the join-semilattice structure: because 1 v 0 =  1 the 
state is set to be final.
As a last example of deterministic expressions consider s1 =  p x . r(a(x ® py.r(a(y )))). 
Applying 5 d  to sj one gets the following (partial) automaton:
p x . r (a( x  ® py. r (a(y ))))
Calculating 5 D (s1 ® py. r(a(y ))) yields
5n(si ® py. r(a(y ))) =  (0 , t)
where t (a) =  s1 ® py. r (a(y )) ® py. r (a(y ))) 
t(b) =  0
Note that the expression s1 ® py. r (a(y  )) ® py. r (a(y  )) is in the same equivalence 
class as s1 ® py. r (a(y )), which is a state that already exists. As we saw in the begin­
ning of Section 5.2.1, by only applying 5 D , without ACI, one would always generate 
syntactically different states which instead of the automaton computed now:
p x . r (a( x  ® py. r (a( y  )))) s1 ® py. r (a( y  ))
a, b
would yield the following infinite automaton (with s2 =  py. r (a(y  ))):
Let us next see a few examples of synthesis for partial automata expressions, where 
we will illustrate the role of 1  and T. In the graphical representation of a partial 
automaton (S,p), we wi
draw ( T ) ' g (s)(a)
! omit transitions for inputs a with g (s)(a) =  k 1(*) and we 
whenever g (s)(a) g {1, T}. Note however that 1  G S and 
T  G S and thus will have no defined transitions.
As before, let us first present the corresponding automata for simple expressions - 0, 
a(i[*])> a(0) and a(Z[*])© b(Z[*]).
b
a
b
b
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Note how 1  is used to encode underspecification, working as a kind of deadlock state. 
In the first three expressions the behavior for one or both of the inputs is missing, 
whereas in the last expression the specification is complete.
The element T  is used to deal with inconsistent specifications. For instance, consider 
the expression a(l [*] ) ® b(l [*]) ® a(r [a(l [*]) ® b(l [*] )]). All inputs are specified, but 
note that at the outermost level input a appears in two different sub-expressions - 
a(l [*] ) and a(r [a(l [*]) ® b(l [*] )] ) - specifying at the same time that input a leads to 
successful termination and that it leads to a state where a(l [*])® b(l [*] ) holds, which 
is contradictory, giving rise to the following automaton.
5.3 A  sound and complete axiomatization
In the previous section, we have shown how to derive from the type of a system, given 
by a functor S, a language Expg that allows for the specification of S-behaviors. Anal­
ogously to Kleene’s theorem, we have proved the correspondence between the behav­
iors denoted by Expg and locally finite S-coalgebras. In this section, we will show 
how to provide Expg with a sound and complete axiomatization. Again, the functor 
S will serve as a main guide for the definition. The defined axiomatization is closely 
related to Kleene algebra (the set of expressions has a join semilattice structure) and 
to the axiomatization provided by Milner for CCS (uniqueness of fixed points will 
be required). When instantiating the definition below to concrete functors one will 
recover known axiomatizations, such as the one for CCS mentioned above or the one 
for labeled transition systems (with explicit termination) presented in [AH92]. The 
latter will be discussed in detail in Section 5.4.
We now introduce an equational system for expressions of type F  < S. We define 
the relation =  ç ExpF<g x ExpF<g, written infix, as the least equivalence relation 
containing the following identities:
1. (Expgr<g,®,0) is a join-semilattice.
[a(l [*]) ® b(l [*]) ® a(r [a(l [*]) ® b(l [*])])}~~^> T
0 ® s = s
s ® s = s
s1 ® s2 =  s2 ® s1
s1 ® s  ® s3) =  s  ® s2) ® s3
(Idempotency)
(Commutativity)
(Associativity)
(Empty)
2. p is the unique fixed point.
y[px .y /x  ] =  px .y 
Y[s / x  ] =  s ^  px .y =  s
(FP)
(Unique)
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3. The join-semilattice structure propagates through the expressions.
0 =  J-B
1(9) =  0 
r(0) =  0 
a(0) =  0
(B - 0)
(x — 0 — L) 
(x - 0 -Ä) 
(-A -0)
b1 ® b2 
l (s1 ® s2) 
r (s1 ® s2) 
a(s1 ® s2) 
l s  ® s2] 
r [s1 ® s2] 
l [sj] ® r [s2]
b1 Vb b2
l (sj)® l (s2) 
r (sj)® r (s2) 
a(s1) ® a(s2)
l [sj] ® l [s2] 
r [s1] ® r [s2] 
Z[0]®r[0]
( B — < 
(x —  
(x-< 
(-A - 
(+  -  
(+  -  
(+  -
'- L) 
.- R)
®)
- L )
- R ) 
>-T)
4. =  is a congruence.
s x =  s2 ^  s [s x/ x ] =  s[s2/ x ] for x  free in s (Cong)
5. a-equivalence
p x .y =  p y.Y[ y  /x  ] for y  not free in y (a  — equiv)
It is important to remark that in the third group of rules there does not exist any 
equation applicable to expressions of type 3^F.
5.3.1 Example. Consider the non-deterministic automata over the alphabet A  =  {a}:
Applying (( —)) (as defined in the proof of Theorem 5.2.12) one can easily compute 
the expressions corresponding to sj and s2:
s1 =  ((s1 )) =  p x 1 .l(0 ) ® r(a({xj}))
s2 =  ((s2 )) =  py 1 .l(0 ) ® r(a({py2.l(0 ) ® r(a({py1.l(0 ) ® r(a({y2}))}))}))
We prove that s2 =  sj. In the following calculations let s =  p x 1 .r(a({xj})). 
s2 =  s1
<=> r(a({pj2.r(a({r(a({j2}))}))})) =  s ((B- 0), (x - 0- 1 ), (FP) and (Empty)) 
<=> p j2.r(a({r(a({j2}))})) =  s ((FP) on s and (Cong) twice)
^  r(a({r(a({s}))})) =  s (uniqueness of fixed points)
^  r(a({s})) =  s (fixed point axiom)
^  s =  s (fixed point axiom)
Note that the (Cong) rule was used in almost every step.
For another example, consider the non-deterministic automaton over the alphabet 
A  =  {a, b}:
a
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Using the definition of (( — )) one can compute the following expressions for sj, s2, s3 
and s4 :
sj =  ((sj )) =  pxj.l(0 )®  r (a({s2}) ® b({s2}))
£2 =  ((s2 ))= /íx2.í(O)©0
£3 =  ((¿3 » =  M*3-Z(0) © r(a({e2}) © b({s2} © {e4}))
£4 =  ((54)) =  /ix4.i(0) ©0
For s2 we calculate:
s2 =  l( O>©0 (FP)
=  1(9) (Empty) and (B — 0)
=  0 (x - 0 - L )
Similarly, one has that s4 =  0. Now, we prove s1 =  s3:
s1 =  s3
^  l(0)® r(a({s2}) ® b({s2})) =  l(0) ® r ( a ^ } )  ® b({s2} ® {s4})) (FP)
^  1(0) © r(a({0}) © h({0})) =  Z(0) © r(a({0}) © h({0} © {0})) (e2 =  0 =  e4)
<=> i(0) © r(a({0}) © b({0})) =  i(0) © r(a({0}) © b({0})) (Idempotency)
*
The equivalence relation =  gives rise to the (surjective) equivalence map
[ —] : Exp^g  ^  Expff<g/=
defined by [s] =  {s' | s =  s'}. The following diagram summarizes the maps we have 
defined so far:
Exp?<g — [=^  Ex pW =
5f<s
F(Expff<g) F(Expg/ =)
In order to complete the diagram, we next prove that =  is contained in the kernel of 
F([—]) ◦  5F<g. This will, by Theorem 2.2.7, guarantee the existence of a well-defined 
function
d?<g : Expff<g/= ^  F(Expg/=)
which, when F  =  S, provides Expg/= with a coalgebraic structure dg : Expg/= ^  
S(Expg/= ) (as before, we write dg to abbreviate dg<g) and which makes [—] a homo­
morphism of coalgebras.
5.3.2 Lemma. Let S and F  be non-deterministic functors, with F  < S. For all sx, s2 g 
E xp^g  with sj =  s^
F([ —]) 0 5f<G(si) =  F([ —]) 0 ^F<g(s2)
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Pr o o f . By induction on the length of derivations of =.
First, let us consider derivations of length 1. We need to prove the result for all the 
axioms in items 1. and 3. plus the axioms FP and (a  — equiv).
For the axioms in 1. the result follows by Lemma 5.2.13. The axiom FP follows trivially 
because of the definition of Sg, since 5 g (p x y) =  5g(y[px .y /x ]) and thus S([—]) ◦ 
5g (p x y ) =  S([—]) o 5 g (y [p x .j /x ]).
For the axiom (a  — equiv) we use the (Cong) rule, which is proved below:
S([ —]) O 5g(p x .f)
=  S([—])o 5g (y[px .y/x]) (def. of Sg)
=  S([—]) o 5g(y[py.y[J/ x ] /x ]) (by (Cong))
=  S([—]) o 5g(y[j/ x ] [pj.y[j/ x ] / j ]) (A[B[j /x ]/x] = A[j / x][B[j/x ]/j ], j  not free in y) 
=  S([—])o 5g(pj.y[j/x])) (def. of S([—]) ◦  5g)
Let us show the proof for some of the axioms in 3.. The omitted cases are similar. We 
show for each axiom s1 =  s2 that 5 F<g(sx) =  5F<g(s2).
b1 e b 2 =  b1 VB b2
) =  J-B =  5 B<]g(0) 5 B<g(b1 VB b2) =  b1 VB b2 =  5 ^ 3 (6 ! © b2)
z ( 0) = 0
5 f f l x f f 2 < g ( i ( 0 ) )  =  (Empty g r i < i g ,  Empty gr2 < i g )  =  5 g r i X gr 2 < i g ( 0 )
l(sj ® s2) =  l(sj) ® l(s2)
J-B =  0
s B<g(^B
^F1xF2<g(l(s1 ® s2))
=  (5F1<g(s1 ® s2), Em pty^g))
=  ^ ^ F ^ g ^ F ^ g ^ i L  plusF2<1g(EmPtyF2<1g, Emptyj2<g)))
=  PIu%iXf2 ^ F ^ g ^ i L  ^ p t y ^ g K  Em pty^2<g)
=  ^F1xF2<g(l (s1) ® l (s2)))
l [sj ® s2] =  l [sj] ® l [s2] I [gj] © r [e2] =  I [0] © r [0]
s /k (l[s m s ]) 5 Fj+F2<g(l[s1] ® r [s2])
=  ' F l f t g l U  ® ))2]) =  ^  F  (Ki(Sfi.9 (si)), ^ ( ^ „ g  (s2)))
=  P I l S ^  r (K , ( 0 ,  s ( e =
=  5 F(+F 2<g (l [s1] ® l [s2])
^3r1^ 3r2<g(^ [0] © r [0])
Note that if we would have the axioms Z [0] = 0  and r[0] = 0  in the axiomatization
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presented above, this theorem would not hold.
^3r1^ 3r2<g^ffl) =  K1 ([-*-]) 7^  -L =  (0)
^3r1^ 3r2<g(rffl) =  k 2([-L]) 7^  -L =  5 j 1^ j 2<g(0)
Derivations with length k >  1 can be obtained by two rules: (Unique) or (Cong). For 
the first (which uses the second), suppose that we have derived p x .y =  s and that we 
have already proved y [s /x] =  s. Then, we have:
S([—]) o 5g (p x y) =  S([—]) o 5g(y[px.y /x]) (def. 5 g)
=  S([—]) o 5g(y[s/x]) (by (Cong))
=  S([—]) o 5 g (s) (induction hypothesis)
For (Cong), suppose that we have derived s[s(/x ] =  s[s2/x 2] and that we have al­
ready derived s( =  s2, which gives us, as induction hypothesis, the equality
(F[—])( 5 ff<g(si)) =  (F[—])( 5 ff<g(s2)) (5.6)
This equation is precisely what we need to prove the case s =  x (and thus s(, s2:S < 
S):
(S[ —])(5 g ( x  [sj/x]) =  (S[ —])(5 g(sj))
=  (S[—])(5 g(s2)) (5.6)
=  (S[ —])(5 g ( x  [s2/x]))
For the cases s =  x , we prove that 5 F<g(s[sx/x]) =  5 F<g(s[s2/x]), by induction 
on the product of types of expressions and expressions (using the order defined in 
equation (5.1)). We show a few cases, the omitted ones are similar.
5g<g((pj.s)[sj/x ]) =  5 g<g(s[sj/x ][p j.s /j ]))
(==) 5 g<g(s[s2/x  ][p j.s /j ])) =  5 g<g((pj.s)[s2/x  ])
5 F(xF2<g(l (s)[sj/x ]) =  ( 5 f (<g (s [sj/ x  ] ), Empty?2<g)
(IH)
=  ( 5 F(<g(s[s2/x  ]), EmptyF2<g) =  5 F(xF2<g(l (s)[s2/x  ])
5 F(+ F 2<g(l [s][sj/ x ]) =  Kj( 5 F(<g(s [sj/x ] ))
(= ) Kj (5 F(<g (s [s2/ x ])) =  5 F(+F 2<g (l [s] [s2/x ] )
□
Thus, we have a well-defined function dF<g : ExpF<g/= ^  F(Expg/=), which makes 
the above diagram commute, that is 3F<g([s]) =  (F[—]) o 5 F<g(s). This provides the 
set Expg/= with a coalgebraic structure dg : Expg/= ^  S(Expg/=) which makes [—] a 
homomorphism between the coalgebras (Expg, 5g) and (Expg/=, 3g).
Soundness and completeness
Next we show that the axiomatization introduced in the previous section is sound and 
complete.
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Soundness is a direct consequence of the fact that the equivalence map [—] is a coal­
gebra homomorphism.
5.3.3 Theorem (Soundness). Let S be a non-deterministic functor. For all s(,s2 g 
Expg;
s1 =  s2 ^  s1 ~ s2
Proof. Let S be a non-deterministic functor, let s(,s2 g Expg and suppose that s( =  
s2. Then, [s(] =  [s2] and, thus
behExps /= ([s1]) =  behExps /= ([s2])
where behs denotes, for any S-coalgebra (S, g ), the unique map into the final coal­
gebra. The uniqueness of the map into the final coalgebra and the fact that [—] is a 
coalgebra homomorphism implies that behExps/= o [—] =  behExps which then yields
behExps (s1) =  behExps (s2)
Since in the final coalgebra only the bisimilar elements are identified, s( ~ s2 fol­
lows. □
For completeness a bit more of work is required. Let us explain upfront the key steps 
of the proof. The goal is to prove that s( ~ s2 ^  s( =  s2. First, note that we have
s1 s2 ^  behExps (s1) =  behExps (s2) ^  behExps/= ([s1]) =  behExps/= ([s2]) (5.7)
We then prove that behExps/= is injective, which is a sufficient condition to guarantee 
that s( =  s2 (since it implies, together with (5.7), that [s(] =  [s2]).
We proceed as follows. First, we factorize behExps/= into an epimorphism followed 
by a monomorphism (Theorem 2.2.8) as shown in the following diagram (where
I =  behExps /= (Expg/ = )):
behExps/=
Expg/ = -^IL
e m
d COys 3
Then, we prove that (1) (Expg/=, dg) is a locally finite coalgebra (Lemma 5.3.4) and
(2) both coalgebras (Expg/= ,3 g) and (I, w g) are final in the category of locally fi­
nite S-coalgebras (Lemmas 5.3.7 and 5.3.8, respectively). Since final coalgebras are 
unique up to isomorphism, it follows that e : Expg/= ^  I is in fact an isomorphism 
and therefore behExps/= is injective, which will give us completeness.
In the case of the deterministic automata functor D  =  2x IdA, the set I will be precisely 
the set of regular languages. This means that final locally finite coalgebras generalize
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regular languages (in the same way that final coalgebras generalize the set of all 
languages).
We proceed with presenting and proving the extra lemmas needed in order to prove 
completeness. We start by showing that the coalgebra (Expg/=, dg) is locally finite 
(note that this implies that (I, cog) is also locally finite) and that ds is an isomorphism.
5.3.4 Lemma. The coalgebra (Expg/=, dg) is a locally finite coalgebra. Moreover, dg is 
an isomorphism.
Proof. Local finiteness is a direct consequence of the generalized Kleene’s theorem 
(Theorem 5.2.14). In the proof of Theorem 5.2.14 we showed that, given s g Expg, 
the subcoalgebra ([s]ACIE) is finite. Thus, the subcoalgebra ([s]) is also finite (since 
Exp g /  = is a quotient of Exp g/=ac¡¡¡ ).
To see that dg is an isomorphism, first define, for every F  < S,
â ^ g (c )= [ÿ f]  (5.8)
where f f  is defined, for F 7  ^ Id, as yf in the proof of Theorem 5.2.12, and for F  =  Id 
as y1^  =  s. Then, we prove that d^ g has indeed the properties ©  d ^ g o d3r<g =  
idExpF<s/= and ©  3ff<g o d—( g =  idff(ExpF<s/=). Instantiating F  =  S one derives that 
5 g is an isomorphism. It is enough to prove for ©  that =  s and for ©  that
%<g([7f]) =  c- We illustrate a few cases. The omitted ones are similar.
©  By induction on the product of types of expressions and expressions (using the 
order defined in equation (5.1)).
rld' did. 3([s])
= s
-F(xF,
r-,'F(xF2<S([r(s)]) = l{r í 1«3w )(Br{r í I«3M
) i(0) ® r{s) =  r{s)
—S —S * r / i —
r3sa ^ )  =  r3sa ^ , M ] ) =  e[/ix.e/x] = Mx.e
Note that the cases s =  0 and s =  s1 ® s2 require an extra proof (by induction on F). 
More precisely, one needs to prove that
@  Tfft-XEmpty^g) =  0 and ©  fn-](p\us^<s[xux2))= fn - ][xi)
It is an easy proof by induction. We illustrate here only the cases F  =  Id, F  =  B and
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F  =  F ( x F2.
-B
YU b = B
-3^x3^
Y(F i [—][EmptyF(<s),F2[—](Empty?2 ^ s ))
C=Z< 0)© r< 0)=0
- I d  „  - I d  ^  - I d
YiXi<bx2\ = x i ® x2 =  r [Xl] - x2]
TT B
Y[x(VBx2] =  x 1 VB x2 =  x 1 ® x2
—F( x f  2
Yf 1 x f  [—](PluSF1 xF,<S ((ui,V(),(u2,V2)))
- 7 b
Y [xj]
-B
x2]
_  _ Ï j X Ï 2
Y(PIuSf( (ui,V(),PluSF2 (u2,V2))
^ ^ P I u s s - j C u j . V j ) ^  ®  r ^ P I u s i r2 ( u 2,v 2)^
(I= ) l (rfl ® y f  1 )®  r(rf2 ® y f 2)
©  By induction on the structure of F.
=  (l (rfj ) ® r (yF22 )) ® (l (Yf1 ) ® r (rf2 ))
_  —ÎjXÏj -i,xi2
=  Y(ui,u2) (Vj,V2)
=  KiCSgr^gCtr^1])) c =  K^cO 
^^ -3=-2<gC[r[rv2]]) =  K2(dÍ2<g([r^2])) c =  k2(c0
(IH) 
= c
^3r1^ 3r2<g(ffl) —
^ ffi^ 2<g([Z[0]®r[0]]) =  T
C =  1
^ „ i< g ([©  rc ']) =  {%<g([rc ']) I C G C} otherwise
cgC
(=IH) C
□
Next, we prove the analogue of the following useful and intuitive equality on regular 
expressions (which we showed in Theorem 3.1.15). Given a deterministic automaton 
(o, t) : S ^  2 x SA and a state s g S, the associated regular expression rs can be written 
as
rs = o(s)+ £ a r t(s)(a) (5.9)
aGA
using the axioms of Kleene algebra [Brz64, Theorem 4.4].
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5.3.5 Lemma. Let (S , g ) be a locally finite G-coalgebra, with G =  Id, and let s g S, with 
(s) =  {s(, . . . ,  sn} (where s( =  s). Then:
(( s; )) =  ^  ){« sj ))/xj} ... {(( sn ))/xn} (5.10)
Proof. Let Ak, where i and k range from 1 to n, be the terms defined as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.2.12. Recall that ((s. )) =  A, . We calculate:
(( s. ))
= A
= )){A°/x(} ••• {A  1/xn}
= Mxi•Crf(si){A?/x(} • • • {Ai—( /x i—2}{Ai+(/xi+(} • • • {Ar 1/xn})
= yG(s¡){A0(^X(} ••• {A^/Xi—2}{A'+( /x.+(} ••• {An-1/xn}{Ani / x . } (fixed point axiom3)
= 4 s¡){A0/X(}••• {A}-1 /xn} (by 5.2)
= rg9(Si){A0j{A12/x2}••• {Ä - '/xJ/X j} ••• {A"n-Vxn} (by 5.3)
= rgS(Si){Aj/X(}{A12/X2}••• {A-1/*,,} (def. Aj)
• (last 2 steps for Aí,,..., A,—! )
= ^ { A j / x J Ä /X2} ••• {A,/xn } (A,—j = A, )
□
Instantiating (5.10) for (o, t) : S ^  2 x SA, one can easily spot the similarity with 
equation (5.9) above:
((s)) =  l(o(s)) ® r ^ 0 a ( ( (  t(s)(a))))^
aGA
Next, we prove that there exists a coalgebra homomorphism between any locally finite 
G- coalgebra (S,g ) and (Expg/=, dg).
5.3.6 Lemma. Let (S , g ) be a locally finite G-coalgebra. There exists a coalgebra homo­
morphism " — ] : S ^  Exp g/=.
Proof. We define " — 1 =  [—]◦(( — )), where (( — )) is as in the proof of Theorem 5.2.12, 
associating to a state s of a locally finite coalgebra an expression ((s )) with s ~ ((s )). 
To prove that " — 1 is a homomorphism we need to verify that (G " — 1 ) ◦  g =  dg ◦  " — 1. 
If G =  Id, then (Sf-1) °g(s;) =  [0] =  3g([s¡l). For G j1 Id we calculate, using 
Lemma 5.3.5:
dg ( " s. 1) =  dg([r|Cs >[« sj ))/ Xj] ... [(( s, ))/x , ]])
3Note that the fixed point axiom can be formulated using syntactic replacement rather than substitution
- y{mx .y/x} = m x .y - since m x .y is a closed term.
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and we then prove the more general equality, for F  < G and c g F(s):
W f r f  [(( si ))/Xj] ... [(( s, ))/x ,]]) =  Ff — 1 (c) (5.11)
The intended equality then follows by taking F  =  G and c =  g (s. ). Let us prove the 
equation (5.11) by induction on F.
F  =  Id c =  s, G (s)
F  =  B
[((si ))/Xj] ... [((s, ))/Xn]]) =  [((s, ))] =  fs, 1
c =  b g B
[(( si )) /Xj] ... [(( s,)) /Xn]]) =  [ b] =  Bf — 1( b)
F  =  Fj x F2 c =  (c1,c2) g (F1 x F2)(s)
[(( si )) /xj] ... [(( s,))/Xn]])(ci,c2)
r.,F
=  dFixF2<g([l (y F  ) ® r ( < 2 )[(( sj)) /x j ] ... [(( s ,))/x ,]])
=  (dFi<g([rFj1 [(( sj))/xj] ... [(( sn)) /x,]]), ^ g ^ F  [(( si)) /xj] ... [(( s,)) /x,]]))
=  (Fir — 1(ci), F2 " — 1(c2))
=  (Fj x F2 " — 1)(c) □
F  =  F ( +  F2 F  =  FA and F  =  3^Fj : similar to 1 1 x F2
We can now prove that the coalgebras (Expg/= ,3 g) and (I, w g) are both final in the 
category of locally finite G-coalgebras.
5.3.7 Lemma. The coalgebra (I, w g) is final in the category Coalg( S)LF.
Proof. We want to show that for any locally finite G-coalgebra (S, g ), there exists a 
unique homomorphism (S,g) —> (I, w g). The existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5.3.6, 
where " — 1 : S ^  Expg/= is defined. Postcomposing this homomorphism with e (de­
fined above) we get a coalgebra homomorphism e of — 1 : S ^  I . If there is another 
homomorphism f  : S ^  I , then by postcomposition with the inclusion m  : I ^  Ü we 
get two homomorphisms (m ◦  f  and m  ◦  e ◦  f — 1) into the final G-coalgebra. Thus, f  
and e of — 1 must be equal. □
5.3.8 Lemma. The coalgebra (Expg/=, dg) is final in the category Coalg(G)LF.
Proof. We want to show that for any locally finite G-coalgebra (S, g ), there exists 
a unique homomorphism (S,g ) ^  (Expg/=,dg). We only need to prove uniqueness, 
since the existence is guaranteed by Lemma 5.3.6, where f — 1 : S ^  Expg/= is defined.
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Suppose we have another homomorphism f  : S ^  Expg/=. Then, we shall prove that 
f  =  f — 1. Let, for any s g S, fs denote any representative of f  (s) (that is, f  (s) =  [fs]). 
First, observe that because f  is a homomorphism the following holds for every s g S:
f  (s) =  (dc—1 o G(f ) o g )(s) ^  fs =  /x i] ••• [fsn / x n] (5.j2)
where (s ) =  {s(, . . . ,sn}, with s( =  s (recall that d—  was defined in (5.8) and note that
Ÿ ( 9 ( f ) o g ) ( s )  =  Yg(s) [ƒ„/*«])•
We now prove that fs¡ =  ((s. )) (which is equivalent to f  (s.) =  fs. 1), for all i =  1 , . . .n. 
For simplicity we wilil here prove the case n =  3. The general case is identical but 
notationally heavier. First, we prove that fh =  A ( [fs / x2] [fs / x3].
fs( =  / x i][fs2/ x2][fs3/ x3] (by (5.j2 ))
^  fs( =  /  X2] [fs3 /  * 3] f  /  Xi] (all f  (s. ) are closed)
^  fSj =  p X j . r ^ ) [fs2/ X2] [fs3/X 3] (by uniqueness of fixed points)
^  fs( =  Aj f  /x 2][fs.i /X 3] (def. of Aj)
Now, using what we have computed for fs we prove that fs =  A j2[fs /x 3].
fs2 =  [fs( /x 1] [fs2/ X2] [fs3/ x3] (by (5.j2 ))
^  fs2 =  YgCs2) [Aj/ Xi] [fs2/ xj] [fs3/X 3] (expressions for fs( and (5.3))
^  fs2 =  rg g lÄ i/Xj] [fs3/X 3] [fs2/X 2] (all f  (s.) are closed)
^  fs2 =  pX2 .rgCs2) [Aj/xj] [fs3/ X3] (by uniqueness of fixed points)
^  fs2 =  A 2 [fs3/ X3] (def. ofa2)
At this point we substitute fh in the expression for fs by a2 [fH /x 3] which yields:
fs( =  Aj [a2[fs3/ X3]/ X2] [fs3/X 3] =  Aj [a2/X2] [fs3/X 3]
Finally, we prove that fs =  A^ :
fs3 =  /x i] [fs2/ x2] [fs3/ x3] (by (5.j2 ))
^  fs3 =  rgisH)[Ai/Xj] [a2/X2] [fs3/ X3] (expr. for f  (s.) and (5.3))
=> fs3 =  px3.rg(s ) [A(/x (] [a2/x2] (by uniqueness of fixed points)
^  fs3 =  A23 (def. of A23)
Thus, we have fs =  A ( [a2/x2][a2/x3], fs2 =  Ä 2 [Ä3 / x3] and fH =  Ä 3. Observe that 
a2^A23/x 3] =  a2{A23/x 3}, since x2 is not free in A^. Similarly, since x ( is not free in a2 
and A^,we have that A ( [a2/x2][a2/x3] =  A ({a2/x2}{a2/x3}. Thus f  (s.) =  f s^  1,for all
i =  1,2,3. □
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As a consequence of Lemma 5.3.8, we have that if G( and G2 are isomorphic functors 
then Expg /= and Expg/= are also isomorphic (for instance, this would be true for 
G((X ) =  B x (X  x A) and G2(X ) =  A  x (B x X )). At this point, because final objects 
are unique up-to isomorphism, we know that e : Expg/= ^  I is an isomorphism and 
hence we can conclude that the map behExpg/= is injective, since it factorizes into 
an isomorphism followed by a mono. This fact is the last thing we need to prove 
completeness.
5.3.9 Theorem (Completeness). Let G be a non-deterministic functor. For all s(, s2 g 
Expg;
Sj ~ Ë2 ^  Sj =  Ë2
Pr o o f . Let G be a non-deterministic functor, let s(, s2 g  Expg and suppose that s( ~ 
s2. Because only bisimilar elements are identified in the final coalgebra we know that 
it must be the case that behExpg (s() =  behExpg (s2) and thus, since the equivalence 
class map [—] is a homomorphism, behExpg/= ([s(]) =  behExpg/= ([s2]). Now, because 
behExpg/= is injective we have that [s(] =  [s2]. Hence, s ( =  s2. □
5.4 Two more examples
In this section we apply our framework to two other examples: labeled transition 
systems (with explicit termination) and automata on guarded strings. These two 
automata models are directly connected to, respectively, basic process algebra and 
Kleene algebra with tests. To improve readability we will present the corresponding 
languages using a more user-friendly syntax than the canonically derived one.
Labeled transition systems. Labeled transition systems (with explicit termination) 
are coalgebras for the functor 1 +  (pJd)A. As we will show below, instantiating our 
framework for this functor produces a language that is equivalent to the closed and 
guarded expressions generated by the following grammar, where a g A  and x g x  (X  
is a set of fixed point variables):
P :: =  0 | P +  P | a.P | 5 | 4 |  px .P | x
together with the equations (omitting the congruence and a-equivalence rules)
P1 +  P2 =  P2 +  P1 P1 +  (P2 +  P3) =  (P1 +  P2) +  P3
P +  P =  P P +  0 =  P
P +  5 =  P (*) 4  +  5 =  4  +  P (*) (*) if P =  0 and P =  4
P[p x .P /x  ] =  p x .P P [ Q /x  ] =  Q ^  (px .P ) =  Q
Note that, as expected, there is no law that allows us to prove a.(P +  Q) =  a.P +  
a.Q. Moreover, observe that this syntax and axiomatization is very similar to the
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one presented in [AH92]. In the syntax above, 5 represents deadlock, ■/ successful 
termination and 0 the totally undefined process.
We will next show how the beautified syntax above was derived from the canonically 
derived syntax for the expressions s g Exp1+(P jd)A, which is given by the set of closed 
and guarded expressions defined by the following BNF:
s:: =  0 I s © s I x | px.s \ I [gj] | r[s2] 
s1:: =  0 I s1 © s1 I * 
s2:: =  0 I e2 ® e2 I « 0 0  
s':: =  0 I s' © s' I {e}
We define two maps between this grammar and the grammar presented above. Let 
us start to show how to translate P ’s into s’s, by defining a map (-)1 by induction on 
the structure of P :
(0)*
(Pi +  P2 )
(p x .P )1
(JPi)1-©(P2)+
p x  .P1
=  x
(a.P )*
(V )1
(5)*
r [a({P1})] 
l [*] 
m
x
And now the converse translation:
(0)* = 0 (l [*])* =
O l  © g 2 )1: =  (si)* +  (s2)* (r[0])* = 5
(p x  .s)* =  p x  . s * OI>2 ©£2])* =  (r [s2])* +  (r [s2 ])*
x * = x (r[a(0)])* = 5
(Z[0])* =  V (r[a(ei©4)])* =  (r [a(si )])* +  (r [a(s2 )])*
=  (l [si])* +(l [si])* (r [a({s})])* =  a.s*
One can prove that if P1 =  P2 (using the equations above) then (P1)1 =  (P2)^  (using 
the automatically derived equations for the functor) and also that s1 =  s2 implies 
(Si)* =  (S2)*.
Automata on guarded strings. It has recently been shown [Koz08b] that automata 
on guarded strings (acceptors of the join irreducible elements of the free Kleene al­
gebra with tests on generators E, T ) are coalgebras for the functor B x IdAtxS, where 
At is the set of atoms, i.e. minimal nonzero elements of the free Boolean algebra B 
generated by T  and E is a set of actions. Applying our framework to this functor 
yields a language that is equivalent to the closed and guarded expressions generated 
by the following grammar, where b g B and a g E:
P :: =  0 | (b) | P +  P | b ^  a.P | p x .P | x
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accompanied by the equations (omitting the congruence and a-equivalence rules)
Pi +  P2 =  P2 +  Pi Pi +  (P2 +  P3 ) =  (Pi +  P2) +  P3
P +  P =  P P +  0 =  P
(bi) +  (b2) =  (bi Vb b2) 0 =<±b)
(b ^  a.0 ) =  0 (1 B ^  a .P ) =  0
(b ^  a.P2) +  (b ^  a.P2) =  b ^  a.(Pi +  P2) (bi ^  a .P ) +  (b2 ^  a .P ) =  (bi Vb b2) ^  a.P 
P [px .P /  x  ] =  px .P P [Q /x  ] =  Q  ^  (px .P ) =  Q
We will not present a full comparison of this syntax to the one of Kleene algebra with 
tests [Koz08b] (and propositional Hoare triples). The differences between our syntax 
and that of KAT are similar to the ones between regular expressions and the language 
ExpD for the functor representing deterministic automata (see Definition 5.2.5). Sim­
ilarly to the LTS example one can define maps between the beautified syntax and the 
automatically generated one and prove its correctness.
5.5 Polynomial and finitary coalgebras
The functors we considered above allowed us to modularly derive languages and 
axiomatizations for a large class of coalgebras. If we consider the subset of NDF  with­
out the p  functor, the class of coalgebras for these functors almost coincides with 
polynomial coalgebras (that is, coalgebras for a polynomial functor). The only dif­
ference comes from the use of join-semilattices for constant functors and +  instead 
of the ordinary coproduct, which played an important role in order for us to be able 
to have underspecification and overspecification. We will now show how to derive 
expressions and axiomatizations directly for polynomial coalgebras, where no under­
specification or overspecification is allowed.
Before we show the formal definition, let us provide some intuition. The main 
changes4, compared to the previous sections, would be not to have 0 and © and 
consider an expression -) for the product instead of the two expressions I (-) and 
r(-) which we considered and an expression (ai(-),a2(- ),...,a n(-)) for the expo­
nential (with A  =  {ai, . . .a n}). As an example, take the functor D (X ) =  2 x X a of 
deterministic automata. The expressions corresponding to this functor would then be 
the set of closed and guarded expressions given by the following BNF:
s:: =  x | px.s | (0 , (ai(s),a2(s),...,an(s))) | (i,(ai(s),a2(s),...,an(s)))
This syntax can be perceived as an explicit and complete description of the automa­
ton. This means that underspecification is nonexistent and the compactness of regular 
expressions is lost. As an example of the verbosity present in this new language, take 
A  =  {a, b, c} and consider the language that accepts words with only a’s and has at 
last one a (described by aa* in Kleene’s regular expressions). In the language ExpD it
4This syntax was suggested to us by B. Klin, during C0NCUR’09.
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would be written as p x .a(l (i) ® x ). Using the approach described above it would be 
encoded as the expression
p x .(0 , (a((i, (a(x), b(empty), c(empty)))), b(empty),c(empty)))
where empty =  py.(0 , (a(y), b (y ),c(y)) is the expression denoting the empty lan­
guage. The approach we presented before, by allowing underspecification, provides 
a more user-friendly syntax and stays close to the know syntaxes for deterministic 
automata and LTS.
In what follows we will formally present a language for polynomial coalgebras. We 
start by introducing the definition of polynomial functor, which we take from [ALM07].
5.5.1 D efin ition  (Polynomial Functor). Sums of the Cartesian power functors are 
called polynomial functors:
Pe (X ) =  [_[ X ar(a)
aeE
Here, ]J stands for ordinary coproduct and the indexing set E is a signature, that 
is a possibly infinite collection of symbols a , each of which is equipped with a finite 
cardinal ar(a), called the arity of a. *
5.5.2 D efin ition  (Expressions and axioms for polynomial functors). Let PE be a
polynomial functor. The set ExpPE of expressions for PE is given by the closed and 
guarded expressions generated by the following BNF, where a  e E and x g V , for V
a set of fixed point variables:
s¡:: =  x | px.s | a (s i , . . . ,sar(a)) *
accompanied by the equations:
y[px .y/ x  ] =  px .y (FP)
y[s/x ] =  s ^  px .j =  s (Unique)
si =  s2 ^  s[si/ x ] =  s[s2/ x ], if x  is free in s (Cong)
px .y =  p y.y[ y  /  x], if y  is not free in y (a  — equiv)
Providing the set ExpPE with a coalgebraic structure is achieved using induction on 
the number of unguarded occurrences of nested fixed points:
5 : Exppe -  U  (ExpPE)ar(a)
aeE
5(px  .s) =  5(s[px .s/x  ])
5 (a(si ,. .., sar(a))) Ka ((si, . .., sar(a)))
We are ready to state and prove Kleene’s theorem.
5.5.3 Theorem (Kleene’s theorem for polynomial functors). Let PE be a polyno­
mial functor.
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1. For every locally finite coalgebra (S, g : S — PE(S)) and for every s e S there exists 
an expression s g ExpPE such that s ~ s.
2. For every expression s g ExpPE there is a finite coalgebra (S, g : S — PE(S)) with 
s g S such that s ~ s.
Proof. Point 1. amounts to solve a system of equations. Let (s) =  {s1, . . . ,sn}. We 
associate with each s^  g (s) an expression ((s^  )) =  A i , where Ai is defined inductively 
as in the proof of 5.2.12, with A¡+1 =  Ak{Aik+i/x k+i} and a0 =  Ai given by
A i =  pxsi .a(xs1, . . . , xs(r(a) ), g (si) =  Ka(s1, . . . ,s(r(a))
It remains to prove that s; ~ s ;, for all s; g (s). We observe that
R =  {(si, ((s; ))) | si e(s)} 
is a bisimulation, since for g (s¡) =  Ka (si, . . . ,s/ar[a)), we have 
5(((s; )))
=  5((px¡ .a (x s , . . . ,  xs/ ( ))){A(1/xi}... {Aí 1/xn}) (def. of s¿ )
1 ar(a) 1 n
=  5(pxi.a(xsi, . . . , x s(r(a)){A(1/x i } ... {Ai—2/x ;_ i}{AI¡+i/x¡+i}... {An~l/xn })
=  5 (a (x si , . . . ,x ^ ^ A i / x i } ... {Alr 2i /x i—i}{AI¡+i/x¡+i}... {An-l/xn }^A1 / x {]) (def. of 5) 
=  5 (a (x si , . . . ,xaa ) { A i /x i }... {Ai—2/ x —i}{AIi+i/xi+i}... {Al—l/xn}{A1 / x {})
=  5 (a (x si , . . . ,xaa ) { A i /x i }... {Ai—1 / x —i}{A1 / x {}{Ai+i/x;+i}... {Ai—1/ xn})
=  Ka ((( si i K . . .  ((s'ara )))
For point 2, we observe that the subcoalgebra (s), for any s e ExpPE is finite, since 
the set cl(s) containing all sub-formulas and unfoldings of fixed points of s, which is 
finite, is a subcoalgebra of (ExpPE, 5). The fact that in this point, contrary to what 
happened in Theorem 5.2.14, we do not need to quotient the set of expressions is 
a direct consequence of the absence of underspecification or, more concretely, of the 
expressions 0 and ©. □
The proof of soundness and completeness would follow a similar strategy as in the 
previous section and we will omit it here.
In order to be able to compare the language introduced in this section with the lan­
guage obtained in our previous approach, we have to define an infinitary version 
of the operator +  and extend the framework accordingly. We start by defining the 
aforementioned operator on sets: + ieiXj =  ( U  íg¡X¡J u{± , T} and the correspond­
ing functor, for which we shall use the same symbol, is defined pointwise in the same 
way as for + . Note that +  is a special case of this operator (resp. functor) for I a two 
element set. In fact, for simplicity, we shall only consider this operator for index sets 
I with two or more elements.
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There is a natural transformation between polynomial functors and the class of non- 
deterministic functors extended with + :  every polynomial functor Ps (X ) is mapped 
toPs (X) =  ^ tjeSX ar^ .
Next, we slightly alter the definition of expressions. Instead of the expressions l [-] 
and r [-] we had before for +  we add an expression i[-] for each i g I and the 
expected typing rule:
I- s : 9 j <  g  j e l
I- j[e]; <£¿^¿<1 S
All the other elements in our story are adjusted in the expected way. We show what 
happens in the axiomatization. For +  we had the rules
l[s1 Q s 2] = l [ s 1] Q l [s 2] r[e1© e2] =r[ej] ©r[e2] I [gj] © r [e2] =  I [0] © r [0]
which are now replaced by
i[si] ©i[e2] =  i[ei © e2] ¿l>i] ® ;l>2] =  k W  ® 1 i ^ j , k ^ l
It is natural to ask what is the relation between the sets of expressions ExpPs and 
Expp^. The set ExpPj: is bijective to the subset of ExpPï containing only fully specified 
expressions, that is expressions s for which the subcoalgebra (s) does not contain any 
state for which 5Pï evaluates to 1  and T. This condition is purely semantical and we 
were not able to find a purely syntactic restriction that would capture it.
We repeat the exercise above for finitary functors. A  finitary functor F is a functor that 
is a quotient of a polynomial functor, i.e. there exists a natural transformation n : Ps ^
F, whose components nX : Ps(X ) ^  F(X) are epimorphisms. We define ExpF =  ExpPs.
5.5.4 Theorem (Kleene’s theorem for finitary functors). Let F be a finitary functor.
1. Let (S,f  ) be a locally-finite F-coalgebra. Then, for any s g S, there exists an 
expression ((s )) g ExpF such thats ~ ((s )).
2. Let s g ExpF. Then, there exists a finite F-coalgebra (S, f  ) with s g S such that 
s ~ s.
Proof. Let F be a finitary functor (quotient of a polynomial functor Ps). 
d  Let (S, f  ) be a locally finite F-coalgebra and let s g S. We denote by T  =  {s1, . . . ,sn} 
the state space of the subcoalgebra (s) (with s1 =  s). We then have that there exists 
an f  N making the following diagram commute:
T -- ---> T ----->S
f » f f 
P s ( T ) ^ >  F(T) --- > F(S)
We then build ((s)) with respect to f  » just as in Theorem 5.2.12 (note that (T,f  ») 
is finite) and the result follows because ((s )) ~F s ^  ((s )) ~Ps s (consequence of 
naturality).
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©  Let s g ExpF. By Theorem 5.2.14, there exists a finite Ps-coalgebra (S,f  ) with 
s g S such that s ~Ps s. Thus, we take (S, nS ◦  f  ) and we have a finite F-coalgebra with 
s g S such that s ~F s. □
For the axiomatization a bit more ingenuity is required. One needs to derive which 
extra axioms are induced by the epimorphism and then prove that they are sound and 
complete.
For instance, the finite powerset functor (which we included in the syntax of non- 
deterministic functors) is the classical example of a finitary functor. It is the quotient 
of the polynomial functor Ps(X ) =  1 +  X  +  X 2 +  ... (this represents lists of length 
n) by identifying lists that contain precisely the same elements (that is, eliminating 
repeated elements and abstracting from the ordering).
The syntax for ExpP is the set of closed and guarded expressions given by the follow­
ing BNF:
s:: =  x  | px.s | i(sj,...,si), i g N
together with the axioms for the fixed point, (a  - equiv) and (Cong).
Taking into account the restriction mentioned we would have to include the extra 
axioms:
i(s1, . . . ,si) =  i(s1, . . . ,si) if {s^,. . .si} =  {s1, . . .si}
i(s!, s2, . . . ,  si ) =  (i - 1 )(s^ , s3, . . . ,  si ) if s1 =  s2
In this case, one can see that this set of axioms is sound and complete, by simply 
proving, for Ps (X ) =  1 +  X  +  X 2 +  ..., ExpPs/= =  ExpP^ /= (since we already had a 
language and sound and complete axiomatization for the p  functor). The restricted 
syntax and axioms needs to be derived for each concrete finitary functor. Finding a 
uniform way of defining such restricted syntax/axioms and also uniformly proving 
soundness and completeness is a challenging problem and it is left as future work.
5.6 Discussion
We presented a systematic way of deriving, from the type of a system, a language of 
(generalized) regular expressions and a sound and complete axiomatization thereof. 
We presented the analogue of Kleene’s theorem, proving the correspondence of the 
behaviors captured by the expressions and the systems under consideration. The 
whole approach was illustrated with five examples: deterministic finite automata, 
partial deterministic automata, non-deterministic automata, labeled transition sys­
tems and automata on guarded strings. Moreover, all the results presented in the 
previous chapter for Mealy machines can be recovered as a particular instance of the 
present framework.
The language of generalized regular expressions we associated with each functor 
modulo the axioms is closely related to the work on iterative theories [AMV03, AMV06] : 
it is an initial iterative algebra. This also shows the connection of our work with the 
work by Bloom and Ésik on iterative algebras/theories [BE93]. It would be interesting 
to investigate the connections with iterative algebras further.
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In [Jac06], a bialgebraic review of deterministic automata and regular expressions 
was presented. One of the main results of [Jac06] was a description of the free 
algebra and Brzozowski coalgebra structure on regular expressions as a bialgebra 
with respect to a GSOS law. We expect that this extends to our framework, but fully 
working this out is left as future work.
In this chapter, we studied coalgebras for Set functors. It is an important and chal­
lenging question to extend our results to other categories. Following our work, S. 
Milius [Mil10] has showed how to derive a language and sound and complete axiom­
atization for the functor ffi x Id in the category of vector spaces and linear maps. It 
would also be interesting to extend Milius results for other functors as well as study 
functors over other categories, such as metric spaces [TR98, DGJP99, BW06, KR09]. 
The connection between regular expressions and coalgebras was first explored by 
Rutten in [Rut98], as we discussed in the introduction of this thesis. In the present 
chapter, the set of expressions for the functor F(S ) =  2 x SA differs from the classi­
cal definition in that we do not have Kleene star and full concatenation (sequential 
composition) but, instead, the least fixed point operator and action prefixing. Mod­
ulo that difference, the definition of a coalgebra structure on the set of expressions 
in both [Rut98] and the present chapter is essentially the same. All in all, one can 
therefore say that standard regular expressions and their treatment in [Rut98] can be 
viewed as a special instance of the present approach. This is also the case for the gen­
eralization of the results in [Rut98] to automata on guarded strings [Koz08b]. Finally, 
this chapter extends the results of the previous chapter, where a sound and complete 
specification language was presented. All the results therein can be recovered as a 
special instance of the framework of this chapter by considering the functor (B x Id)A, 
where A  is a finite input alphabet and B is a finite semilattice for the output alphabet. 
In the last few years several proposals of specification languages for coalgebras ap­
peared [Mos99, Röß00, Jac01, Gol02, CP04, BK05, BK06, SP07, KV08]. We discussed 
in the introduction of this thesis the main similarities and differences with the existing 
approaches.
All the results presented in this chapter can be extended in order to accommodate 
systems with quantities, such as probability or costs [BBRS09], which we will do in 
the next chapter. The main technical challenge is that quantitative systems have an 
inherently non-idempotent behavior and thus the proof of Kleene’s theorem and the 
axiomatization require extra care. This extension allows for the derivation of speci­
fication languages and axiomatizations for a wide variety of systems, which include 
weighted automata, simple probabilistic systems (also known as Markov chains) and 
systems with mixed probability and non-determinism (such as Segala systems). Here 
is when generality of our approach really brings new results. For instance, we have 
derived a language and an axiomatization for the so-called stratified systems. The 
language is equivalent to the one presented in [GSS95], but no axiomatization was 
known.
The derivation of the syntax and axioms associated with each non-deterministic func­
tor has been implemented in the coinductive prover CIRC [LGCR09]. This allows for 
automatic reasoning about the equivalence of expressions specifying systems.
Chapter 6
Quantitative Kleene coalgebras
In the previous chapter, we introduced for coalgebras of a large but restricted class 
of functors, a language of regular expressions; a corresponding generalization of 
Kleene’s Theorem; and a sound and complete axiomatization with respect to bisim­
ilarity. We derived both the language of expressions and their axiomatization, in a 
modular fashion, from the functor defining the type of the system, by induction on 
the structure of the functors.
In recent years, much attention has been devoted to the analysis of probabilistic be­
haviors, which occur for instance in randomized, fault-tolerant systems. Several dif­
ferent types of systems were proposed: reactive [Rab63, LS91], generative [GJS90], 
stratified [SS90, GSS95], alternating [HJ94, Var85], (simple) Segala systems [SL94, 
Seg95], bundle [DHK99] and Pnueli-Zuck [PZ8 6 ], among others. For some of these 
systems, expressions were defined for the specification of their behaviors, as well as 
axioms to reason about their behavioral equivalence. Examples include [JS90, LS92, 
BBS92, SS00, AÉI02, BS01, M 0W 04 , DP05, DPP05].
The results of the previous chapter apply to the class of non-deterministic functors, 
which is general enough to include the examples of deterministic automata and la­
beled transition systems, as well as many other systems such as Mealy and Moore 
machines. However, probabilistic systems, weighted automata [Sch61, DG05] etc. 
cannot be described by non-deterministic functors. It is aim of the present chapter to 
identify a class of functors (a) that is general enough to include these and more gener­
ally a large class of quantitative systems; and (b) to which the methodology developed 
in the previous chapter can be extended.
To this end, we give a non-trivial extension of the class of non-deterministic functors 
by adding a functor type that allows the transitions of our systems to take values 
in a monoid structure of quantitative values. This new class, which we shall call 
quantitative functors, now includes all the types of probabilistic systems mentioned 
above.
At the same time, we show how to extend our earlier approach to the new setting. 
As it turns out, the main technical challenge is due to the fact that the behavior 
of quantitative systems is inherently non-idempotent. As an example consider the
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expression | • s ® | • s' representing a probabilistic system that either behaves as s 
with probability | or behaves as s' with the same probability. When s is equivalent to 
s', then the system is equivalent to 1 • s rather than ^ • s. This is problematic because 
idempotency played a crucial role in our previous results to ensure that expressions 
denote finite-state behaviors.
We will show how the lack of idempotency in the extended class of functors can be 
circumvented by a clever use of the monoid structure. This will allow us to derive 
for each functor in our new extended class everything we were after: a language of 
regular expressions; a corresponding Kleene’s Theorem; and a sound and complete 
axiomatization for the corresponding notion of behavioral equivalence.
In order to show the effectiveness and the generality of our approach, we apply it to 
four types of systems: weighted automata; and simple Segala, stratified and Pnueli- 
Zuck systems. For simple Segala systems, we recover the language and axiomatization 
presented in [DPP05]. For weighted automata and stratified systems, languages have 
been defined in [Buc08] and [GSS95] but, to the best of our knowledge, no axiom­
atization was ever given. Applying our method, we obtain the same languages and, 
more interestingly, we obtain novel axiomatizations. We also present a completely 
new framework to reason about Pnueli-Zuck systems. Table 6.1 summarizes the main 
results of this chapter: the language and axiomatizations derived for several quanti­
tative systems.
Organization of the chapter. In Section 6.1 we introduce the functor that will al­
low us to model quantitative systems: the monoidal exponentiation functor. Sec­
tion 6.2 shows how to extend the framework presented in the previous chapter to 
quantitative systems: we associate with every quantitative functor H  a language of 
expressions ExpH , we prove a Kleene-like theorem and we introduce a sound and 
complete axiomatization with respect to the behavioral equivalence induced by H . 
Section 6.3 paves the way for the derivation of expressions and axioms for probabilis­
tic systems, which we present in Section 6.4. In Section 6.5, we present a variation on 
the definition of the monoidal exponentiation functor and show the advantages and 
disadvantages for the construction of the framework. Section 6.6 presents concluding 
remarks and directions for future research.
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Weighted automata -  !K(S) = § x (§S)A
g:: =  0 | g © g | ßx.s \ x \ s | a(s ■ g) where s e §  and a e A
(e j  © g2) © e3 =  gj © (e2 © e3) gj © g2 =  g2 © gj s © 0 =  s
a(s ■ g) © a(s' ■ g) =  a((s +s') ■ s) s ® s '  =  s + s '  a (O-g) = 0 0 = 1
e[ßx .e/x ] =  ßx .e Y[e/x ] =  e ^  ßx .y =  e
Segala systems -  !K(S) = ^(© „(S))4
e:: =  0 | e EB e | ßx.s \ x | a({g'}) where a eA,p¡ e (0,1] and p¡ = 1
iel...n
e':: =  ®  pi • e¿
ie1--n
(gj ffl e2) ffl e3 =  gj ffl (e2 ffl e3) g1fflg2 =  g2fflg1 gffl0 =  g gfflg = g
(ej © e2) © e'3 =  ej © (e2 © e3) ej © e2 =  e'2 © ej (pj • e) © (p2 • e) = (pj + p2) • e
e[ßx .e/x ] =  ßx .e Y[e/x ] =  e ^  ßx .y =  e
Stratified systems - !K(S) = Dm(S) + (B x S) + 1
e:: =  ß x .e | x | ( b, e) | ©  p¡ • ei | | where b e B, p¡ e (0,1] and ^  pi =  1
ie1”-n ie1...n
(ex © e2) © e3 =  e! © (e2 © e3) e! © e2 =  e2 © e! (pj • e) © (p2 • e) = (pj + p2) • e
e[ßx .e/x ] =  ßx .e Y[e/x ] =  e ^  ßx .y =  e
Pnueli-Zuck systems - !K(S) = ^© „ (^ (S )4)
g:: =  0 I g ffl g I/ix.g I x I {g'} where a eA,p¿ e (0,1] and p¡ = 1
iel...n
e':: =  ®  pi • e"
ie1--n
g":: =  0 I g" EH e" | a({g})
(gì EE3 g2) ffl g3 =  gì ffl (g2 ffl g3) gifflg2 =  g2fflgi gffl0 = g gfflg = g
(ej © e'2) © e3 =  ej © (e2 © e'3) ej © e'2 =  e2 © ej (pj • e") © (p2 • e") = (pj + p2) • e"
(g" EH g") ffl gj = gj ffl (g  ^ffl g3 ) ßj/ ffl e2 =  £2 ® ®i g" ffl 0 = g" g" EE e" =  e"
e[ßx .e/x ] =  ßx .e y[e/x ] =  e ^  ßx .y =  e
Table 6.1: All the (valid) expressions are closed and guarded. The congruence and the in­
equivalence axioms are implicitly assumed for all the systems. The symbols 0 and + denote, in 
the case of weighted automata, the empty element and the binary operator of the commutative 
monoid § while, for the other systems, they denote the ordinary 0 and sum of real numbers. 
We write ©  pi • ei for p1 • ej © • • • © pn • en.
ie1—n
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6.1 The monoidal exponentiation functor
In the previous chapter we introduced non-deterministic functors and a language 
of expressions for specifying coalgebras. Coalgebras for non-deterministic functors 
cover many interesting types of systems, such as deterministic automata and Mealy 
machines, but not quantitative systems. For this reason, we recall the definition of the 
monoidal exponentiation functor [GS01a], which will allow us to define coalgebras 
representing quantitative systems. In the next section, we will provide expressions 
and an axiomatization for these.
A  monoid M  is an algebraic structure consisting of a set with an associative binary 
operation +  and a neutral element 0 for that operation. A  commutative monoid is a 
monoid where +  is also commutative. Examples of commutative monoids include 2, 
the two-element {0,1} Boolean algebra with logical “or”, and the set K  of real num­
bers with addition (we will use K  to denote both the monoid and the carrier set).
A  property that will play a crucial role in the rest of the paper is idempotency: a mo­
noid is idempotent, if the associated binary operation +  is idempotent. For example, 
the monoid 2 is idempotent, while K  is not. Note that an idempotent commutative 
monoid is a join-semilattice.
Given a function p  from a set S to a monoid M , we define support of p  as the set 
{s e S | p(s) =  0}.
6.1.1 Definition (Monoidal exponentiation functor). Let M  be a commutative mo­
noid. The monoidal exponentiation functor MW : Set ^  Set is defined as follows. For 
each set S , M ^  is the set of functions from S to M  with finite support. For each func­
tion h : S ^  T , M h : M S ^  M T is the function mapping each p  e M S into p h e M T
J W  W  W  j. j. ' W  ' W
defined, for every t e T , as
p h( t ) =  X  p(s')
s'eh-1(t)
Throughout this chapter we will omit the subscript w  and use M - to denote the 
monoidal exponentiation functor. Note that the (finite) powerset functor PW(-) coin­
cides with 2W. The P w  functor is often used to represent non-deterministic systems. 
For example, LTS’s (with labels over A) are coalgebras for the functor PW(-)A. As a 
side remark, we note that in the case M  is a semiring the functor above is actually a 
monad [CJ10].
6.1.2 Proposition. The functor M - is bounded.
Proof. Using [GS02, Theorem 4.7] it is enough to prove that there exists a natural 
surjection n from a functor B x (-)A to M -, for some sets B and A.
We take A  =  N  and B =  M N, where N  denotes the set of all natural numbers and we 
define for every set X  the function nx : M N x X N ^  M X as
n x^ f )(x )=  X i  p (n)
ne f -1(x )
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Because p  has finite support, the function nX is surjective. It remains to prove that it 
is natural. Take h: X  ^  Y . We shall prove that the following diagram commutes
n x
•n x y  n
n Y
■ t^/tY
Mh
that is M h o nX =  n Y ◦  (id x hN).
(M h o nx )(p, f  ) =  2xeh-i(y ) nx (p, f  )( x ) (def. M h applied to nx (p, f  ))
=  Zxeh-i(y)2 nef-i(x) P (n) (def. nx )
=  üneChof)-i(y) p(n) (f  and h are functions)
=  nY (p, h o f  ) (def. nY)
=  (nY o (id x hN))(p, f  ) □
6.1.3 Corollary. The functor M  has a final coalgebra.
Pr o o f . By [GS01b, Theorem 7.2], the fact that : 
tee the existence of a final coalgebra.
is bounded is enough to guaran-
□
Recall that M - does not preserve weak-pullbacks [GS01a], but it preserves arbitrary 
intersections [GS01a, Corollary 5.4], which we need to define smallest subcoalge­
bras. The fact that M - does not preserve weak-pullbacks has as consequence that the 
notions of bisimilarity and observational equivalence might not coincide. Due to this 
fact, the soundness and completeness results of the axiomatization we shall introduce 
later will be formulated using the notion of behavioral equivalence.
We finish this section with an example of quantitative systems-weighted automata- 
modeled as coalgebras of a functor which contains the monoidal exponentiation as a 
subfunctor.
Weighted Automata. Weighted automata [Sch61, DG05] are transition systems la­
beled over a set A  and with weights in a semiring §. Moreover, each state is equipped 
with an output value1 in §. A  semiring § is a tuple (§, + , x ,0 ,1) where (§, + ,0) is 
a commutative monoid and (§, x, 1) is a monoid satisfying certain distributive laws. 
Examples of semirings include the real numbers K, with usual addition and multipli­
cation, and the Boolean semiring 2 with disjunction and conjunction.
From a coalgebraic perspective, weighted automata are coalgebras of the functor 
W  =  § x (§Id)A, where we write again § to denote the commutative monoid of the
1In the original formulation also an input value is considered. To simplify the presentation and follow­
ing [BK01] we omit it.
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semiring §. More concretely, a coalgebra for § x (§Id)A is a pair (S, (o, T >), where S 
is a set of states, o : S ^  § is the function that associates an output weight to each 
state s e S and T  : S ^  (§S)A is the transition relation that associates a weight to 
each transition. We will use the following notation in the representation of weighted 
automata:
^  T (s)(a)(sO =  w  and o(s) =  oS and o(s') =  oS/
If the set of states S and the alphabet A  are finite, weighted automata can be conve­
niently represented in the following way. Let S =  {s1, . . . ,sn} be the set of states and 
A  =  {a1, . . . ,a m} the input alphabet. The output function o can be seen as a vector 
with n entries
r o(si) ^
o =  .
V o(sn) J
and the transition function T  is a set of m  matrices (of dimension n x n)
T =Tai =
1^1 L1n
with tjk =  t(sj)(a¡)(sk)
V tn1 J
This representation has advantages in the definition of homomorphism between two 
weighted automata. Composition of homomorphisms can be expressed as matrix 
multiplication, making it easier to check the commutativity of the diagram below 
(recall that the definition of the monoidal exponentiation function on arrows (Defini­
tion 6 .1 .1) is not very simple).
Let (S, (o, T >) and (S', (o', T '>) be two weighted automata. A  homomorphism between 
these automata is a function h : S ^  S ' which makes the following diagram commute
S —
(o,T >
§ X (§S)A
(o' ,T '> 
SS A
Now, representing h : S ^  S', with S =  {sj,..., sn} and S' =  {s1,..., sm} as a matrix with 
dimensions n x m  in the following way
h
h =
11
hn1
h1m
with hjk =
1 if h(sj ) =  s'k 
0 otherwise
a,w
o os
t
h
h
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one can formulate the commutativity condition of the diagram above - (id x (§h)A) o 
(o, T ) =  {o' , T ') o h - as the following matrix equalities:
o =  h x o' and VaeA Ta x h =  h x Ta
Here, note that ((§h)A o Ta)(s¡)(s'-) =  (Ta x h)(i, j), Ta ◦  h =  h x Ta and o'oh =  h x o' (we 
are using the same letters to denote the functions, on the left side of the equations, 
and their representation as matrices, on the right side).
For a concrete example, let § =  K, let A  =  {a} and consider the two weighted automata 
depicted below.
S1 ) 0 0 0
Ÿ a,1 —"
0 T s3
0
0 0 1 1
o = 0 T =Ta 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Now consider the morphism h : S ^ S wh
that is, it corresponds to the matrix
o = T ' =
h =
1 0
0 1
0 1
We now compute
0 0 2A
h x o = 0 =  o and Ta x h = 0 0
0 0 0
=  h x T '
and we can conclude that h is a coalgebra homomorphism.
It is worth recalling that coalgebra homomorphisms always map states into bisimilar 
states ([Rut00, Lemma 5.3]). Thus, since h is a K  x (ffiId)A-homomorphism, Sj is 
bisimilar to s1 and s2,s3 are bisimilar to s^ .
Note that the multiplicative monoid (§, x, 1) plays no role in the coalgebraic definition 
of weighted automata. Indeed, in [Sch61, DG05], it is used only to define the weight 
of a sequence of transitions. Bisimilarity for weighted automata has been studied 
in [Buc08] and it coincides with the coalgebraic notion of behavioral equivalence for 
the functor § x (§Id)A (Definition 2.2.5).
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6.1.4 Proposition. Behavioral equivalence for § x (§Id)A coincides with the weighted 
automata bisimilarity defined in [Buc08].
Proof. The definition of homomorphism which we stated above using matrix multi­
plication coincides with that of functional simulation [Buc08, Definition 3.1]. Then, 
by [Buc08, Corollary 3.6], two weighted automata (S, (o,T )) and (S', (o', T ')) are 
bisimilar if and only if there exists a weighted automata (Q, (oj, T1)) such that there 
exist surjective functional simulations h : S ^  Q  and h' : S' ^  Q. In coalgebraic terms, 
this means that h and h' form a cospan of coalgebra homomorphisms. Thus, for any 
s e S and s' e S ', if they are bisimilar according to [Buc08], that is if h(s) =  h'(s'), then 
we have that behq(h(s)) =  behq(h'(s')) which, by uniqueness of the map into the final 
coalgebra, implies that behS(s) =  behS (s'). Hence, the states s and s' are behaviorally 
equivalent. The converse implication follows using a similar reasoning and we omit 
it here. □
6.2 A  non-idempotent algebra for quantitative regular behaviors
In this section, we will extend the framework presented in the previous chapter in 
order to deal with quantitative systems, as described in the previous section. We 
will start by defining an appropriate class of functors H , proceed with presenting the 
language ExpH  of expressions associated with H  together with a Kleene like theorem 
and finally we introduce an axiomatization of ExpH  and prove it sound and complete 
with respect to behavioral equivalence.
6.2.1 Definition. The set QF of quantitative functors on Set is defined inductively 
by:
QF 3  H :: =  G | M H  | (M H )A | M ^ 1 x M ^ 2 | M ^ 1 +  M ^ 2
where G is a non-deterministic functor, M , M j, M 2 are commutative monoids and A  is 
a finite set. *
Note that we do not allow mixed functors, such as G +  M H  or G x M H . The reason 
for this restriction will become clear later in this section when we discuss the proof 
of Kleene’s theorem. In Section 6.3, we will show how to deal with such mixed func­
tors. Also, recall that the class of non-deterministic functors includes the p  functor 
(which is isomorphic to 2 Id): this will not be a source of problems as we show in 
Example 6.2.7.
We need now to extend several definitions presented in the previous chapter. The 
definition of the ingredient associated with a functor is extended in the expected way, 
as we show next.
6.2.2 Definition. Let < ç q f  x QF be the least reflexive and transitive relation on 
quantitative functors such that
H  < H j x H 2, H 2 < H j x H 2, H j < H j +  H 2, H 2 < H  +  H 2,
H  < H a, H  < PJK , H  < M h  *
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All the other definitions we presented in the previous chapter need now to be ex­
tended to quantitative functors. We start by observing that taking the current defini­
tions and replacing the subscript F  < G with F  < H  does most of the work. In fact, 
having that, we just need to extend all the definitions for the case M F < H .
We start by introducing a new expression m  ■ s, which we highlight in the definition, 
with m  e M , extending the set of untyped expressions.
6.2.3 Definition (Expressions for quantitative functors). Let A  be a finite set, B a 
finite join-semilattice, M  a commutative monoid and X  a set of fixed point variables. 
The set Exp of all expressions is given by the following grammar, where a e A, b e B, 
m  e M  and x e X  :
e : : =  0 | x | e © e \ p x . y  \ b \ l{s) \ r(s) \ I [e] | r [e] | a(e) | {e} | m-e 
where y is a guarded expression given by:
y : :=  0 | y © y \ px.y \ b \ l{e) \ r{e) \ I [e] | r [e] | a(e) | {e} | m-e *
The intuition behind the new expression m  ■ s is that there is a transition between the 
current state and the state specified by s with weight m. As before, Expc denotes the 
set of expressions s e Exp which are closed, that is without any free ocurrences of 
fixed point variables.
The type system will have one extra rule, which we highlight in the definition.
6.2.4 Definition (Type system). We now define a typing relation hçExp x QF x QF 
that will associate an expression s with two quantitative functors F  and H , which are 
related by the ingredient relation (F  is an ingredient of H ). We shall write h s : F  < H  
for (s, F, H ) e h. The rules that define h are the following, where a e A, b e B, m  e M  
and x X :
h 0 : F < H h b : B < H
h s : H  < H  
h px .s : H  < H
h sj: F < H  h s2: F < H  h s : H  < H
h sj ® s2 : F  < H  
h s : Fj < H
h s : Id < H
h s : F < H
I- {£?} : 5Í
h s : Fj < H
h s : F < H
h a ( e ) : 3 rA< l 5 i
h l (s) : Fj x F2 < H  h r (s) : Fj x F2 < H  h l [s] : Fj +  F2 < H  h r [s] : Fj +  F2 < H
h s : F2 < H h s : F2 < H
s : F < H
m ■ s : M f < H
As before, we define ExpF<H by:
ExpF<H =  {s e Expc | h s : F  < H } .
*
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The set ExpH  of well-typed H-expressions equals ExpH < H .
Next, we provide the set ExpH  with a coalgebraic structure. We define a function 
5 F<H : ExpF<H ^  F(ExpH ) and then set 5 H  =  5H < H . We show the definition of 
5F<H as well as of the auxiliary constant Empty and function PlusF<H. As before 
we highlight the new part of the definition when compared with the definition for 
non-deterministic functors.
6.2.5 Definition. For every H  e QF and for every F  with F  < H :
(i) We define a constant Empty e F(ExpH ) by induction on the syntactic struc­
ture of F:
Empty|d<Jf =  0 Emptyffi^ 2<Jf =  1
EmptyB<Ji =  1 B EmptygrA<;K =  Aa.Emptyi<:H
Empty^xgr^^ =  (Emptygri<;K, Empty gr2<;K) Empty^gr^ = 0
EmptyM?<;K = Ac.O
(ii) We define a function PlusF< H : F(ExpH ) x F(ExpH ) ^  F(ExpH ) by induction 
on the syntactic structure of F:
PlusId<M(s1, s2) =
PlusB<H  ( bj, b2 ) =
PlusF1xF2<M({s1, s2), (s3, s4)) =
PlusF1+ F 2<M(Ki (s1), Ki (s2)) =
PlusFt+ F 2<M(Ki(siX Kj(s2)) =
PlusF1+ F 2<M(x, T) =
PlusF1+ F 2<M(x, ^ ) =
PlusffA<M( f , g ) =
PlusP  s2) =
sj ® s2 
bj Vb b2
(PlusF1< H s3), PlusF2<M(s2, s4)) 
Ki (PlusF¡ <M(s1, s2)), i e{1,2}
T, i, j e  {1,2} and i =  j
PlusF1+ F 2<M(T , x  ) =  T  
PlusF1+ F 2<M(^ , x ) =  x
Aa. Plus^H  (f  (a), g (a)) 
s1 U s2
PlusMF<M(f, g) A c./(c) +  g(c)
(iii) We define a function 5 F<H : ExpF<H ^  F(ExpH ), by induction on the prod­
uct of types of expressions and expressions (using the order defined in equa­
tion (5.1), extended with the clause N (m  ■ s) =  0). For every ingredient F  of a 
quantitative functor H  and an expression s e ExpF<H, we define 5 F<H(s) as
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follows:
5 (0)
5 F<M(s1 © s2) =
5
5 Id<M (s) 
5 B<M ( b)
(p x  .s)
Empty?<M
PlusF<M(5 F<M(s1), 5 F<M(s2)) 
5m<m(s[p x .s /x  ]) 
s for H  =  Id 
b
(5 F1<M(s), EmptyF2<M) 
5 F1xF2<M (r (s)) =  (EmptyF1 , 5 F2<M(s))
K1 (5 F1<M (s)) 
k2 (5 F2<M (s))
Xq, f 5 F<M(s) if a =  a'
. j  E m p t y o t h e r w i s e
{ 5 F<M(s) }
5 F1xF2<M(l (s)) =
5 F1+ F 2<M(l [s]) 
5 F1+ F 2<M(r [s])
)FA<H (a (s))
({s})
5Mf<M(m ' s) =  Ac.
if 5f<m(s) =  c 
otherwise *
The function 5 H  =  5 H<H provides an operational semantics for the expressions. We 
will soon illustrate this for the case of expressions for weighted automata (Exam­
ple 6 .2 .8 ) .
Finally, we introduce an equational system for expressions of type F  < H . We define 
the relation =  ç ExpF<H x ExpF<H, written infix, as the least equivalence relation 
containing the following identities:
s © s 
sj © s2
sj © (s2 © s3)
s
s for s g Expgr<g 
e2 ® el
(sj © s2) © s3 
s
(Idempotency)
(Commutativity)
(Associativity)
(Empty)
m
r<0)
a(0)
Y[px .j /x  ] =  px .y 
Y[s / x  ] =  s ^  px .y =  s
1 B (B — 0)
0 (x — 0 — L)
0 ( x - 0 -Ä)
0 ( - A - 0 )
0 • e = 0  (MT - 0)
b1 © b2 
l (sj © s2)
r(s1 © s2) 
a(sj © s2)
(FP)
(Unique)
=  bj Vb b2
=  l (sj)© l (s2)
=  r (sj)© r (s2)
=  a (s1) © a (s2)
l [sj © s2] 
r [sj © s2] 
l [sj] © r [s2]
=  l[sj] © l [s2] 
=  r [sj] © r [s2] 
=  Í[0] © r [0]
(B -
( x ( 
( x ( 
(-A - 
(M - -
(+  -  
(+  -  
(+  -
-L ) 
-R)
-L ) 
R )
T)
sj =  s2 ^  s[sj/ x ] =  s[s2/ x ] if x  is free in s (Cong)
px .y =  p y.Y[ y  /x  ] if y  is not free in y (a  — equiv)
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Note that (Idempotency) only holds for s g ExpF<g, where S is a non-deterministic 
functor. The reason why it cannot hold for the remaining functors comes from the 
fact that a monoid is, in general, not idempotent. Thus, (Idempotency) would conflict 
with the axiom ( M T  -©), which allows us to derive, for instance, (2-0) ©(2-0) =  4-0. 
In the case of an idempotent commutative monoid M , (Idempotency) follows from the 
axiom (M - - ©).
6.2.6 Lemma. Let M  be an idempotent commutative monoid. For every expression s g 
ExpMF one has s © s =  s.
Proof. By induction on the product of types of expressions and expressions (using 
the order defined in equation (5.1)). Everything follows easily by induction. The 
most interesting case is s =  p ■ s1. Then, by (M  -©), (p ■ s1) © (p ■ s1) =  (p +  p) ■ s1 and, 
since the monoid is idempotent one has (p +  p) ■ s1 =  p ■ s1. □
6.2.7 Example (Expressions for Pw(id) and 2Id). The functor 3^(Id), which we ex­
plicitly include in our syntax of quantitative functors (since it is a non-deterministic 
functor), is isomorphic to the functor 2 Id, an instance of the monoidal exponentiation 
functor. We shall next show that ExpP (Id)/= =  Exp2id/=, as expected.
The expressions for 3^(id) are given by the closed and guarded expressions defined in 
the following BNF
e:: =  0 |e©e \ fix.e |x | {e}
The axioms which apply for these expressions are the axioms for fixed points plus the 
axioms (Associativity), (Commutativity), (Idempotency) and (Empty).
For 2Id, the expressions are given by the closed and guarded expressions defined in 
the following BNF
s:: =  0 I s © s I fix.e \ x  | 1 • s | 0 • s
The axiomatization contains the axioms for fixed points plus the axioms (Associativity), 
(Commutativity), (Empty), 0 • s =  0 and p ■ s © p' ■ s =  (p +  p') ■ s. Because 2 is an 
idempotent monoid, the last axiom can be replaced, for p =  p', by the (Idempotency) 
axiom (Lemma 6.2.6). For p 7  ^p ', note that 0 • s =  0 applies and, using the fact that
1 +  0 =  1, the axiom p ■ s © p' ■ s =  (p +  p') ■ s can be completely eliminated. This, 
together with the one but last axiom, yields that ExpPm(Id)/= =  Exp2Id /=. 4
6.2.8 Example (Expressions for weighted automata). The syntax canonically de­
rived from our typing system for the functor W  =  § x (§Id)A 2 is given by the closed 
and guarded expressions defined by the following BNF:
s : : =  0 | e©e| x|  fix.e \ l{s) \ r{s'} 
s' : : =  0 I e' © e' \ a(s") 
e " : : =  0 | e" © s" \ s ■ s
2To be completely precise (in order for W  to be a quantitative functor) here the leftmost § should be 
written as §{*}. However, it is easy to see that Expg(t) /= = § and so we will omit this detail from now on.
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where s e § and a e A. The operational semantics of these expressions is given by the 
function 5 W which is an instance of the general definition of 5F<H above. It is given 
by:
^ w (0) —
5 w ( e 1 © £ 2) =
5 w (px  .s) ='W  
W (l (s))
5w ( r (s' ))
5
(0 , Xa.Xs.0)
(sj +  s2, Xa.\s.(f (a)(s) +  g(s)(s))
where (s^f  ) =  5 w ta ) and (s2,g) =  5 w fe )
5w(s[m x .s /x  ])
(s, Àa.Às.0)
(0, 5 (§Id)A<W (s'))
^(sld)A<w(0) — Àa.Àe.O
5(s'd)A<,w(ei ® e2) =  X a .X e (f  (a)(e) +  g(s)O))
where f  =  5 (§Id)4<w  (s1) and g =  5 (SId}A<W(s2) 
<r („(o")) =  \ 5 Sld<W(s//) if a =  a'
5(§Id)A<w(a(s )) =  Xa . { As.0 otherwise
^(sld)<w(0) — Ae.O
5 (s'd) < w O i  ® ei) =  ^ - ( / O H g O ) )
where f  =  5 (sId)<W (s1) and g =  5 (SId)<W(s2)
Í s if s =  sf 0 otherwise
The function 5 W assigns to each expression s a pair (s, t), consisting of an output 
weight s e § and a function t : A  ^  §Expw. For a concrete example, let § =  ffi, A  =  {a}, 
and consider s =  ¡xx.r{a{2 • x © 3 • 0)) © i(l) © l{2). The semantics of this expression, 
obtained by 5 W  is described by the weighted automaton below
In Table 6.1 a more concise syntax for expressions for weighted automata is presented 
(together with an axiomatization). It is interesting to remark that this syntax is a sub­
set of the one proposed in [BK01] (there a parallel composition was also considered), 
but the axiomatization is new.
In order to see that the concise syntax and axiomatization are correct, one has to 
write translation maps between both syntaxes and then prove that if two expressions 
are provably equivalent in one syntax then their translations are provably equivalent 
as well.
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We show next the aforementioned translations. However, we do not show the full 
proof here but give one illustrative case.
First, we translate the syntax presented in Table 6.1 into the canonically derived 
syntax presented above.
(0)* =  0 
O i © e 2)t =  (ei)t ® (e2)t
(px  .e)1 =  px  .e1
s1
(a(s ■O )1 =
=  l <s)
=  r (a(s ■ e1)) 
x
And now the converse translation:
(0)1: =
(ej © e2)1: =
(px  .e)* =
x* =
(l(s))* =
( e i f ® (e 2f
*p x  . e 
x 
s
(r (0 ))1:
(r(e[ ©e'))* 
(r(a(0)))* 
(r(a(e" © e ")»*  
(r (a(s ■ e)))*
=  (r (s [ )fe (r (s '2) f
=  0
=  (r (a « ) ))*© (r (a (£")))1:
=  a(s ■ e*)
Let us next show an example of the correctness of the syntax and axioms presented 
in Table 6.1. Take, from Table 6.1, the axiom a(0 • s) =  0. We need to prove that 
(a(0 • e))* =  01, using the canonically derived axioms for Expw . The left expression 
would be translated to r(a(0 • e1 )), whereas 0 would be translated to 0. Next, using 
the axioms of Expw  one derives r(a(0 ■ e1 )) =  r(a(0)) =  r(0) =  0, as expected. 4
We are now ready to formulate the analogue of Kleene’s theorem for quantitative 
systems.
6.2.9 Theorem (Kleene’s theorem for quantitative functors). L etH  bea quantita­
tive functor.
1. For every locally finite H-coalgebra (S, h) and for every s e S there exists an ex­
pression es e ExpH  such thats ~ es.
2. For every e e ExpM, there exists a finite H-coalgebra (S, h) with s e S such that 
s ~ e.
Pr o o f . Let H  be a quantitative functor. The proof of this theorem follows the struc­
ture of the proof of 5.2.12 and 5.2.14, the corresponding theorems for non-determi- 
nistic functors.
Proof of item 1. Let s e S and let (s) =  {sj,..., sn} with sj =  s. We construct, for every 
state s¡ e  (s), an expression ((s¡ )) such that s¡ ~ ((s¡ )) .
If !K =  Id, we set, for every i, ((s¡ )) =  0. It is easy to see that {(s¡,0) | s¡ e (s)} is a 
bisimulation and, thus, we have that s ~ ((s)).
For H  =  Id, we proceed in the following way. Let, for every i, A¿ =  px¿./Hj.) where, 
for F  < H  and c e F(s), the expression yf e ExpF<H is defined by induction on the
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structure of F:
Ys: =  x i y B =  b Y ^ f  =  l(yF1 ) ® r(e¿2) yF  =  © aeA a(Yfia))
FA .
Z F
Yc“ = ]
K2(c)
® { r f } if C =  0
ceC
0 otherwise
=  ;[0] © r[0]
r f  1 =  ©  f  (c) ■ y H  
c e H 1((s)) 
f (c) = O
Now, let AO =  Ai, define Ak+1 =  Ak{A\+1/x k+1} and then set ((s^  )) =  An. Here, A { A / x } 
denotes syntactic replacement (that is, substitution without renaming of bound vari­
ables in A  which are also free variables in A7).
Observe that the term
An =  (p xi .rHlsi)){A1/xl} ... {An-1/xn}
is a closed term because, for every j =  1, . . . ,  n, the term Aj-1 contains at most n - j 
free variables in the set {xj+1, . . . , xn}.
It remains to prove that s¡ ~ ((s¡ )). We show that R =  {(s¡, ((s¡ ))) | s¡ e  (s)} is a bisimu­
lation. For that, we first define, for F  < H  and c e  F(s), Çf =  r f  {A0/xj}... {A ~ l/x n} 
and the relation
R F<H =  {(c, (Çc )) 1 c e  F(s)}.
Then, we prove that ©  % < «  =  F(R) and (2) (h(s¡), 5m (((sí )))) e R K < K . We will show 
here the proof for the case F  =  M H . The case when F  is a non-deterministic functor 
has been proved in Theorem 5.2.12. The remaining cases rely directly on M H1 and 
M H2 and we omit them here.
(def. M H1 (R))
©  (f , g) e M H 1 (R)
<=> 3f :j(1( i H « M ,il()ii)(y) =  /  and M Ml0 2)0 ) =  g 
^  f  (u )=  E  p((u,y )) and g (v) =  E  v ((x ,v)) (def. M H1 on arrows)
(x ^K ^R )
^  f  (u )=  E  p ((u ,y )) and g (v) =  £  v ((x , v)) (ind. hyp.)
(u,y)eRH1<H (x ,v)eRH1<H
^  f  (u) =  y((u, 5(ÇH ))) and g(v) =  Xi v ((x , 5(ÇH ))) (def. R h 1<m)
v=S(?H 1 )
^  f  (u) =  y((u, 5(ÇuH 1 ))) and g(v) =  £  f  (x ) (def. f  )
v=5(Ç? 1 )
^  f  e  M H1 ((s)) and g =  5m h <m( ©  f  (x ) ■ Ç f 1 ) (def. 5m h <m)
f (x)=o
^  f  e  M H 1 ((s)) and g =  5m h <m( Ç m ) (def. ÇM” ')
^  (f , g) e  RMh1 <H
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The proof of @  is exactly as in the case of non-deterministic functors and we omit it 
here.
Proof of item 2. We want to show that for every expression e e  ExpH  there is a finite 
H-coalgebra (S, f  ) with s e S such that s ~ e. We construct such coalgebra in the 
following way.
Again, we only show the proof for H  =  M Hj. The case when H  is a non-deterministic 
functor has been proved in Theorem 5.2.14 and the other cases (M H  x M H , (M H )A 
and M H  +  M H ) follow directly from the H  =  M Hi, which we shall prove next.
For e e  ExpMH  <H , we set (S, h) =  (e). We now just have to prove that S is finite. In 
fact, we shall prove that S Ç cl(e), where cl(e) denotes the smallest subset containing 
all subformulas of e and the unfoldings of p (sub)formulas, that is, the smallest subset 
satisfying:
ci(0) =  {0}
ci(e1 © e 2) =  {£i ® S2Ì u  cK e i ) u  d ( e2)
cl(p x  .ej) =  {p x . ej}u cl(e1[p x .ej/  x  ])
cl(x ) =  {x }
cl(l (e1)) =  {l (ej)}u cl(ej)
cl( r (ej)) =  {r (ej)}u cl(ej)
cl(l [ex])
cl(r [ej]) 
cl(a(e1)) 
cl({e1}) 
cl(m ■ ej)
{l [e:]}u cl(e!) 
{r [e!]}u cl(ej 
{a(e!)}u cl(e1) 
{{e!}}u cl(e1) 
{m ■ ej} u cl(e1)
Note that the set cl(e) is finite (the number of different unfoldings of p-expressions is 
finite).
To show that S Ç cl(e) (S is the state space of (e)), it is enough to show that, for any
c e  H j(ExpmH1 < h ), 5mh1 < H (e)(c) =  0 ^  c e  H 1(cl(e)).
It is an easy proof by induction on the product of types of expressions and expressions 
(using the order defined in equation (5.1), extended with the clause N (m  ■ e) =  0). 
We exemplify the cases e =  e1 ® e2
5mH1 <H(ej ® e2)(c) =  0
5mh1 < H (e1)(c) =  0 or 5mh1 < H (e2)(c) =  0 (def. ^Mh1 <H )
^  c e H 1(cl(e1)) or c e H 1(cl(e2)) (ind. hyp.)
^  c e H 1(cl(e1 ® e2)) (def. cl)
and e =  p x .e1
5 m H1 (p x .ej)(c) =  0 
^  5mH1 (e ^ p x  .ej/x ])(c) =  0 
^  c e H 1(cl(e1[px.ej/ x ]))
^  c e H 1(cl(px.ej))
(def. 5mHi(px .ej))
(ind. hyp.)
( H 1(cl(e1[px .ej/ x ])) ç H 1(cl(px.ej))) □
We can now explain the technical reason why we consider, in this section, only func­
tors that are not mixed.
In the case of a non-deterministic functor S, the proof of item 2. above requires consid­
ering subcoalgebras modulo (Associativity), (Commutativity) and (Idempotency) (ACI).
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Consider for instance the expression e =  px .r {a( x  0  x )} of type D  =  2 x IdA. The 
subcoalgebras generated with and without applying ACI are the following:
© -
(e 0  e) 0  (e 0  e)
In the case of M H  (or M H  x M H , (M H )A and M H  + M H ),the idempotency axiom does 
not hold anymore. However, surprisingly enough, in these cases proving the finiteness 
of the subcoalgebra {e} is not problematic. The key observation is that the monoid 
structure will be able to avoid the infinite scenario described above. What happens is 
concisely captured by the following example. Take the expression e =  p x  .2-( x 0  x ) for 
the functor ffiId. Then, the subcoalgebra generated by e is depicted in the following 
picture:
4
— 2—
The syntactic restriction that excludes mixed functors is needed because of the fol­
lowing problem. Take as an example the functor M Id x IdA. A  well-typed expression 
for this functor would be e =  px .r {a( x  0  x 0  l {2 ■ x } 0  l {2 ■ x })}. It is clear that we 
cannot apply idempotency in the subexpression x 0  x 0 1 {2 ■ x } 0 1 {2 ■ x } and hence the 
subcoalgebra generated by e will be infinite:
(e! 0  e') 0  (e' 0  e')
with e' =  e 0  e 0 1 {2 ■ e} 0 1 {2 ■ e}. We will show in the next section how to overcome 
this problem.
Let us summarize what we have achieved so far: we have presented a framework 
that allows, for each quantitative functor H  g QF, the derivation of a language ExpH . 
Moreover, Theorem 6.2.9 guarantees that for each expression e g ExpH , there exists 
a finite H-coalgebra (S , h) that contains a state s g S bisimilar to e and, conversely, 
for each locally finite H-coalgebra (S , h) and for every state in s there is an expression 
es g ExpH  bisimilar to s.
Next, we show that the axiomatization is sound and complete with respect to behav­
ioral equivalence.
a
a a a
a
Soundness and completeness
The proof of soundness and completeness follows exactly the same structure as the 
one presented in the previous chapter for non-deterministic functors. We will recall 
all the steps here, but will only show the proof of each theorem and lemma for the 
new case of the monoidal exponentiation functor. It is important to remark that
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both the soundness and the completeness results will be formulated using behavioral 
equivalence rather than bisimilarity, as in the previous chapter.
The relation =  gives rise to the equivalence map [-] : ExpF<H ^  ExpF<H/= , defined 
by [e] =  {e' | e =  e'}. The following diagram summarizes the maps we have defined 
so far:
ExpF<M  ^ExpF<M/ =
F(ExpM  ^— F(ExpM /= )
In order to complete the diagram, we next prove that the relation =  is contained in 
the kernel of F[-] ° 5F<H3. This will guarantee, by Theorem 2.2.7, the existence of a 
well-defined function dF<H  : ExpF<H/= ^  F(ExpH /= ) which, when F  =  H , provides 
ExpH /= with a coalgebraic structure ExpH /= ^  H (  ExpH /= ) (as before we write 
dH  for dH < H ) and which makes [-] a homomorphism of coalgebras.
6.2.10 Lemma. Let H  and F  be quantitative functors, with F  < H . For all e1, e2 g 
Expíen with ei =  e2,
(F[ —]) ° (e1) =  (F[ —]) ° ^F<M(e2)
Pr o o f . By induction on the length of derivations of =.
We just show the proof for the axioms 0 • s =  0 and (m • s) ® (m ' ■ s) =  (m +  m ') ■ s.
• b) =  Ac.O =  5mk 1<];k(0)
5mHi< n((m  ■ e) 0  (m' ■ e)) =  Ac.SmH<M(m ■ e)(c) +  5m H <M(m/ - e)(c)
m +  m' if 5 h 1<h (s ) =  c 
0  otherwise
=  5mH1 ((m +  m') ■ e) □
Thus, we have now provided the set ExpH /= with a coalgebraic structure: we have 
defined a function dH  : ExpH /= ^  H(ExpH /= ), with dH ([e]) =  (H[-]) ° 5 H (e).
At this point we can prove soundness, since it is a direct consequence of the fact that 
the equivalence map [-] is a coalgebra homomorphism.
6.2.11 Theorem (Soundness). Let H  bea quantitative functor. For all e1, e2 g ExpH
e1 =  e2 ^  e1 ~b e2
3This is equivalent to proving that Exp^H/=, together with [-], is the coequalizer of the projection 
morphisms from = to Exp^H.
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Proof. Let H  be a quantitative functor, let e1,e2 g ExpH  and suppose that e1 =  e2. 
Then, [e1] =  [e2] and, thus
behExpH /= ([e1] ) =  behExpH /= ([e2])
where behs denotes, for any H-coalgebra (S, f  ), the unique map into the final coal­
gebra. The uniqueness of the map into the final coalgebra and the fact that [-] is a 
coalgebra homomorphism implies that behExpH/= ° [-] =  behExpH which then yields
behExpH (e1 ) =  behExpH (e2 )
Hence, e1 ~b e2. □
For completeness, we proceed as before (with the difference that now we use behav­
ioral equivalence ~b instead of bisimilarity ~.). Let us recall the key ingredients of 
the proof. The goal is to prove that e1 ~ b e2 ^  e1 =  e2. First, note that we have
e1 ~b e2 ^  behExpH (e1) =  behExpH (e2) ^  behExpH/= ([e1]) =  behExpH/= ([e2]) (6.1)
We then prove that behExpH/= is injective, which is a sufficient condition to guarantee 
that e1 =  e2 (since it implies, together with (6 .1), that [e1] =  [e2]).
First, we factorize behExpH/= into an epimorphism and a monomorphism (Theo­
rem 2.2.8) as shown in the following diagram (where I =  behExpH/= (ExpH /=)):
behExPH /=
Exph/ = -- e--» I e--" ^ 4  Q h  (6 .2)
«JÍ "if
H(ExpH /= ) ---> H ( I ) ---> H Q h
Then, we prove that (1) (ExpH /= ,dH ) is a locally finite coalgebra (Lemma 6.2.12) 
and (2) both coalgebras (ExpK /= ,d u )  and are final in the category of locally
finite H-coalgebras (Lemmas 6.2.15 and 6.2.16, respectively). Since final coalgebras 
are unique up to isomorphism, it follows that e : ExpH /= ^  I is in fact an isomorphism 
and therefore behExpH/= is injective, which will give us completeness.
We now proceed with presenting and proving the extra lemmas needed in order to 
prove completeness. We start by showing that the coalgebra (ExpH /= , dH ) is locally 
finite (note that this implies that ( ! , % )  is also locally finite) and that is an 
isomorphism.
6.2.12 Lemma. The coalgebra (ExpH /=, dH  ) is a locally finite coalgebra. Moreover, 
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Locally finiteness is a direct consequence of the generalized Kleene theorem 
(Theorem 6.2.9). In the proof of Theorem 6.2.9 we showed that given e g ExpH ,
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for H  =  M H1, H  =  M H  x M H2, H  =  (M H  )A or H  =  M H  +  M H2, the subcoalgebra 
(e) is finite. In case H  is a non-deterministic functor, we proved that the subcoal­
gebra ([e]ACIE) is finite. Thus, the subcoalgebra ([e]) is always finite (since ExpH /= 
is a quotient of both ExpH  and ExpH /= ). Recall that ACIE abbreviates the axioms 
(Associativity), (Commutativity), (Idempotency) and (Empty) and = ACIE denotes equiva­
lence under these axioms only.
To see that is an isomorphism, first define, for every F  < H ,
=  irf  ] (6-3)
where yf is defined, for F  ^  Id, as yf in the proof of Theorem 6.2.9, and for F  =  Id as 
fj-gj =  s. Then, we prove that the function has indeed the desired properties (T)
° d?<H =  idExpF<H/, and ®  dF<H  ° =  idHExpF<HU V Instantiating F  =  H
one derives that is an isomorphism. It is enough to prove for (T) that y g M([£]) =  e
and for (5) that 3gr<;H([ÿf ]) =  c. We just illustrate the new cases when compared to 
Theorem 5.3.4.
d  By induction on the product of types of expressions and expressions (using the 
order defined in equation (5.1)).
—Mh1
YdMH1 <H (tm'e])
-M,
'<c
^KM([m-e])(c)-yc 1 | c g • s])(c) #  0 }
• r 1
' dH1<H (te])
-M
=  m
° ,
In the last step, we used the induction hypothesis, whereas in the one but last step 
we used the fact that dMH1 ([m  ■ e])(c) =  0 ^  c =  dH i ([e]).
@  By induction on the structure of F.
V K K Í I r *  ']) =  ^ < : k ( [ ® { / ( c )  • y f 1 1 c g ^ ( E x p ^ / J , / (c) Ï  0}])
=  A c '.^ i /(<0 I c e ^ííE xp^/^ ) and c' =  ¿ ^ ^ ( y ^ 1)}
=  Ac'.^]{f (c) | c g H 1(ExpH /=) and c' =  c}
=  f  □ 
We now present the analogue of the following useful and intuitive equality on regular 
expressions, which we had already presented in the previous chapter for non-deter- 
ministic functors (Lemma 5.3.5). Given a deterministic automaton (o, t) : S ^  2 x SA 
and a state s g S , the associated regular expression rs can be written as
rs =  0 (s) +  2 _ t a ■ rt(s)(a) (6.4)
aGA
using the axioms of Kleene algebra [Brz64, Theorem 4.4].
m e
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6.2.13 Lemma. Let (S, h) be a locally finite H-coalgebra, with H  =  Id, and let s g S, 
with (s) =  {sj,..., sn} (where s1 =  s). Then:
(( si )) =  rHst ){(( s1 ))/*!} ... {(( sn ))/*n} (6.5)
Pr o o f . Similar to Lemma 5.3.5. □
The above equality is used to prove that there exists a coalgebra homomorphism 
between any locally finite coalgebra (S ,h) and (ExpH /=, dH ).
6.2.14 Lemma. Let (S , h) be a locally finite H-coalgebra. There exists a coalgebra ho­
momorphism " — ] : S ^  ExpH /=.
Proof. We define " — 1 =  [—] °(( — )), where (( — )) is as in the proof of Theorem 6.2.9, 
associating to a state s of a locally finite coalgebra an expression ((s )) with s ~ ((s )). 
To prove that " — 1 is a homomorphism we need to verify that (H " — 1 ) ° h =  dH  ° " — 1. 
If =  Id, then o g(s¡) =  [0] =  ^ ( f s ;! ) .  For !K ^  Id we calculate, using
Lemma 6.2.13:
dH ° "si 1 =  d H ( [ Y ^ « s 1 ))/X1] . .. [((sn ))/Xn]])
and we then prove the more general equality, for F  < H  and c g F(s):
3f <h ([y F[((si ))/x{] . .. [((sn ))/Xn]]) =  F" — 1 (c) (6 .6)
The intended equality then follows by taking F  =  H  and c =  g(si). Let us prove the 
equation (6 .6) by induction on F. We only show the case F  =  M H1.
3é*1 <h([yM [(( s1 ))/ X1] ... [(( sn ))/ Xn]])
=  d^ ÉH1 < H ([© {f (c) ■ y H  [(( s1 )) /X 1] .. . [(( sn )) /Xn ] | c G H ^ h / = ), f  (c) =  0}])
=  A d .E { f  (c) | c g H 1(Exph/=) and c' =  3^ < h (y H  1 [((s ^ ) / x x]...  [((sn))/ Xn])}
== Ac' .£ { f  (c) | c g H 1(Exph/=) and c' =  (H ! " — 1 )(c)}
=  m H1 (r—1)Cf)
□
We can now prove that the coalgebras (E x p ^ /^ ,3^ ) and ( ! , % )  are both final in the 
category of locally finite H-coalgebras.
6.2.15 Lemma. The coalgebra ( ! , % )  is final in the category Coalg(0f)LF.
Proof. We want to show that for any locally finite coalgebra (S ,h), there exists a 
unique homomorphism {S,h) —> (I , m m ). Lemma 6.2.14, where [ —1: S —> ExpM /= 
is defined, guarantees the existence. Postcomposing this homomorphism with e (de­
fined above, in diagram 6.2) we get a coalgebra homomorphism e ° " — 1 : S ^  I . If 
there is another homomorphism f  : S ^  I , then by postcomposition with the inclu­
sion m  : I ^  Ü we get two homomorphisms (m ° f  and m  ° e ° " — 1) into the final 
H-coalgebra. Thus, f  and e ° " — 1 must be equal. □
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6.2.16 Lemma. The coalgebra (ExpH /= , dH ) is final in the category Coalg(H)LF.
Proof. We want to show that for any locally finite coalgebra (S ,h), there exists a 
unique homomorphism (S,h) ^  (ExpH /= ,dH ). We only need to prove uniqueness, 
since the existence is guaranteed by Lemma 6.2.14, where " — 1 : S ^  ExpH /= is de­
fined.
Suppose we have another homomorphism f  : S ^  ExpH /=. Then, we shall prove that 
f  =  " — 1. First, observe that because f  is a homomorphism the following holds for 
every s g S :
f  (s) =  d H  ° H f  ° h(s) =  rHs)[f (sì)/X1] ... [f (sn) /Xn] (6.7)
where (s) =  {s1, . . . ,sn}, with s1 =  s (recall that d j  was defined in (6.3) and note that
T^ cfoh(s) =  yííiyjLf (s;)/x ;])-
We now have to prove that f  (si) =  "si 1, for all i =  1 , . . .n. The proof, which relies 
mainly on uniqueness of fixed points, is exactly as in Theorem 5.3.8 and we omit it 
here. □
At this point, because final objects are unique up-to isomorphism, we know that 
e : ExpH /= ^  I is an isomorphism and hence we can conclude that the map behExpH/= 
is injective, since it factorizes into an isomorphism followed by a mono. This fact is 
the last ingredient we need to prove completeness.
6.2.17 Theorem (Completeness). Let H  be a quantitative functor. For all s1, s2 g 
Exph,
S1 S2 ^  S1 =  S2
Proof. Let H  be a quantitative functor, let e1, e2 g ExpH  and suppose that s1 ~b 
£2, that is, behExpH(e1) =  behExpH(s2). We reason as in equation (6.1). Since 
the equivalence class map [—] is a homomorphism, it holds that behExpM/= ([e1]) =  
behExpM/= ([e2]). Now, because behExFH/= is injective we have that [e1] =  [s2]. Hence,
£1 =  S2. □
We have now presented a framework wherein sound and complete calculi for quan­
titative functors can be derived. We show next how to further extend the class of 
systems covered by the framework, in order to be able to deal with other interesting 
systems, such as probabilistic automata.
6.3 Extending the class of functors
In the previous section, we introduced regular expressions for the class of quantitative 
functors. In this section, by employing standard results from the theory of coalgebras, 
we show how to use such regular expressions to describe the coalgebras of many more 
functors, including the mixed functors we mentioned in Section 6.2.
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Given two endofunctors F  and S on Set, a natural transformation a  : F  ^  S is a family 
of functions aS : F(S) ^  S(S) (for all sets S), such that for all functions h : T  ^  U , 
a U ° F(h) =  S(h) ° a T . If all the aS are injective, then we say that a is injective.
6.3.1 Proposition. An injective natural transformation a  : F  ^  S induces a functor 
a  ° (—) : Coalg(F)LF ^  Coalg(S)LF that preserves and reflects behavioral equivalence.
Proof. It is shown in [Rut00, BSdV04] that an injective a  : F  ^  S induces a functor 
a ° (—) : Coalg(F) ^  Coalg(S) that preserves and reflects behavioral equivalence. Thus 
we have only to prove that a  ° (—) maps locally finite F-coalgebras into locally finite 
S-coalgebras.
Recall that a  ° (—) maps each F-coalgebra (S, f  ) into the S-coalgebra (S, a  ° f  ), and 
each F-homomorphism into itself. We prove that if (S, f  ) is locally finite, then also 
(S, a  ° f  ) is locally finite.
An F-coalgebra (S, f  ) is locally finite if for all s g S, there exists a finite set V ç S, 
such that s g V and V is a subsystem of S, that is there exists a function v : V ^  F (V ), 
such that inclusion i : V ^  S is an F-homomorphism between (V, v) and (S, f  ). At this 
point, note that if i : V ^  S is an F-homomorphism between (V, v) and (S, f  ), then it 
is also a S-homomorphism between (V, a  ° v) and (S, a  ° f  ). Thus, (S , a  ° f  ) is locally 
finite. □
This result allows us to extend our framework to many other functors, as we shall 
explain next. Consider a functor F  which is not quantitative and suppose there exists 
an injective natural transformation a  from F  into some quantitative functor H . A 
(locally finite) F-coalgebra can be translated into a (locally finite) H-coalgebra via 
the functor a  ° (—) and then it can be characterized by using expressions in ExpH . 
The axiomatization for ExpH  is still sound and complete for F-coalgebras, since the 
functor a  ° (—) preserves and reflects behavioral equivalence.
However, note that (half of) Kleene’s theorem does not hold anymore, because not all 
the expressions in ExpH  denote F-behaviors or, more precisely, not all expressions in 
ExpH  are equivalent to H-coalgebras that are in the image of a  ° (—). Thus, in order 
to retrieve Kleene’s theorem, one has to exclude such expressions. In many situations, 
this is feasible by simply imposing some syntactic constraints on ExpH .
Let us illustrate this by means of an example. First, we recall the definition of the 
probability functor (which will play a key role in the next section).
6.3.2 Definition (Probability functor). A  probability distribution over a set S is a 
function d : S ^  [0,1] such that XisGSd(s) =  1. The probability functor D  : Set ^  
Set is defined as follows. For all sets S , DM(S) is the set of probability distributions 
over S with finite support. For all functions h : S ^  T , DM(h) maps each d g Dm (S) into 
dh (Definition 6.1.1). *
Note that for any set S, D (S) Ç K S since probability distributions are also functions 
from S to K. Let i be the family of inclusions iS : DM(S) ^  K S. It is easy to see that i is a 
natural transformation between D  and K Id (the two functors are defined in the same
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way on arrows). Thus, in order to specify D^-coalgebras, we will use s g ExpKid. These 
are the closed and guarded expressions given by the following BNF, where r g K and 
x g X  (X a set of fixed point variables)
e : : =  0 | e © e | x |  px .s  \ r ■ e
This language is enough to specify all Dw-behaviors, but it also allows us to specify 
KId-behaviors that are not Dw-behaviors, such as for example, i x .2 • x and i x .0 • x . In 
order to obtain a language ExpD that specifies all and only the regular Dw-behaviors, 
it suffices to change the BNF above as follows:
s :: =  x  11  x  .s | (J) p i • si for p i g (0 , 1] such that ^  p i =  1 (6 .8 )
iG1...n iG1...n
where ©  p i • si denotes p1 • s1 ® —  ® pn • sn.
iG1...n
Next, we prove Kleene’s theorem for this restricted syntax. Note that the procedure of 
appropriately restricting the syntax usually requires some ingenuity. We shall see that 
in many concrete cases, as for instance D  above, it is fairly intuitive which restriction 
to choose. Also, although we cannot provide a uniform proof of Kleene’s theorem, 
the proof for each concrete example is a slight adaptation of the more general one 
(Theorem 6.2.9).
6.3.3 T h e o r e m  (Kleene’s Theorem for the probability functor).
1. For every locally finite Dw-coalgebra (S , d ) and for every s g S there exists an 
expression ss g Exp^ such that s ~ ss.
2. For every s g ExpD , there exists a finite Dw-coalgebra (S, d ) with s g S such that 
s ~ s.
Proof. Let s g S and let (s) =  {s1,. ..,s n} with s1 =  s. We construct, for every state 
si g (s ), an expression (( si )) such that si ~ (( si )) .
Let, for every i, A i =  i x i. ©  d(si)(sj) • Xj.
d(s¡ )(sj )=0
Now, let A0 =  A i, define Ak+1 =  Ak{ A ^ / x k+1} and then set ((si )) =  An. Observe that 
the term
Ai =  (iXi. 0  d (si )(sj ) • Xj ){A°/ x ^  ... {Ani—1/Xn}
dis, )(sj )=0
is a closed term and Xi d (si)(sj) =  1. Thus, A^ g E x p ^ .
d(s¡ )(sj )=0
It remains to prove that s¡ ~ (( s¡ )) . We show that R =  {(s¡ , (( s¡ )) ) | s¡ g (s )} is a bisimu­
lation. For that we define a function Ç : R ^  DM(R) as %((s¡, —))((sj, —)) =  d (s¡)(sj) and 
we observe that the projection maps n 1 and n 2 are coalgebra homomorphisms, that
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is, the following diagram commutes.
(s) <---1-- R --- 2--> {a; | s¡ g (s)}
d (1) Ç (2) E^xPD»
D»((s) ) ^  D R  ’ »Cía; i si G <s) J)
D„(^ì)(Ç(^Si,A1)))(s¡ ) =  £  Î U s iA i m s ,,  x) ) =  dCs^s,) (1)
(sj ,x ) gR
D j ^ m s , A}) ))(An ) =  X  Ç((si, A}) )(( X, An ) ) =  d (si )(sj ) =  5 ExpD (A} )(An ) (2)
(x ,aj ) gR »
For the second part of the theorem, We need to show that for every expression s g 
ExpD there is a finite D»-coalgebra (S, d ) with s g S such that s ~ s. We take (S, d ) =  
(s) and we observe that S is finite, because S Ç cl(s) (the proof of this inclusion is as 
in Theorem 6.2.9). □
The axiomatization of ExpD is a subset of the one for ExpKid, since some axioms, 
such as 0 =  0 • s, have no meaning in the restricted syntax. In this case the axiom­
atization for Expc would contain the axioms for the fixed point, plus (Associativity), 
(Commutativity) and p • s ® p' • s =  (p +  p ') • s. The soundness of this axiomatization 
comes for free from the soundness in K Id, because behavioral equivalence in K Id im­
plies behavioral equivalence in D  . For completeness we would have to prove that, 
for any two expressions in the new syntax, if they are provably equivalent using all 
the axioms of ExpKId then they must be provably equivalent using only the restricted 
set of axioms. We omit the proof here. Note that it is usually obvious which axioms 
one needs to keep for the restricted syntax.
For another example, consider the functors Id and p(Id). Let t be the family of 
functions ts : S ^  p (S ) mapping each s g S in the singleton set {sJ. It is easy to see 
that t is an injective natural transformation. With the above observation, we can also 
get regular expressions for the functor MId x IdA which, as discussed in Section 6.2, 
does not belong to our class of quantitative functors. Indeed, by extending t, we can 
construct an injective natural transformation MId x IdA ^  MId x Pj(Id)A.
In the same way, we can construct an injective natural transformation from the func­
tor D»(Id) +  ^^ x Id) +  1 (which is the type of stratified systems, which we shall use 
as an example in the next section) into KId +  x p(Id)) +  1 (here note the change 
from + , the classical coproduct, to + ). Since the latter is a quantitative functor, we 
can use its expressions and axiomatization for stratified systems. But since not all its 
expressions define stratified behaviors, we again will have to restrict the syntax.
6.4 Probabilistic systems
Many different types of probabilistic systems have been defined in the literature: ex­
amples include reactive, generative, stratified, alternating, (simple) Segala, bundle
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Figure 6.1: (i) A  simple Segala system, (ii) a stratified system and (iii) a Pnueli-Zuck 
system
and Pnueli-Zuck. Each type corresponds to a functor, and the systems of a certain 
type are coalgebras of the corresponding functor. A  systematic study of all these 
systems as coalgebras was made in [BSdV04]. In particular, Figure 1 of [BSdV04] 
provides a full correspondence between types of systems and functors. By employing 
this correspondence and the results of the previous section, we can use our frame­
work in order to derive regular expressions and axiomatizations for all these types of 
probabilistic systems.
In order to show the effectiveness of our approach, we have derived expressions and 
axioms for three different types of probabilistic systems: simple Segala, stratified, and 
Pnueli-Zuck.
Simple Segala systems. Simple Segala systems are transition systems where both 
probability and non-determinism are present. They are coalgebras for the functor 
P (D (Id ) )A. Each labeled transition leads, non-deterministically, to a probability dis­
tribution of states instead of a single state. An example is shown in Figure 6.1 (i).
We recall the expressions and axioms for simple Segala systems as shown in Table 6.1.
s:: =  0 I s EEI s \ px.s \ x  | ails7}) where a e A ,p i e (0,1] and X  Pi =  1
ie1...n
s :: =  y-j pi • £i 
ie1---n
(S1 ffl S2 ) ffl S3 =  S1 ffl (S2 ffl S3)
S  © s2 ) © s3 =  s1 ® (s2 ® s3 ) 
s[px .s/x  ] =  px .s
s1 ffl s2 =  s2 ffl ss2 2 s1 e EEI0 =  e e f f l e = e  
>e[ (pj • s') ® (p2 • s') =  (pj + p 2) ■ s
j [ s /x ] =  s ^  px.y =  s
S, > s2 =  s2 1
b
Here, in order to avoid confusion, we use ffl instead of © for the expressions at the 
top level, making a clear distinction between the idempotent (non-deterministic) and 
non-idempotent (probabilistic) sums. The syntax above was obtained from the canon­
ically derived one by applying the restrictions arising from D  and also some simplifi­
cations (syntactic sugar) which improve readability (in the spirit of what we showed 
before for ExpW , the expressions for weighted automata).
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As we showed in section 6.3, to be completely formal we would have to prove Kleene’s 
Theorem and the completeness of the axiomatization for the restricted syntax (as well 
as the correctness of the simplifications). The proofs would be based on the ones we 
showed for the functor D  (and the ones for the simplifications similar to what we 
showed for ExpW ). We omit them here and show instead an example. The expression 
a({l/2-0® l/2-0})EBa({l/3 -0® 2/3 b({l -0}) is bisimilar to the top-most state 
in the simple Segala system depicted in Figure 6.1(i). Using the axiomatization, we 
can derive:
a({l/2-0®l/2-0})ffla({l/3-0®2/3-0})fflb({l-0})
=  a({( 1/2 +  1/2) • 0}) ffl a({(l/3 +  2/3) • 0}) ffl ¿>({1-0})
=  a({l-0})ffla({l-0})fflb({l-0})
=  a({l -0})ffl b({l -0})
Thus, we can conclude that the system presented in Figure 6.1 (i) is bisimilar to the 
following one:
The language and axiomatization we presented above are the same as the ones pre­
sented in [DPP05] (with the slight difference that in [DPP05] a parallel composition 
operator was also considered). This is of course reassuring for the correctness of the 
general framework we presented. In the next two examples, we will present new 
results (that is syntax/axiomatizations which did not exist). This is where the gener­
ality starts paying off: not only one recovers known results but also derives new ones, 
all of this inside the same uniform framework.
Stratified systems. Stratified systems are coalgebras for the functor D (Id ) +  (B x 
Id) + 1 . Each state of these systems either performs unlabeled probabilistic transitions 
or one B-labeled transition or it terminates. We first derive expressions and axioms 
for ffiId +  (B x p(Id)) + 1  and then we restrict the syntax to characterize only D (Id ) +  
(B x Id) +  1-behaviors. This, together with the introduction of some syntactic sugar, 
leads to the following syntax and axioms.
s:: =  p x .s | x | ( b, s) | ©  p i • si | j where b e B, p i e (0,1] and X  P i =  1
ie1—n ie1...n
(s1 © £2) © s3 =  s1 © (s2 © s3 ) s1 © s2 =  s2 © s1 ^  • s) © (p2 • s) =  (p1 +  p2) • s 
s[px .s/x  ] =  px .s j [s /x  ] =  s ^  px .y =  s
Here j, which denotes termination, corresponds to the canonically derived expression 
r [r [1]], while (b,s) corresponds to r [l [l(b) © r({s}) ]].
We can use these axioms (together with Kleene’s theorem) to reason about the system 
presented in Figure 6.1 (ii). The topmost state of this system is bisimilar to the expres­
sion 1/2 • (1/3 • (a, j) © 2/3 • (a, j)) © 1/2 • (b, j), which in turn is provably equivalent
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to 1/2 • (1 • (a, D ) ® 1/2 • (b, D . That leads us to conclude that the aforementioned 
system is equivalent to the following simpler one.
The language of expressions we propose for these systems is a subset of the language 
originally proposed in [GSS95] (there a parallel composition operator is also consid­
ered). More interestingly, there was no axiomatization of the language in [GSS95] 
and thus the axiomatization we present here is completely new.
Pnueli-Zuck systems. These systems are coalgebras for the functor p D ( p ( I d ) A). 
Intuitively, the ingredient p(Id)A denotes A-labeled transitions to other states. Then, 
D (p ( I d )A) corresponds to a probability distribution of labeled transitions and finally 
each state of a P D ( p ( I d ) A)-coalgebra performs a non-deterministic choice amongst 
probability distributions of labeled transitions. For an example, consider the system 
depicted in Figure 6.1 (iii).
The expressions and axioms for these systems are the following.
e:: =  0 I s EB s \ fix.e \ x  | {e'} where a e A,p¡ e  (0,1] and ^  p¡ =  l
iel...n
s':: =  ©  Pi • s"
ie1---n
e"\\ =  0 \e"me"  \ a({e})
s  ffl s2) ffl sa — s1 ffl s  ffl sa) 
(sj ® s2 ) ® sa — s1 ® (s2 ® sa )
(s1 2 
s[px .s/x  ] — px .s
sff — s" a  1 i (s2' ffl sa
s1ffls2 — s2 ffl s1
si ® s2 — s2 ® s1
s"s1 ffls"  =  s2 — s2 ffl sí
e ffl 0 =  e 
(p1 ■ e") © (p2 
s"  ^  =  s"
j [s /x  ] — s ^  px .y — s
s ffl s — s
s'') — (P1 +  P2) • s'1
ffl s ' =  ss
The expression {1/3 • (a({0}) ffl a({0})) ® 2/3 • (b({0}) ffl a({0}))} ffl {1 • b({0})} specifies 
the Pnueli-Zuck system in Figure 6.1 (iii) - Note that we use the same symbol ffl for 
denoting two different kinds of non-deterministic choice. This is safe, since they 
satisfy exactly the same axioms.
Both the syntax and the axioms we propose here for these systems are to the best of 
our knowledge new. In the past, these systems have been studied using a temporal 
logic [PZ86 ].
6.5 A  slight variation on the functor
In this section, we show a slight variation on the definition of the monoidal exponen­
tiation functor which would allow for a cleaner derivation of syntax and axioms for 
certain functors, among which the probability functor.
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In the spirit of [Kli09], where this functor is defined, we shall call it constrained 
monoidal exponentiation functor.
6.5.1 Definition (Constrained monoidal exponentiation functor). Let M  be a com­
mutative monoid and V ç M  (V being the constraint). The constrained monoidal ex­
ponentiation functor M - : Set ^  Set is defined on sets as mV =  {f  e M ^  | X  f  (s) e V }
seS
and on functions as M -. Aù) 1
The probability functor D  coincides now with (®+)-1} (®+ denotes the monoid of 
positive real numbers).
The expressions associated with this functor are the closed and guarded expressions 
given by the following BNF, where x  e X  and m i e M ,
ExpM- 3  s :: =  x  | px .s | 0 )  m i ■ si such that m i e V
ieI ieI
We note that instantiating this syntax for (ffi+)-1}, one gets precisely the syntax we 
proposed in equation (6 .8 ) for D .
Providing a Kleene like theorem and a sound and complete axiomatization goes pre­
cisely as before (for the functor M “ ), with the minor difference that the axiom 0-e =  0 
has to be replaced by 0 • s ® m ■ s' =  m ■ s', since 0 is not a valid expression for this 
functor.
All of this seems to indicate that using the constrained monoidal exponentiation func­
tor would have made it easier to define expressions and axiomatizations for quanti­
tative systems. Although this would have been true for systems such as the simple 
Segala, it would not completely avoid the use of the technique we described in Sec­
tion 6.3, which allows us to deal with a large class of functors: not only with D  
(embedded into K Id) but also with mixed functors, such the one of stratified sys­
tems. Moreover, using this functor would require extra care when dealing with the 
modularity of the axiomatization, which we will illustrate next by means of an ex­
ample. For these reasons, we decided to present the syntax and axiomatizations of 
all our running examples as a special instance of the general technique described in 
Section 6.3.
6.5.2 Ex a m p l e  (Reactive probabilistic automata). Let us consider a very simple ver­
sion of reactive probabilistic automata, coalgebras for the functor D (- )A =  ((ffi+)|d1})A. 
The syntax modularly derived for this functor would be
s:: =  0 I s © s I x  | ¡xx.s \ a(e')
s':: =  © p ; • s¡ such that X i ;  =  1
ieI ieI
In the axiomatization, we would (expect to) have the axiom a(s1)© a(s2) =  a(s1 © s2). 
But now note how this could lead to an inconsistent specification, since s1 © s2 will 
not be a valid expression anymore for D  (if X Pi =  1 in both s1 and s2 then it will be 
2 in s1 © s2!).
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In order to keep the axiomatization compositional we would have to require certain 
conditions on the set V in the functor M -. For instance, one of the possible conditions 
would be that V  would have to be closed with respect to + , which would be a too 
strong condition to model D . 4
6.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented a general framework to canonically derive expressions 
and axioms for quantitative regular behaviors. To illustrate the effectiveness and gen­
erality of our approach we derived expressions and equations for weighted automata, 
simple Segala, stratified and Pnueli-Zuck systems.
We recovered the syntaxes proposed in [BK01, DPP05, GSS95] for the first three 
models and the axiomatization of [DPP05]. For weighted automata and stratified 
systems we derived new axiomatizations and for Pnueli-Zuck systems both a novel 
language of expressions and axioms. The process calculi in [BK01, DPP05, GSS95] 
also contained a parallel composition operator and thus they slightly differ from our 
languages that are more in the spirit of Kleene and Milner’s expressions. In order to 
obtain a language, based on the one we defined in this chapter, which also includes 
other (user-defined) operators, such as parallel composition, we would like to study 
the connection with bialgebras and GSOS.
In [SS00, DP05, BS01] expressions without parallel composition are studied for prob­
abilistic systems. These provide syntax and axioms for generative systems, Segala 
systems and alternating systems, respectively. For Segala systems our approach will 
derive the same language of [DP05], while the expressions in [SS00] differ from the 
ones resulting from our approach, since they use a probabilistic choice operator + p. 
For alternating systems, our approach could bring some new insights, since in [BS01] 
only expressions without recursion are considered.
The interplay between non-determinism and probabilities, present in some models, 
such as Segala or Pnueli-Zuck, is usually a source of challenges when it comes to 
define a process calculi and axiomatization. We note that in our framework this 
interplay is just functor composition and thus the derivation of expressions and ac­
companying axioms follows in the same canonical way as for any other functor.
The derivation of the syntax and axioms associated with each quantitative functor 
is in the process of being implemented in the coinductive prover CIRC [LGCR09]. 
For the non-deterministic fragment everything can be done automatically, whereas 
for the functors described in Section 6.3, such as the probability functor, some user 
input is required, in order to define the syntactic restrictions. This will then allow for 
automatic reasoning about the equivalence of expressions specifying systems.
The results presented in Section 6.3 require some ingenuity to encode syntactically, 
in the expressions, the restrictions arising from the injective natural transformation 
which allowed us to extend our framework to a larger class of functors. In Sec­
tion 6.5, we showed a possible attempt of formalizing the above syntactic encoding 
for the probability distribution functor. Unfortunately, this was not completely suc­
cessful, since the compositionality of the axiomatization was lost. Recent results on
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effect algebras [Jac10] suggest that it would be possible to define a set of expressions 
directly for the probability distribution functor, preserving compositionality, but with 
a major change in the syntax: the operator © would have to be a partial operator. It 
is not fully clear at this stage what implications this would have in the axiomatization 
and in the proof of soundness and completeness. Further exploring how to adapt the 
framework in order to deal with effect algebras is an interesting research path.

Chapter 7
Further directions
There are several ways of extending the work presented in this thesis. In this chapter, 
we mention some of the most promising topics for future research.
Additional operators The languages we associated with each functor are mini­
mal in the sense that they have only the necessary operators to describe regular 
behaviours. Many process calculi have additional operators, such as parallel compo­
sition which, when added freely in the syntax, can give rise to non-regular behaviours 
(for instance, one could describe context-free languages). This leads to two interest­
ing questions:
1. Is it possible to add operators, such as parallel composition, in a safe manner to 
the language? That is, can we define and axiomatize additional operators, in a 
modular fashion, in order to remain in the world of regular behaviours?
2. Is it possible to take all the research in this thesis to a different dimension and 
consider non-regular behaviours? For instance, can we define a coalgebraic 
notion of context-free behaviours?
A  promising research path in this context is to study the languages associated with 
each functor from a bialgebraic perspective [TP97, Jac06].
Additional systems Enriching the class of systems is a natural research direction. 
Variations on the base category of the functors can lead to the treatment of various 
systems. Recently, Milius [Mil10] showed how to extend our work for a particular 
functor in the category of vector spaces, deriving expressions for stream circuits. It 
is a challenging question whether the language he proposed can be compositionally 
extended to other functors on vector spaces or even to functors on other categories, 
such as metric spaces [TR98, BW06, KR09]. The latter are of particular interest in the 
context of quantitative modelling and verification.
145
146 Chapter 7. Further directions
Additional equivalences The axiomatizations presented in Chapters 4 to 6 are 
sound and complete with respect to behavioural equivalence. It is an interesting 
research path to provide sound and complete axiomatizations for other equivalences, 
such as trace or simulation equivalences. A  coalgebraic theory of traces has been 
presented by Hasuo, Jacobs and Sokolova in [HJS07] and first steps towards having 
a generic notion of coalgebraic simulation have been taken by Jacobs and Hugues 
in [HJ04] and Hasuo in [Has06].
Coalgebraic ^-calculus The languages presented in this thesis resemble a fragment 
of the coalgebraic ^-calculus [CKP09]. In this thesis, we provided the expressions 
with a final semantics. Alternatively, one can also associate a modal semantics to the 
expressions, that is, consider a relation from expressions to the states of a coalgebra 
instead of a function. We have done this for the particular case of the Mealy expres­
sions [BRS08] and showed how both semantics relate. It is an interesting research 
question to investigate further the connections with the coalgebraic modal ^-calculus.
Rational behaviours Expressions to describe rational behaviours of infinite streams 
have been presented by Rutten in [Rut05] and for infinite binary trees by Silva and 
Rutten in [SR07, SR10]. Rational streams (respectively trees or, more generally, for­
mal power series) are streams which can be represented by a finite weighted auto­
maton. Instantiating our framework for the stream functor yields a framework where 
only regular streams, that is streams with a finite number of sub-streams, can be 
represented. For instance, the stream of natural numbers (1 ,2 ,3 ,...) is rational but 
not regular. Rutten showed recently [Rut08] that rational streams are represented by 
finitely dimensional linear systems (which are coalgebras over vector spaces). Mil­
ius [Mil10] explored this fact to derive expressions for stream circuits, which we 
mentioned above.
A  possible research question is what would be a general coalgebraic notion of rational 
behaviours and whether it is possible to define rational expressions for a larger class 
of functors.
Practical specification of systems Many operational semantics of languages are 
given in terms of transition systems. For instance, for the coordination language 
R eo  [Arb04], Bonsangue, Clarke and Silva [BCS09] proposed an automata model, 
which fits in the framework presented in this thesis. It is a promising research di­
rection to investigate whether the expressions associated with the aforementioned 
automaton type can be used to specify and synthesize R eo  circuits.
Reasoning (automatically) about specifications of systems is also of utmost impor­
tance. The framework presented in this thesis is currently being implemented in the 
automatic theorem prover CIRC [BCG+10] and we hope to be able to use the tool to 
automatically decide on the equivalence of specifications.
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Summary
Computer systems have widely spread since their appearance, and they now play a 
crucial role in many daily activities, with their deployment ranging from small home 
appliances to safety critical components, such as airplane or automobile control sys­
tems. Accidents caused by either hardware or software failure can have disastrous 
consequences, leading to the loss of human lives or causing enormous financial draw­
backs. One of the greatest challenges of computer science is to cope with the fast 
evolution of computer systems and to develop formal techniques which facilitate the 
construction of software and hardware systems. Many techniques have been devised 
in the last few years to specify and reason about particular types of systems. 
Coalgebras arose as a mathematical model of state-based systems in the last couple 
of decades. The strength of coalgebraic modeling lies in the fact that many important 
notions are parametrized by the type of the system, formally given by a functor. On 
the one hand, the coalgebraic approach is unifying, allowing for a uniform study of 
different systems and making precise the connection between them. On the other 
hand, it can serve as a guideline for the development of basic notions for new models 
of computation.
The aim of this thesis is to make use of the coalgebraic view on systems to devise 
a framework where languages of specification and axiomatizations can be uniformly 
derived for a large class of systems. As a sanity check, it should be possible to derive 
from the general framework known results. More importantly, we should be able to 
derive new languages and axiomatizations.
In Chapter 3, we review coalgebraically the most basic model of computation and 
specification language: deterministic automata and regular expressions, respectively. 
We recall the most well known axiomatization of regular expressions, Kleene alge­
bras, and sketch the proof of soundness and completeness. This paves the way to 
the generalization we present in Chapter 4, where a sound and complete calculus for 
Mealy machines is introduced. In Chapter 5 we continue our endeavor and define a 
framework, parametrized by the type of the system, wherein languages and axiomati-
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zations can be derived for a large class of systems, including non-deterministic ones. 
Chapter 6 describes an extension of the aforementioned framework in order to ac­
commodate quantitative systems, such as probabilistic automata, which have gained 
importance in the last few years in the modeling of fault-tolerant systems. The lan­
guages and axiomatizations derived in Chapters 5 and 6 include known languages 
and axiomatizations, but, more interestingly, completely new calculi for some proba­
bilistic systems.
Samenvatting
Sinds het ontstaan van computersystemen zijn ze wijd verspreid geraakt en spelen ze 
nu een belangrijke rol in onze dagelijkse activiteiten. Ze worden ingezet in kleine, 
huishoudelijke apparaten, maar ook in veiligheidskritische systemen zoals vliegtuig- 
of autobesturingssystemen. Ongelukken veroorzaakt door hardware- en software- 
fouten kunnen desastreuze gevolgen hebben zoals het verlies aan mensenlevens of 
grote financiële verliezen. Het is een van de grootste uitdagingen van de informatica 
om bij te kunnen blijven met de snelle ontwikkeling van computersystemen en om 
formele methoden en technieken te ontwikkelen die de constructie van software- en 
hardwaresystemen vergemakkelijken. In de afgelopen jaren zijn er veel technieken 
bedacht om afzonderlijke systemen te specificeren en daar vervolgens over te kunnen 
redeneren.
Coalgebra heeft zich in de afgelopen decennia ontwikkeld als wiskundig theorie van 
toestandssystemen. Het sterkste punt van coalgebraïsch modelleren is het feit dat veel 
belangrijke definities geparametriseerd zijn met het type van het systeem (formeel: 
een functor). Enerzijds werkt de coalgebraïsche aanpak unificerend waardoor een 
uniforme studie van systemen van verschillende types, en het precies maken van de 
achterliggende relaties, mogelijk is. Anderzijds kan het dienen als een leidraad voor 
de ontwikkeling van basisbegrippen voor nieuwe berekeningsmodellen.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om, gebruik makende van een coalgebraïsche kijk op 
systemen, een raamwerk te ontwikkelen waarin specificatietalen en axiomatiseringen 
voor een grote klasse systemen tegelijkertijd afgeleid kunnen worden. Bij wijze van 
controle zou het (op zijn minst) mogelijk moeten zijn om reeds bekende resultaten 
met behulp van dit algemene raamwerk af te leiden. Nog belangrijker echter is de 
mogelijkheid tot het afleiden van nieuwe talen en axiomatiseringen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 geven we een coalgebraïsch overzicht van het eenvoudigste bere­
keningsmodel en de bijbehorende specificatietaal: de deterministische automaat en 
reguliere expressies. We herhalen ook de bekendste axiomatisering van reguliere ex­
pressies, de Kleene algebra, en schetsen het bewijs van correctheid en volledigheid.
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Dit maakt de weg vrij voor de generalisatie die we in Hoofdstuk 4 voorstellen, waarin 
een correcte en volledige calculus voor Mealy-automaten wordt geïntroduceerd.
In Hoofdstuk 5 vervolgen we met de definitie van een raamwerk, geparametriseerd 
met het type van het systeem, waarin specificatietalen en axiomatiseringen voor een 
groot aantal klassen van systemen, waaronder ook non-deterministische, afgeleid 
worden.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een uitbreiding van het hiervoor genoemde raamwerk om met 
kwantitatieve systemen om te kunnen gaan. Een voorbeeld hiervan zijn de probabilis­
tische systemen die in de laatste jaren belangrijker zijn geworden voor het modelleren 
van fouttolerante systemen. De talen en axiomatiseringen die afgeleid zijn in Hoofd­
stuk 5 en 6 omvatten niet alleen bekende talen en axiomatiseringen, maar ook enkele 
volledig nieuwe calculi die geschikt zijn voor probabilistische systemen.
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